Thursday, 22 February
12:00 PM-1:30 PM

1. Author-Meets-Critics: Crystal Marie Fleming's Resurrecting Slavery: Racial Legacies and White Supremacy in France --Thursday Feb 22 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM
   Organizer: Vilna Bashi Treitler, University of California at Santa Barbara
   Presider: Crystal Fleming, SUNY Stony Brook
   Discussants:
   - Onoso Imaogene, University of Pennsylvania
   - Melissa Weiner, College of the Holy Cross
   - Eviatar Zerubavel, Rutgers University - New Brunswick

2. Roundtable: Implementing and Evaluating Prison-Based Animal Programs in Jails --Thursday Feb 22 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM
   - Parenting, Prison & Pups: Implementing and Studying Jail-Based Programming for Women
     Kimberly Collica-Cox, Pace University - New York City
   - Examination of canine-inmate interaction on institutional misconduct: Testing Social Bond Theory
     Kimberly Houser, Rowan University; Michele Pich, Rowan University; Gennifer Furst, William Paterson University of NJ

3. Roundtable: Research on Inequality I --Thursday Feb 22 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM
   - The Racialized Experiences and Racial Perceptions of International Students in the U.S.
     Pamela Leong, Salem State University
   - White Ethnicity's Twilight?: Post-Millennial White-Ethnic Expressions and the "Racial Side" of the Hyphen
     Jason Torkelson, Rutgers University; Douglas Hartmann, University of Minnesota at Twin Cities
   - Counting the Costs: Relationship Formation among Black and White College-Educated Women
     Sarah Adeyinka-Skold, University of Pennsylvania
   - "They Were Born Lucky:" Body Size Attributions Among Children at a Weight Loss Camp
     Laura Beth Backstrom, Florida Atlantic University

4. Roundtable: Research on Inequality II --Thursday Feb 22 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM
   - Myths of Meritocracy: Caste, Karma and the New Racism, a Comparative Study
     Vikash Singh, Montclair State University
   - Bushwick's Bohemia: Artist Networks, Race and Urban Revitalization
     Mario Hernandez, The New School for Social Research
   - Cultural Capital and Black Working Class Music
     Rutledge M. Dennis, George Mason University
   - The Pains of Imprisonment of Female Inmates in California
     Margaret F. Leigey, The College of New Jersey
   - Exploring Helping Professional's Perceptions of Male Victimization in Prison Settings
     Chelsea Ann Clark, Indiana University of Pennsylvania
   - Flexible Punishment: Medicalization and Criminalization
     Christine Zozula, University of Rhode Island

5. Roundtable: Research on Inequality III --Thursday Feb 22 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM
   - Interfaith Marriage in India and the United States
     Kristi Hoffman, Roanoke College; Meeta Mehrotra, Roanoke College
• **Erroneous Stigma: The Spoiled Identity of the Falsely Accused Deviant**  Logan Francis Valenty, University at Buffalo, State University of New York

• **A Case Study Juxtaposing the Impacts of Economic and Sociocultural Deprivation on One African American Woman's Drive for Educational Success**  Karen Thomas-Brown, University of Michigan - Dearborn

• **Digital disruption - blockchain as a force of job creation and displacement**  Yiyi Chen, New York University; Lizhe Sun, Harvard University

6. **Roundtable: Research on Teaching -- Thursday Feb 22 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM**

• **Examining "the Family" within Introductory Sociology Textbooks**  Medora W. Barnes, John Carroll University

• **Facing Extremist Views in the Sociology Arena: Issues, Challenges, and Positive Approaches**  William Rose, Badass Sociology Project

• **Creating Active Citizens? Combining E-portfolios with Critical Pedagogy in a Capstone Class**  Katharine Jones, Jefferson University

• **Parking Lot Confrontations: Collecting Human Trafficking Awareness Data**  Johanna K. Bishop, Wilmington University; Krystal Cerezo, Wilmington University; John B Fruits, Wilmington University; Lyndsey Morgan, Wilmington University

• **"The Future of the Job Market is Now: What Graduate Students Need to Know about the Rise in Adjunct Faculty.”**  Victor W. Perez, University of Delaware

7. **Regional Spotlight Session: The Housing Affordability Crisis in Charm City: A Conversation Between Research and Practitioners -- Thursday Feb 22 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM**

  **Organizer:** Eva Rosen, Georgetown University  
  **Presider:** Eva Rosen, Georgetown University

• **Housing Vacancy in the City**  Michael Braverman, Housing Commissioner of Baltimore City

• **Housing Instability in Baltimore**  Lovell Smith, Loyola University Maryland

• **Housing Court and Eviction in Baltimore**  Matt Hill, Public Justice Center

• **Re-Negotiating Community: Divergent Pathways of Neighborhood Change in Baltimore, MD**  Philip Garboden, Johns Hopkins University

8. **Paper Session: Race, Ethnicity and Culture -- Thursday Feb 22 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM**

• **Identity, Performance, and Double Consciousness in the Humor of Camp**  Allison Carter, CUNY Graduate Center & Rowan University

• **The Role of The Media In Framing The American Indian Victim**  Lena Campagna, CUNY John Jay College of Criminal Justice

• **Indigenous Immigrants from Latin America: Beyond Ethnic and Racial Identity in the U.S.**  Alessandra Bazo Viennich, University of Massachusetts Boston

• **Want to Change Attitudes About Affirmative Action? Look to Cultural Cognition and Moral Psychology**  Moses Adams, Columbia University Graduate School of Arts and Sciences

9. **Paper Session: Inequality in Education -- Thursday Feb 22 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM**

• **Disability Inclusion Workshops: Steps Towards Creating Inclusive Communities**  Robert Matchett, Indiana University of Pennsylvania

• **When Policy And Privilege Collide**  Catherine Kramarczuk Voulgarides, Touro College

• **Interrogating the Female Advantage in Nontraditional College Completion**  David B. Monaghan, Shippensburg University of Pennsylvania
10. **Paper Session: Race and Inequality I** -- *Thursday Feb 22 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM*

- Squatter or Homesteader? How Race and Class Shape Urban Informality in Detroit  
  Claire Herbert, Drexel University
- Stratified Reproduction and Sterilization Disparities in the United States: An Intersectional Framework  
  Colleen P. Campbell, Princeton University
- Race-based assumptions of social class identity and their consequences at a predominantly white (and wealthy) institution  
  Debbie Marie Warnock, Bennington College
- Why Are There Still So Few Black Female Partners in Elite Corporate Law Firms?  
  Tsedale Melaku, CUNY Graduate Center
- Collective Grieving and Peer Support among Black Boys after the Death of a Friend  
  Nora Gross, University of Pennsylvania

11. **Paper Session: Culture, Class and Inequality in the City** -- *Thursday Feb 22 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM*

- The New Urban Terrain: Contested Notions of Place and Space in Brooklyn, New York  
  Amaka Okechukwu, George Mason University
- The Emergence of Gentrification in the "City of Good Neighbors": Race, Class, and Neighborhoods in Buffalo  
  Jessica V Coley, State University of New York at Buffalo
- "Keep Allston Shitty:" How Neighborhood and Resident Legitimacy is Framed in One Boston Neighborhood  
  Sarah Hosman, Boston University
- Shades of Green: Conflicts over Nature in Northwest Detroit  
  Sharon Cornelissen, Princeton University

12. **Paper Session: Meaning and Discourse in Social Movements** -- *Thursday Feb 22 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM*

- Leading the Mind to Water: The Moral Strategies of Animal Rights Activists  
  Ryan Turner, Umass Amherst
- Collective Action and Collective Impact as Mechanisms of Trust and Cooperation  
  Frank Ridzi, LeMoyne College
- Protests are Battlefields. Protesters are Terrorists. Protest Signs are Weapons.: Explaining Cognitive Mapping and Implications for the Social Control of Social Movements  
  Justin Christopher Van Ness, University of Notre Dame
- Revolution and its Discontents: Alternative and Counter-Revolutions in Iran and Nicaragua, 1979-1990  
  Zachary M. Wilmot, Brown University

13. **Paper Session: Social Capital** -- *Thursday Feb 22 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM*

- Playing the Field, Desperately Looking, or Permanently Single: Gendered Deservingness and Access to Social Networks in the Dating Market  
  Corey Fields, Stanford University; Emily Shafer, Portland State University
- Friends with Benefits? Testing Lin's Social-Capital Proposition  
  Amanda Cox, University of Pennsylvania; Amy Steinbugler, Dickinson College; Rand Quinn, University of Pennsylvania
- City, Class, and the Location of Ties: A Spatial Analysis of Social Networks in Tehran  
  Jaleh Jalili, Brandeis University
- Competing Social Capital in Gentrifying Philadelphia  
  Keith William McIntosh, Temple University

14. **Paper Session: Unification and Its Discontents** -- *Thursday Feb 22 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM*

- Systematization Work: Creating (In)Coherence Through Organizational Policy  
  Sorcha A. Brophy, University of Chicago; Francesca Tripodi, University of Virginia
- Compensating, Rationalizing, Passing, Questioning, and Soapboxing: Accessing the Fire Service Brotherhood or Challenging Masculinity  
  Roscoe C. Scarborough, Franklin and Marshall College
• **Art Markets? Binary Distinctions and Valuation Beyond Market Value**  
  Alison Gerber, Lund University

• **Meetings Along the Edge: Paranoid Interpretations of Organizational Catastrophe Preparedness**  
  Ryan A.L. Hagen, Columbia University

15. **Paper Session: Sociology of Finance --Thursday Feb 22 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM**

• **The Rising Tide: Perceived Financial Insecurity in the United States**  
  Travis Lowe, University of Tulsa

• **Household Engagement with Finance and Wealth, 1980s-2000s**  
  Angelina Grigoryeva, Princeton University

• **The Military Lending Act and Its Implications for Payday Lender Operations**  
  Megan Bea, Cornell University

16. **Paper Session: State Politics and Power in Comparative Perspective --Thursday Feb 22 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM**

• **The Politics of Harm Reduction: A Comparative Analysis of Drug Consumption Room Policy Making in Canada and England And Wales**  
  Steven Hayle, University of Toronto

• **Varying Trajectories of Welfare Regimes and the Bangladeshi Case: State, Society and Global Political Economy**  
  Esha Sraboni, Brown University

• **China's Challenge to U.S. Hegemony: Implications from International Migration Data**  
  Kit Man, Boston University

• **The Political Uses of Ambiguity: Statecraft and U.S. Empire in the Philippines, 1898-1946**  
  Katrina Quisumbing King, University of Wisconsin - Madison

• **Laissez-Faire and Prosperity: Assessing the Merits of a Powerful Policy-Making Axiom**  
  Joseph Nathan Cohen, CUNY Queens College

17. **Paper Session: Leveraging Art and Technology to Address Racial Disparity --Thursday Feb 22 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM**

• **Mercator of the Trap: Black Orality and the Naming of Place in the Hip Hop Soundscape**  
  Melissa Brown, University of Maryland at College Park

• **"Shadowman:" Dramaturgy of Identity as Resistance**  
  Tuesday Barnes, University of Maryland at College Park

• **Using Collaborative Art Making to Express Baltimore Uprising Counternarratives**  
  Audra Buck-Coleman, University of Maryland at College Park; Naliyah Kaya, University of Maryland at College Park

• **Virtual Reality and Implicit Bias in Policing**  
  Long Doan, University of Maryland at College Park

  **Discussant:**  
  Rashawn Ray, University of Maryland, College Park

18. **Paper Session: Relationship, Health and the Life Course --Thursday Feb 22 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM**

• **Gray Divorce: Explaining Mid-life Marital Splits**  
  Jocelyn Crowley, Rutgers University

• **Middle Age Despair: The effect of the recession on Middle Aged males and how they are coping.**  
  Stephanie A. Bennett-Knapp, College of St. Rose

• **Minding the (age) gap: The identity and emotion work of men and women in age discrepant romantic relationships**  
  Ashley Niccolai, Indiana University of Pennsylvania; Melissa Swauger, Indiana University of Pennsylvania

• **Dating and Sexual Attitudes and Behaviors across the Life Course: Evidence from a National Survey of Singles**  
  Lisa Miller, Eckerd College; Justin Garcia, Indiana University; Amanda Gesselman, Indiana University; Helen Fisher, Rutgers University

• **Lavish Weddings, Ambiguous Anniversaries: How Relationship Histories Shape the Experience of Getting Married for Gays and Lesbians**  
  Aaron Hoy, Syracuse University
19. Paper Session: The Dynamics of Neighborhood Change --Thursday Feb 22 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM

- Elite Networks and The Cecil B. Moore Neighborhood  David Henry Schrider, Temple University
- Postindustrial Urban Farming: A Case Study of Neighborhood Change in Buffalo, NY  Jared Strohl, University at Buffalo
- Neighborhood Defense: Gentrification and Mechanisms of Control  Matt Ford, Temple University

20. Paper Session: Political and State Dynamics --Thursday Feb 22 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM

- Economic Inequality and Categories of Worth in Presidential State of the Union Addresses, 1917 -- 2017  Emily M. Sandusky, Cornell University
- A Consolidation Model of Political Polarization  Jaemin Lee, Duke University
- "It’s not about Policy; It’s about Personality": Legitimating Rural Political Regimes  Philip George Lewin, Florida Atlantic University
- Stakeholders in Policy Development & Administration: Utility, Power, and Legitimacy  Ezra Joseph Temko, University of New Hampshire

21. Mini-Conference: Racism on Campus (Sponsored by the Committee on the Status of Ethnicity, Race, and Racism): I. Working with/in the Academy --Thursday Feb 22 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM

- Constructing Diversity  Bonnie E. French, Caldwell University; Khanifah Wilson, Caldwell University; Marize Bester, Caldwell University
- The Unequal University: Faculty Networks and Outcomes in Academia  Anna Hidalgo, Columbia University
- From Theory to Reality: Sociological Insight into Black Male Faculty Experiences  Roderick Graham, Old Dominion University; ‘Shawn Smith, Radford University

Discussant:  Dawn Dow, University of Maryland, College Park

22. Mini-Conference: Carework: I. Care & the State --Thursday Feb 22 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM

- Privatization of Care and Changing Care Wage Gap in China’s Transitional Economy  Shengwei Sun, University of Maryland
- Precarity and Carework: Everyday Experiences of Central Asian Migrant Domestic Workers in Turkey  Marhabo Saparova, Northeastern University
- From Textile Mill Town to iPhone City: Gender, Class, and the Politics of Care in an Industrializing China (1949-present)  Yige Dong, Johns Hopkins University
- Carceral Care  Natalia Danielle Ginsburg, Brown University

Discussant:  Deborah Little, Adelphi University

1:45 PM-3:15 PM

23. : ESS Executive Committee Meeting --Thursday Feb 22 | 1:45 PM-3:15 PM


Organizer: Jacob Felson, William Paterson University
Presider: Amy Adamczyk, John Jay College
Discussants:

- Salvador Vidal-Ortiz, American University
- Laura M. Moore, Hood College
- Arnaud Kurze, Montclair State University

25. Roundtable: Research on Culture I --Thursday Feb 22 / 1:45 PM-3:15 PM

- Unveiling: A critique of American flag hijab imagery  Deniz Uyan, Boston College
- An Observational Study of Team Meetings in a ReEntry Court  Christopher Salvatore, Montclair State University; Venezia Michalsen, Montclair State University
- Vying for Lead in the "Boys' Club": Understanding the Gender Gap in Multidistrict Litigation Leadership Appointments  Dana Alvare, University of Delaware
- Disease and Madness as Race and Gender Allegories in "I Am Legend" Remakes  Jeremiah Chapman Morelock, Boston College
- The Portrayal of the Rise of the Internet Age in "Halt and Catch Fire"  Rod Carveth, Morgan State University
- Arcade Populism  Samuel Tobin, Fitchburg State University
- Very Few People Say "No Whites": Gay Men of Color and The Racial Politics of Desire  Chong-suk Han, Middlebury College

26. Roundtable: Research on Culture II --Thursday Feb 22 / 1:45 PM-3:15 PM

- A Time for Unchange? Reconsidering the Sociological Significance of Uneventfulness  Wayne Brekhus, University of Missouri at Columbia; Lorenzo Sabetta, University of Missouri at Columbia
- Post-Truth Overexposure: Media Consumption and Confidence in Institutions  Nick Papazian, Skidmore College
- Who Are the Zombies? De-Humanizing Conflict in Pre-Apocalyptic America  Stephen Couch, Penn State
- Sociological Insights into Culturally-Responsive Evaluation  Mindelyn R Anderson, American University
- The Role of Collective Identity in Fan Activism  Jamie Puglin, Stony Brook University

27. Roundtable: Research on Culture III --Thursday Feb 22 / 1:45 PM-3:15 PM

- An Esthetic of Scandal  Mark Jacobs, George Mason University
- Fashion and Social Theory: Georg Simmel Revisited  Yuniya Kawamura, Fashion Institute of Technology (FIT)
- Political Trust in Comparative Perspective: Reflections on the Conceptual and Methodological Problems  Tahir Enes Gedik, University of Florida
- Becoming Civilized and Being Cultured: Elias's Theory of the "Civilizing Process" and Bourdieu's Concept of "Cultural Capital"  Charles McCoy, SUNY - Plattsburgh
- Between Trenches and Beliefs: Theorical Approaches Between Antonio Gramsci and Max Weber Regarding the Concepts of Hegemony and Legitimacy  Felipe Augusto Franke, Boston University

28. Roundtable: Research on Economic Sociology I --Thursday Feb 22 / 1:45 PM-3:15 PM

- The Fall of the Indoor Shopping Mall: How Shoppers Assign Meaning to a Dying Space  Briana Leigh Pocratsky, George Mason University
- Social Mood and Fashion Consumption in New York  Giselle Greenidge, University of North Texas
- Weak Ties in Online Networks  Justin Richard Levine, Temple University
• Clacking Tiles and a Little Nosh: American Jewish Women and the Game of Mah Jongg  Marsha Shapiro
ROSE, Florida Atlantic University

29. Roundtable: Research on Economic Sociology II --Thursday Feb 22 | 1:45 PM-3:15 PM

• Perched on a Pedestal: Clergy as a Positive Deviance Profession  Druann Maria Heckert, Fayetteville State University; Hideki Morooka, Fayetteville State University; Alex Heckert, Indiana University of PA
• The Erasure of Intellectual Labor and Demand Of Physical Labor: Paraprofessionals Navigating the Workplace  T Sultana, Brooklyn College - City University of New York
• “On the Margins?: Transfer Students and Their Satisfaction with Academic Advising at a Four-Year Institution.”  Sangeeta Parashar, Montclair State University; Faye Allard, Community College of Philadelphia
• “Divergences in Informal Mentoring Networks by Academic Class: An Emerging Trend?”  Sangeeta Parashar, Montclair State University; Faye Allard, Community College of Philadelphia

30. Roundtable: Research on Gender, Identity and Sexuality --Thursday Feb 22 | 1:45 PM-3:15 PM

• Money Man: The Correlation Between Social Class and Masculinity  Walker Lee, Valdosta State University
• The Embodiment of Distinction in a Culture of Racial Democracy  Nicole Barreto Hindert, Northern Virginia Community College
• Yoga Moms: Postpartum Women, Privilege and the Aspirational Class  Emily Ann Fornatora, Towson University; Jaime DeLuca, Towson University; Jacob Bustad, Towson University
• Race, Class and Gender in the Queer Community: A Multiple Regression Analysis of LGBT Life Quality through an Intersectional Lens.  Victoria Ruth Eaton, University of North Carolina at Wilmington
• Caster’s Shorts: How Fashion Transgression Triggered Medical Intervention For An Elite Track Athlete  Kristi Tredway, St Mary's College of Maryland
• Social, Institutional, and Cultural Change in Gender Relations and their Impact on Sport in America  Joseph Trumino, St. John's University


Organizer: Mitchell Duneier, Princeton University
Presider: Mitchell Duneier, Princeton University
Panelist: Devin Allen, Photographer
Discussant: Terry Williams, New School

32. Paper Session: Theorizing Inequality --Thursday Feb 22 | 1:45 PM-3:15 PM

• Intersectionality: Reworking a Flawed but Necessary Concept  David Baronov, St. John Fisher College
• Stark vs. Dark: the Construction of Whiteness and Blackness in Reciprocal Imaginations  Komal Kaur Dhillon, Virginia Tech
• (Re)Theorizing Civic Engagement  Candice Ciarra Robinson, University of Pittsburgh
• Refugees and their Right to the African City: New Frontiers for Theorizing Urban Citizenship  Derese Getachew Kassa, Iona College
• Articulating a Sociology of Absences in Criminal Justice System Reform Efforts: Evidence and Implications  Maria D. Valdovinos, George Mason University

33. Paper Session: Health and Urban Inequality --Thursday Feb 22 | 1:45 PM-3:15 PM

• Lead Poisoning and the Reproduction of Housing Instability  Matthew McLeskey, SUNY at Buffalo
- Institutional changes in a low-income setting undergoing urban transformations: The case of nutritional outcomes  Yashas Vaidya, Brown University
- On the Limited Diffusion of Broken Windows Policing  Brenden Beck, CUNY Graduate Center
- Looking Inside Broken Windows: Baltimore’s Legacy of Lead Poisoning  Lee Scrivener, University of Wisconsin-Madison

34. **Paper Session: Race and Policing --Thursday Feb 22 | 1:45 PM-3:15 PM**

- Conflicting Discourses of the Police and Law Enforcement in American Music: A Longitudinal, Content Analysis  Marcus Aldredge, Iona College
- Remembering the Dawsons: Racial Variation in Newspaper Framing of Urban Crime  Corey Fields, Stanford University

35. **Paper Session: Education and Urban Inequality --Thursday Feb 22 | 1:45 PM-3:15 PM**

- Shifting Parent Participation and its Effect on Elementary Schools  Bonnie Rogers, Columbia University
- Demographic Divergence and Local School Funding, 1990-2013  Kendra Bischoff, Cornell University; Alexandra Cooperstock, Cornell University
- "We Didn’t Know Exactly What To Do About School": Class Differences in How Parents Approach the Bundle of Schools and Housing  Stefanie Ann DeLuca, Johns Hopkins University; Jennifer Darrah, University of Hawaii at Manoa; Kiara Millay Nerenberg, Johns Hopkins University
- Reframing the School Choice Debate: Understanding School Choice as Desperate Attempts to Flee Violent Neighborhoods  Trinh T Tran, Middlebury College
- Pathways and Heterogeneity in Neighborhood Effects on Educational Attainment  Brian L. Levy, Harvard University

36. **Paper Session: Immigration and the Nation-State --Thursday Feb 22 | 1:45 PM-3:15 PM**

- Bringing Constraints Back In to the Study of Immigrant Transnational Politics  Ali R. Chaudhary, Rutgers University, the State University of New Jersey; Dana Moss, University of Pittsburgh
- Crossing Borders as Conspicuous Consumption: Towards a Non-Instrumental Understanding of Mobility  Yossi Harpaz, Tel Aviv University
- Migration and Terrorism: Unwelcoming Hosts or Ungrateful Guests?  Gabriel Rubin, Monclair State University
- Integrationism and its Moral Underpinnings  Elif Alp-Marent, University of Tübingen
- "We Speak Back!": African Women’s Racialized Citizenship Acts in Portugal  Celeste Vaughan Curington, North Carolina State University

37. **Paper Session: Identity and the Body --Thursday Feb 22 | 1:45 PM-3:15 PM**

- "Nobody Wants to Feel Different...But It's Just The Way It Is": Experiences of Stigma and Other Stressors Among People Living With Psoriasis  Alex Parkhouse, University of Maryland College Park
- Healing, Wellness, and Collective Liberation: Narratives of the Body and Social Change in People of Color Healing Collectives  Linda Luu, The Graduate Center, CUNY
- In Wrong Face: Managing Un-concealable Facial Difference in Interaction  Amanda Konradi, Loyola University Maryland
- Culturally Deaf Identities Claimed in Adulthood  Gabriella Klopsi, The College of New Jersey; Samantha Ciparis, The College of New Jersey; Steven James Singer, The College of New Jersey

38. **Paper Session: Populism and Nationalism in Comparative Perspective --Thursday Feb 22 | 1:45 PM-3:15 PM**
• **Seeing Beyond the Economy:** Right-Wing Populism and the Religious Right in Germany  
  Berenike Laura Schott, Columbia University Graduate School of Arts and Sciences

• **Left and Right Populism in the U.S.**  
  Ritchie Savage, Pratt Institute

• **Explaining populism: Bringing the intrastate conflict in**  
  Busra Ferligul, SUNY Binghamton

• **Austerity and its impact on Democracy: the rise of the Golden Dawn in Greece**  
  Ioanna Christodoulaki, Boston University

---

### Paper Session: 21st Century Artworlds and Their Discontents -- Thursday Feb 22 | 1:45 PM-3:15 PM

- **Creative Vision Factory: Community Arts in the Age of Neoliberalism**  
  Anne Bowler, University of Delaware

- **Occupational Identity and Expertise: The Accessibility Crisis in Arts Organizations**  
  Gemma Mangione, Columbia University; Jennifer Lena, Columbia University

- **Theaster Gates: Chicago's Entrepreneurial Artist**  
  Julia Helise Rothenberg, CUNY Queensborough Community College

- **Working Harder to Make Work: Artistic Laboring in New York Art Worlds**  
  Mary E Kosut, Purchase College

---

### Paper Session: Political Sociology of South America -- Thursday Feb 22 | 1:45 PM-3:15 PM

- **Institutional changes of the education in Colombia in the post-conflict period**  
  Diego Andrés Quintero Timaná, University of Nariño

- **The colombian state in the consolidation of peace and social transformation in the post conflict period**  
  Herluen Augusto Quintero Timaná, Policía Nacional de Colombia (UNIPEP)

- **Datasets as a Battlefield: the Politics of Managing Pro-Poor Policies in Brazil and Mexico**  
  Luciana Souza Leao, Columbia University

- **Fiscal Patriotism: Taxes and Catastrophe in Chilean History**  
  Magdalena Gil-Ureta, Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile; Jorge Atria, Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile

---

### Paper Session: Contexts of Racial Identities -- Thursday Feb 22 | 1:45 PM-3:15 PM

**Presider:** Lauren Nichols Griffin, Cornell University

- **Missing Voices: Participants' Narratives of the National Park Service's Summer in the Parks Program (1968-1976)**  
  Felicia Garland-Jackson, George Mason University

- **Submerging Race in Biomedical Studies of Testosterone**  
  Brandon Lee Kramer, Rutgers University - New Brunswick; Liz Carlin, City University of New York (CUNY) Graduate Center

- **Black Women, The Helpmate, & The Church: A Qualitative Analysis of Submissive Identity among Black Religious Women**  
  Brienne Alexandra Painia, Louisiana State University

- **Partisan Perceptions of Racial Diversity: Evidence from a Survey Experiment**  
  J. Janet Xu, Princeton University

---

### Paper Session: The Socio-Economic Context of Love and Marriage -- Thursday Feb 22 | 1:45 PM-3:15 PM

- **Wealth Homophily Versus Male or Female Wealth Dominance and Relationship Stability**  
  Alicia Eads, University of Toronto; Lauren Nichols Griffin, Cornell University; Laura Tach, Cornell University

- **Dating Attitudes and Behaviors of American and Chinese College Students: A Replication**  
  Timothy Madigan, Mansfield University; Sampson Lee Blair, SUNY at Buffalo

- **Who Benefits from Togetherness?: Gender and Quality of Life in Commuter Marriage**  
  Danielle Lindemann, Lehigh University

- **Student Loan Debt and Romantic Relationship Norms**  
  Joan Maya Mazelis, Rutgers University at Camden; Arielle Kuperberg, University of North Carolina, Greensboro
• Cohabitation and Marriage: Examining Pathways to Relationship Formation in China  Sampson Lee Blair, SUNY at Buffalo; Shi Dong, Mount Holyoke College

43. Paper Session: Health and the Youth  --Thursday Feb 22 / 1:45 PM-3:15 PM

• Adolescent Risk-Taking and Paid Employment: The Relative Impact of Teenage Jobs  Sampson Lee Blair, SUNY at Buffalo; Patricia Neff Claster, Edinboro University of PA
• Student view of healthcare providers in the WebMD world  Janice Purk, Mansfield University
• Sleep Disturbances in Adolescents Involved in Bullying  Christopher Donoghue, Montclair State University; Lisa Meltzer, National Jewish Health
• A New Frontier: An Evaluation of a Pilot Program to Improve Retention of Undergraduate Students Raised in Foster Care  Susan Candice Cruise, University of South Carolina; Lucas Espinoza, University of Texas Rio Grande Valley; Luis Espinoza, Texas Woman's University; Mindy Menn, Texas Woman's University

44. Paper Session: Digital Opportunities for Political Sociology  --Thursday Feb 22 / 1:45 PM-3:15 PM

• Representations of flight and arrival in the "European refugee crisis"  Johannes Marent, University Trier
• The Truth is ... Somewhere?: The Influence of Terrorism and Unemployment on Americans' Interest in Conspiracy Theories  Ryan Guy Ceresola, Hartwick College

45. Mini-Conference: Racism on Campus (Sponsored by the Committee on the Status of Ethnicity, Race, and Racism): II. Campus Climate and Pedagogy  --Thursday Feb 22 / 1:45 PM-3:15 PM

Organizers: Dawn Dow, University of Maryland, College Park; Melinda Mills, Castleton University; Ingrid Castro, Massachusetts College of Liberal Arts
• Microaggressions and Macroaggressions on College Campuses: Undergraduate, Graduate, and Faculty Experiences  Chantis C Levchak, Central Connecticut State University
• Let's (Not) Talk About Race: Institutional Structures and Students' Experiences with Diversity at an Elite Liberal Arts College  Ingrid Nelson, Bowdoin College
• Talking Constructively about Race and Racism in the Trump Era Classroom  Carolyn Corrado, SUNY at New Paltz
• Antiracist Pedagogy as Pathway to Racial Justice?  Alex Otieno, Arcadia University

Discussant:  Farha Ternikar, LeMoyne College

46. Mini-Conference: Carework: II. Caring Contexts  --Thursday Feb 22 / 1:45 PM-3:15 PM

• The Professionalization of Personal Care: The Case of Death Midwives and End-of-Life Doulas  Ara Francis, College of the Holy Cross
• Contradictions of Caregiving: Negotiating Parenting, Child Care, and Labor  Kim Price-Glynn, University of Connecticut
• 'They bring the neighborhood with them to school': Community Building and Political Action as Care Work among Teachers  Joseph Carey Bazler, Cornell University
• Caring for those who care: Understanding youth workers’ persistence in precarious work  Deepa Sriya Vasudevan, Harvard Graduate School of Education
• Communicating Adulthood: Practices of Autonomy in Caring for People with Developmental Disabilities  Adrianna Bagnall-Munson, Columbia University

Discussant:  Kim Price-Glynn, University of Connecticut

3:30 PM-5:00 PM
47. **Roundtable: Research on Education I -- Thursday Feb 22 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM**

- Feasibility and Timeliness: Local Contingencies of National Educational Reform in Japan  
  Yuichi Tamura, SUNY Geneseo
- What are the Long-term Effects of Highly (and Lowly) Autonomous High School Teachers?  
  Joseph Paul Cleary, Lehman College (City University of New York)
- "Social & Institutional Change: the Case of Academia: Descriptive Case study of Movement from Liberal Arts to Professional Studies"  
  Marjorie Marcoux Faiia, Rivier College
- Take the Time to Listen: Understanding Students' Perspectives on Supportive Faculty, Staff and Administrators  
  Kimberly Mahaffy, Millersville University

48. **Roundtable: Research on Education II -- Thursday Feb 22 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM**

- Conceptions of Radical Education and Spatial Theory as Voyages of Discovery on UMBC's Campus  
  Tissa Janelle Thomas, University of Maryland - Baltimore County
- Expanding Our Understanding of Student Life: A Community College Case Study  
  Rachel Sullivan, University at Albany, SUNY
- 'Bad Hombres': Administrators' and Teachers' Perceptions of Latino Males  
  Charlene Cruz-Cerdas, NYU
- Institutional Changes and Professional Outcomes from Desegregation on Teachers of Minority Races  
  Tessa Marie Pena, Southern Connecticut State University
- College Students, Service Learning, and Social Change  
  Jennifer Pearce-Morris, Raritan Valley Community College

49. **Roundtable: Research on Health I -- Thursday Feb 22 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM**

- Subject Formation and Subjectivity in Legislative Discourse on Abortion  
  Bethany Kosmicki, Temple University
- Burnout among Probation Officers: Resilience and Coping as Extensions of the Job-Demands Resources Model  
  Andrew S Gladfelter, William Paterson University; William A Haggis, William Paterson University
- Abiku: The Yoruba Social Construction of Child Re-incarnation and its Implication on Infant Mortality Campaign in Nigeria  
  Mohammed Abubakar, University of Ilorin; Oluwemi Adesoji Joseph, University of Ilorin, Nigeria; Adejoke Joseph, Bowen University
- Public Support for Government Intervention in Health Care in the United States from 1986 to 2016  
  Yaqi Yuan, SUNY University at Buffalo
- Chronic Pain Trajectory, Opioids Prescription, and Social Support: Evidence from Health and Retirement Study  
  Yulin Yang, University at Buffalo SUNY

50. **Roundtable: Research on Health II -- Thursday Feb 22 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM**

- When Doctors Become Patients: Tales and Lessons from Nigerian Doctors  
  Mohammed Abubakar, University of Ilorin; Oluwemi Adesoji Joseph, University of Ilorin, Nigeria; Adejoke Joseph, Bowen University
- Rethinking Civility in Iran: The Case of HIV/AIDS  
  Elham Pourtaher, University at Albany, SUNY
- War, Women, and Fertility Patterns in Asia  
  Xingyu Chen, University at Buffalo, State University of New York
- Rural life in Africa  
  Victoria Hosegood, Independent Scholar

51. **Roundtable: Research on Health III -- Thursday Feb 22 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM**

- Worker Cooperatives as an Urban Anti-Poverty Program?  
  Vincent Serravallo, Rochester Institute of Technology
The Inclusion of Service Learning in Medical School Curricula to Revive Medicine’s Social Contract  
Tariem Atauren Burroughs, Temple University

Response to Reality Needs: Health Status, Decision, and Behavior of Female Medical Students  
Wenyue Lu, Temple University

Redesigning the Role of Medical Assistants in Primary Care: Major Challenges and Proposed Strategies.  
Janette Dill, University of Akron; Jennifer Morgan, Georgia State University

Religion and Alcohol Consumption: Change and Stability Over Time  
Julie Ford, SUNY at Brockport

52. Roundtable: Research on Immigration  --Thursday Feb 22 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM

- Asian immigrant hairdressers’ hairworks for co-ethnic customers  
  Jeunghyun Kim, Syracuse University
- Caribbean Immigrants in Miami Fl: Transnational Activities amongst Cubans and Haitians.  
  Mauricia John, Kutztown University
- Post-migration Life for Tibetan Women in Canada: Work, Family and Gender Dynamics  
  Tenzin Metok, University at Buffalo, SUNY
- Story Of My Life: The Effects of Being a Child of Undocumented Immigrants in the United States  
  Cynthia Lisseth Pando, Lehigh University
- Alternative research perspective in New Korean Immigrant in the United State as Family and adult learner  
  yang hwan Choi, Columbia University, Teachers College
- White Female Immigrant Entrepreneurs: A Critical Demography Perspective  
  Basak Ozgenc, SUNY at Albany; Hayward Derrick Horton, SUNY Albany

53. Presidential Session: Computational Social Science  --Thursday Feb 22 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM

Organizer: Duncan Watts, Microsoft Research
Presider: Duncan Watts, Microsoft Research
Panelists: Duncan Watts, Microsoft Research; Matthew Salganik, Princeton University; Sandra González-Bailón, University of Pennsylvania; Ceren Budak, University of Michigan
- Data Science and Social Networks  
  Sandra González-Bailón, University of Pennsylvania
- A Computer Scientist’s Perspective on Social Science  
  Ceren Budak, University of Michigan
- Social Research in the Digital Age  
  Matthew Salganik, Princeton University
- Computational Social Science: Past, Present, and Future  
  Duncan Watts, Microsoft Research
Discussant:  
[1] Duncan Watts, Microsoft Research

54. Paper Session: The Effects of Legal Status on Young Immigrants, Unaccompanied Minors, DREAMers, TPS and DACA Recipients  --Thursday Feb 22 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM

Presider: Ernesto Castañeda, American University

- Temporary Legal Status and School Dropout: Evidence from Salvadoran Child Migrants  
  Steven Alvarado, Cornell University
- Impasses amongst promising passageways: How social capital shapes legal mobility of undocumented youths in New York City  
  Stephen Ruszczyk, Montclair State University
- The Economic Effects of Temporary Work Permits versus Legalization of DREAMers  
  Amy Hsin, CUNY Queens College,; Francesc Ortega, CUNY Queens College; Ryan Edwards, UC Berkeley
Discussant:  
[1] Ernesto Castañeda, American University

55. Paper Session: Health, Institutions and Community I  --Thursday Feb 22 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM
• **Navigating Punishment and Social Services: Exploring Agency in Mental Health Court**  Cheyney Dobson, University of Michigan

• **Growing in the Garden: Exploring Health Disparities through Civically-Engaged Pedagogy**  Sara Moore, Salem State University

• **Trauma history as a barrier to reentry: How drug users leaving prison navigate mental health services post release**  Taylor Hall, Boston University

• **Life Course Effects of Polyvictimization: Associations with Depression and Crime**  Richard Steven Carbonaro, UMASS Amherst

• **Food and nutrition services for people living with HIV: Research to inform advocacy**  Angela Aidala, Columbia University; Maiko Yomogida, Columbia University

56. **Paper Session: Race and Education I -- Thursday Feb 22 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM**

• **Becoming White Teachers: Symbolic Interactions and Racializing the Raceless Norm in Predominantly Black Schools**  Marcus Bell, Syracuse University

• **Hosts, Guests, and Interlopers: Race and College Students’ Negotiation of Belonging on Campus**  Blake Silver, George Mason University; Candace Miller, University of Virginia; Jack Chellman,; Kerri Anderson, University of Virginia

• **Segregated in Law, Segregated in Fact: Desegregation’s Meanings at the Supreme Court**  Jimmy Patrick Biblarz, Harvard University

57. **Paper Session: Urban Change and Gentrification II -- Thursday Feb 22 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM**

**Presider:** Raymond P. Scattone, University of Delaware

• **Short-term Housing Rentals and Gentrification: How Airbnb Is Driving Urban Inequality**  Mehmet Cansoy, Boston College

• **Who Needs this Stuff: Cultural Displacement or Social Evolution in a Pittsburgh Neighborhood?**  Annette Mackay, West Virginia University

• **Micro-ideologies and urban spatial production: A study of market professionals' understandings of and discourse around real estate in a gentrifying urban neighborhood**  Mirella Landriscina, St. Joseph’s College

• **Affordable Housing’s Contentious Place in Social Equity and Sustainability**  Rachel Suzanne Madsen, Brandeis University

• **“Smart” Cities? A short history on past efforts to improve cities and an appeal for justice**  Raymond P. Scattone, University of Delaware; Lemir Teron, SUNY College of Environmental Science and Forestry

58. **Paper Session: Education, Diversity and Globalization -- Thursday Feb 22 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM**

• **Discrimination of International students in South Africa**  Victoria Modupe Philips, university of south africa

• **Parentocracy within a Transnational Context: Examining Educational Decisions among Globally-mobile Indian Americans**  Adrienne Atterberry, Syracuse University

• **How Affirmative Action Context Shapes Collegiate Outcomes at America’s Selective Colleges**  Amy Lutz, Syracuse University; Pamela Bennett, University of Maryland - Baltimore County; Rebecca Wang, Syracuse University

59. **Paper Session: Economy and Society I -- Thursday Feb 22 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM**

• **“Re-conceptualizing Agricultural Cooperative Membership From Within a Design Thinking Perspective: An approach to off-set institutionalization.”**  Thomas W. Gray, USDA Cooperative Programs, Center for Study of Cooperatives, University of Saskatchewan
• Commodification and Degradation: The Blue Point Oyster in World Ecological History  Kirk Lawrence, St. Joseph's College, NY; John Antonacci, New School for Social Research
• Another Kind of Regulation-by-Information: The legal incorporation of rating and rating agencies in finance  Joris Gjata, University of Virginia
• The Effects of Socioeconomic Status and Race on Answers to Primed Questions Regarding Financial Security  Sarah Schubach, Franklin & Marshall College

60. Paper Session: Education and Inequality III --Thursday Feb 22 / 3:30 PM-5:00 PM
• Inconsistent Assistance: Institutional Responses to Students’ Cultural and Social Capital Activation  Sherelle Ferguson, University of Pennsylvania
• Marketization and Tuition Revenue: The Impact of Debt on College Costs  Daniel Krymkowski, University of Vermont; Beth Mintz, University of Vermont
• The Impact of Mothers’ Internet Use on Household Education Investment: Evidence from China Family Panel Studies  Po Yang, Peking University; Ying Xu, Peking University
• The Spatial Structure of School (In)equality  Jared Nathan Schachner, Harvard University

61. Paper Session: Social Theory at Work --Thursday Feb 22 / 3:30 PM-5:00 PM
• Durkheim’s Greatest Blunder  Stephen Marson, UNC Pembroke; J. Porter Lillis, University of North Carolina at Pembroke
• Marx, Durkheim, Weber; Social Change and Alienation  John Eugene Karlin, retired last org. Phillips University, Enid, OK
• Rationality, Norms, and the Sociological Reconstruction of Economic Theory  Mark Gould, Haverford College
• The Division of Labor and Sociological Laws in Marx and Durkheim  Joshua Howard, Drexel University
• States, Markets, and War: Shadow Economies and Soviet State Power in the Blockade of Leningrad  Jeffrey Hass, University of Richmond

62. Paper Session: Race and Politics --Thursday Feb 22 / 3:30 PM-5:00 PM
• “The Obama Derangement Syndrome Revisited”  Ronald L Taylor, University of Connecticut
• How the Institutionalization of Colorblindness Normalizes and Justifies the “Whites as Victim” Narrative  Charles Gallagher, La Salle University
• And that flag was still there... Ethnic Boundaries and Attitudes toward Diversity among racing fans (2008-2017)  Lee Streetman, Delaware State University

63. Paper Session: Inequality and Families --Thursday Feb 22 / 3:30 PM-5:00 PM
• Building Social and Institutional Change?: The Role of the Fatherhood Pride Project in addressing Family Dynamics  Jeffry Will, University of North Florida/Center for Community Initiatives
• He Wasn’t There, but He was Around: Exploring the Nature of Absence Through its Variation  Matthew Alemu, University of Michigan at Ann Arbor
• The Balancing Act of Family and College: Reciprocity and its Consequences for Black Students  Yolanda Wiggins, University of Massachusetts at Amherst

64. Paper Session: Value in Creative Careers --Thursday Feb 22 / 3:30 PM-5:00 PM
• Work, value, and creativity in artists’ lives  Claudio Benzecry, Northwestern University
• "What I do is worth doing:" Artists in an Age of Paraprofessionalism  Jennifer Lena, Columbia University
• Funny Money, Honey Money, and Other Peculiar Currencies of the Art World   Ashley Mears, Boston University
   Discussant:   Alison Gerber, Lund University

65. Paper Session: War, Militarism and Political Economy: Strategies for Teaching and Scholar Activism  -- Thursday Feb 22 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM
   • Teaching Militarism and Strategies of Activist Scholarship   Shelley K White, Simmons College
   • "Who Can Speak for this Household?"   Adam Saltzman, Worcester State University
   • Obese Military Budget, Malnourished Society   Jonathan M White, Bentley University
   • Weapons of War: Mass Destruction and Humanity Denied   Curtis Holland, Mount Ida College

66. Mini-Conference: Racism on Campus (Sponsored by the Committee on the Status of Ethnicity, Race, and Racism): III. Social Movements/Student Movements  -- Thursday Feb 22 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM
   Organizers: Dawn Dow, University of Maryland, College Park; Melinda Mills, Castleton University; Ingrid Castro, Massachusetts College of Liberal Arts
   • When Race Matters: The Black Lives Matter Movement on a College Campus   Gabrielle Louise Peterson, University of Michigan
   • PWIs While Black: Being an African American Student in the Age of #BlackLivesMatter, Sandra Bland & Michael Brown, Jr.   Lisa D. Covington, The University of Iowa; Brooke Kimbrough, The University of Iowa
   • “Say it loud, Say it clear, All Students are Welcome Here”: Anti-immigrant political context and radical organizing at the University of Delaware   Nancy Lorena Contreras, University of Delaware
   Discussant:   Ana Campos Manzo, Connecticut College

67. Mini-Conference: Carework: III. Family Caregiving  -- Thursday Feb 22 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM
   • Triangular Routines: How Families Negotiate Childcare, Work, and Home in an Urban Geography   Elizabeth Mary Talbert, Johns Hopkins University
   Discussant:   Janette Dill, University of Akron

5:30 PM-7:00 PM

68. Plenary: Robin Williams Jr Lecture by Grace Kao  -- Thursday Feb 22 | 5:30 PM-7:00 PM
   Presider: Vilna Bashi Treitler, University of California at Santa Barbara

Friday, 23 February
8:30 AM-10:00 AM

69. Mini-Conference: Military Sociology: I: New Topics and Approaches in Military Sociology  -- Friday Feb 23 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM
   Presider: Jacob Absalon, United States Military Academy
   • Beyond Military Sociology   Guy L. Siebold, Attorney at Law
   • Analyzing the Implications of Populist 'Thanks Discourse' on Veterans   Steven L Dashiell, University of Maryland Baltimore County
70. **Mini-Conference: Reproduction: I: Considering the "Natural" in Mothering and Reproduction --Friday Feb 23 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM**

- **Intensive Mothering and Vaccine Choice: Reclaiming the Lifeworld from the System** Stephanie Laudone, Borough of Manhattan CC; Marisa Tramontano, CUNY Graduate Center
- **What is 'Natural?' The Medicalization of Contraception and Its Impact on Women’s Contraceptive Understanding and Decision-Making** Virginia Berndt, University of Delaware; Ann V. Bell, University of Delaware
- **What's in a name? The Use and Meaning of "Natural" in the Birth Experience** Lauren Wynne, Ursinus College; Jessica Brown, Utica College

71. **Panel: The Challenges and Opportunities of Undergraduate Programs --Friday Feb 23 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM**

- **The perspective from a selective liberal arts college** Leonard Nevarez, Vassar College
- **The perspective from an urban college** Yung-Yi Diana Pan, Brooklyn College - City University of New York
- **The perspective from a large research university** Aaron Major, SUNY Albany
- **A different perspective from a large research university** Jonathan R Wynn, UMASS-Amherst

72. **Mini-Conference: Race and Organizations: I: Race in Prisons, Cities and the Capitol --Friday Feb 23 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM**

- **Organizing Reentry: How Race Structures the Post Imprisonment Terrain** Lucius Couloute, University of Massachusetts-Amherst
- **Three Processes Towards the Racialization of Organizations in Detroit's 2013 Bankruptcy** Mikell Hyman, University of Michigan
- **Congress as a Racial System: Bridging Disciplinary Perspectives of Race and Organizations** James Jones, Rutgers University at Newark

**Discussant:**
- Melissa Wooten, University of Massachusetts at Amherst

73. **Author-Meets-Critics: Carson Byrd, Poison in the Ivy: Race Relations and the Reproduction of Inequality on Elite College Campuses --Friday Feb 23 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM**

**Organizer:** Matthew Hughey, University of Connecticut

**Presider:** Rhys Hall, University of Connecticut

**Discussants:**
- Anthony Jack, Harvard University
- Jessica Welburn, University of Iowa
- R. Lewis-Mccoy, The City College of New York - CUNY

74. **Presidential Session: Changing Power Relations in the City --Friday Feb 23 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM**

**Organizer:** Harvey Molotch, New York University

**Presider:** Harvey Molotch, New York University

**Panelists:** Gianpaolo Baiocchi, New York University; Debbie Becher, Barnard College, Columbia University; Scott Frickel, Brown University; Michael Schwartz, State University of New York at Stony Brook

75. **Paper Session: Historical Sociology --Friday Feb 23 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM**
• **Dairy and Dependency: The Children’s Aid Society’s Emigration Efforts in Upstate New York, 1853-1940**  Amy Traver, CUNY Queensborough Community College

• **Westward the Course of Empire! How the United States became Capitalist**  James Parisot, Drexel University

• **More Than Bougie: More than Bougie: A Historical and Theoretical Review of the Black Middle Class in America**  Candice Ciara Robinson, University of Pittsburgh

• **Windows for Belonging: Immigrant Reception in Maryland and Virginia**  T. Elizabeth Durden, Bucknell University

76. **Paper Session: Dynamics of Social Identity**  --Friday Feb 23 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM

• **In the Likeness of the Other: hegemonic masculinity and madness in Outsider Art**  Jessica Anne Poling, Rutgers University

• **From Deviant to Criminal: The Counterculture of Straightedge**  Matthew M. Le Claire, University of Nevada at Las Vegas

• **Subcultures, Commodification, and Identity: A Look at American Traditional Tattooing**  Dave Paul Strohecker, University of Maryland

• **Standing with Standing Rock: The Citizenship(s) of Native American Water Protectors** , Selma Linnea Hedlund, Boston University  Selma Linnea Hedlund, Boston University

• **The Long Racial Horizon: Contemporary Racial Attitudes Toward American Indians and Blacks.**  David Wayne Everson, University of Southern Maine; Amber C. Tierney, Hartwick College

77. **Paper Session: Social Movements**  --Friday Feb 23 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM

• **Characteristics of discrimination, surveillance of sexuality and LGBTQ social movement in Paraguay**  Marco Antonio Castillo, Brooklyn College - City University of New York

• **The Case of the "Anti-Vax'ers:” Resource Mobilization through Moral Panic**  Craig Wiernik, Wilkes University

• **Perceiving and treating autistic bodies: the construction of ASD knowledge within the alternative biomedical movement**  Catherine Tan, Brandeis University

• **“You Can Only Have So Many Bake Sales”: The Grassroots Fight for Family Voice and Equitable Education in Chicago.**  Jennifer Elena Cossyleon, Loyola University Chicago

78. **Paper Session: Policing**  --Friday Feb 23 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM

• **Unintended Consequences of Police Crackdowns: How Disruptive Shocks Advance Digital Drug Markets**  Isak Ladegaard, Boston College

• **Policing Drugs as Harm Inducing: Disruptive Ethnography and the Politics of Harm**  Kevin Revier, Binghamton University

• **Racialized Surveillance and Policing in Brooklyn, New York**  Natalie Byfield, St. John’s University

79. **Paper Session: Gender Attitudes, Bias and Ideologies I**  --Friday Feb 23 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM

• **Measuring Gender Role Attitudes in Times of Change: What are we (not) Measuring? A Critical Examination of the Reliability and Validity in Flanders (Belgium).**  Myriam Halimi, Vrije Universiteit Brussel (Belgium); Els Consuegra, Vrije Universiteit Brussel; Katrien Struyven, Vrije Universiteit Brussel; Nadine Engels, Vrije Universiteit Brussel

• **All in Good Time: Educational assortative mating, time use, and the gender revolution**  Rhiannon N. Miller, Johns Hopkins University
80. Paper Session: Drugs and Society --Friday Feb 23 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM

- How and Why Have Attitudes about Marijuana Legalization Changed So Much? Jacob Felson, William Paterson University; Amy Adamczyk, John Jay College; Chris Thomas, CUNY John Jay College of Criminal Justice
- Times they are a changin’, or not: Marijuana legalization in California as a case study Dan Frumer, The University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
- Rural versus urban marijuana use: Identifying similarities and differences Laine Briddell, Christopher Newport University
- The Social Determinants of Opioid Prescription Alix Winter, Harvard University
- Replacing Resistance: From Union Culture to Drug Culture in Woonsocket, Rhode Island Peter Ikeler, SUNY Old Westbury

81. Paper Session: Race and Education II --Friday Feb 23 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM

- Institutional Memory and Its Impact on College Student Experiences Kelsey C. Harris, Boston University
- The Cost of a Token: An Intersectional Analysis of Racialized Tokenism in Private Secondary Education Tuesday Barnes, University of Maryland at College Park
- Navigating Race and Racism on Campus Sahar Sadeghi,
- Class Cultures on Campus - Class Background, Ease and Belonging at an Elite Liberal Arts College Sonya Chen, Swarthmore College; Sonja Haley Scheib Dahl, Swarthmore College; Gabriel Evans, Swarthmore College; Abha Lal, Swarthmore College; Daniel Laurison, Swarthmore College
  Discussant: Victoria Modupe Philips, university of south africa

82. Mini-Conference: Class and Culture: I. Class and Consumption --Friday Feb 23 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM

Presider: Annette Lareau, University of Pennsylvania

- The Irresistible White Wedding Patricia Arend, Fitchburg State University
- Becoming "People with Nannies": Class Culture in Context among Western Working Families within an Eastern Society John Hoffman O'Brien, New York University Abu Dhabi
- ‘You Learn How to Make Do’: Understanding Food Choices and Feeding Decisions in Low-Income Families Holly Benton, North Carolina State University

83. Mini-Conference: Class and Culture: II. Class, Culture, and Higher Education (I) --Friday Feb 23 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM

Presider: Josh Klugman, Temple University

- Class, Culture and the Student Sensibility: Navigating the Terrain of Higher Education Robin G. Isserles, CUNY BMCC
Open and Shut: Revisiting the Paradox of Elite Distinction   Jordan Joseph Brensinger, Columbia University
Learning What it Means to Be Black: The role of social class in developing black racial ideology   Kennedy Alexandra Turner, University of Michigan at Ann Arbor
"Not Feeling Welcome by Other Students: First-Generation Students in College.”   Annette Lareau, University of Pennsylvania; Sherelle Ferguson, University of Pennsylvania

84. Mini-Conference: Small Cities: I. Small City Research --Friday Feb 23 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM

What’s Scale Got to do with It?: An Introduction to the Small Cities in the Twenty-first Century Mini-conference   Richard E. Ocejo, John Jay College and the Graduate Center, CUNY; Ervin Kosta, Hobart & William Smith Colleges; Alexis Mann, Brandeis University
Keeping up with the 100 Largest Cities in America: a Historical-Regional Approach to Urban Decline   Albert Fu, Kutztown University of Pennsylvania
Diverging from a Similar Trajectory: Rethinking Small Cities from Hartford and Providence’s Shifting Urban Fortunes   Thomas Rice, Trinity College; Xiangming Chen, Trinity College
Small City Gay Bars and Big City Urbanism   Greggor Mattson, Oberlin College
Sixty Miles Upriver: Explaining the Newburgh Renaissance   Richard E. Ocejo, John Jay College and the Graduate Center, CUNY

85. Mini-Conference: Carework: IV. Family Carework --Friday Feb 23 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM

A Quiet Revolution: Grandparental Support and Family Inequality   Jennifer Utrata, University of Puget Sound
Dads get kids dirty while moms clean them up: gender division in childcare work   Tsai-Yen Han, Rutgers University
The Invisible Role Played by Immigrant Grandparents in Second Generation Upward Mobility   Bonnie Ip, CUNY Graduate Center

Discussant:  Suzanne Walters, Stony Brook University

10:15 AM-11:45 AM

86. : Undergraduate Posters I --Friday Feb 23 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM

The Influence of Legal and Extralegal Factors on the Sentencing of Sex Offenders   Maggie Lauren Javitt, Cabrini College
Foster Care to Prison Pipeline   courtney ann stott, Cabrini College
Relationship between Marijuana Use and Academic Performance   Nicholas David Nuss, Cabrini College
The Relationship Between Parenting Styles and Academic Performance   Rita Jacqueline Alcaraz, Cabrini College
Myths and Perceptions of Human Trafficking: Educating and Eliminating Both Myths and Perceptions   Samantha Negron, Cabrini College
The Relationship Between Rape Victim Blaming and the Just World Belief   Hali Rae Romeu, Cabrini College
Child Visitation and the Impact on Parental Prison Adjustment   Morgan Hailey Comoll, Cabrini College
Practicing Medicine After Arriving in the United States   Roshni Vijay Chasmawala, drexel university
A Sociology of Innovation: Incorporating Users in Early Stages of Product Design with Qualitative Research   Kelly Joyce, STS Center, Drexel University; Laurel Vaughan, Drexel University
Medically-Trained Migrants: Adapting to the United States   Virginia Ann Wardell, Drexel University
Pursuing Queer Sexual Freedom and Facing Stigma from Health Care Providers: Gay, Bisexual, and Queer Men’s Experiences in Adherence to PrEP   Hannah Carter Dickey, Drexel University; Jason Orne, Drexel University
• **Studentification - Analyzing Students Role in Gentrification**  Kerrivah Taliah Heard, Drexel University; Mariah Hicks, Drexel University
• **Is This Land Made For You and Me? The Effects of Political Ideology and Age on Views of Immigrants**  Courtney Renee Shaffer, Elizabethtown College
• **I Got My Kids on My Money, and My Money on My Kids: The Effects of Socioeconomic Status and Age on Parental Values**  Alyssa Vilee, Elizabethtown College
• **Subscribing to Social Research**  Dan S. Lauritzen, Elizabethtown College; Stevie N. Caronia, Elizabethtown College; Emalie Rell, Elizabethtown College; Zachary Gibbons, Elizabethtown College; Stephanie Hanus, Elizabethtown College
• **Variation in Social Media Usage by Gender, Age, and Platform**  Kathryn Jeanne Bjornson, Hobart & William Smith Colleges
• **A Journey to the Inside of Self Presentation on Instagram**  Lindsey Mary Mulligan, Hobart and William Smith Colleges
• **Social Media: Virtual Conformity for Real Life Connectedness**  Julia Rose Sipos, Hobart and William Smith Colleges; Samuel Alexander Allen, Hobart & William Smith Colleges
• **The Effects of Music on Violent Crime Rate**  Derick John Knox, Kutztown University of Pennsylvania
• **"What's trending?": appreciation or Appropriation?**  Najwa Nafortee Cappard, Rowan University
• **The Integrity of Education: Empowerment for Our Distant Sisters**  Allayna Christine Nofs, Rowan University
• **Human rights, inequality, and trust: An examination of Wilkinson and Picket's "Income Inequality Hypothesis."**  Wesley Kristian Trimble, Shippensburg University; Kristian Carter, Shippensburg University
• **The Social Meaning and Fungibility of SNAP Benefits**  Colette Page Hanlon, St Joseph's University
• **"Other Sides": Belief and Identity of White Antiracism Activists**  Sonja Haley Scheib Dahl, Swarthmore College
• **Evictions, Culture, and the Right to Favelas in Rio de Janeiro**  Sophia Élan Zaia, Swarthmore College
• **Compañeras en Acción: Female Teenage Activism in the Chilean Student Movement**  Meghan Chi Kelly, Swarthmore College
• **The Continuing Necessity for Gender Inclusion in STEM: Successes and Failures of Changing the System**  Sarah Dobbs, Swarthmore College
• **The Black Body Remembers: How Socialization Informs Black College Students' Appraisals of Race-Based Trauma, Familial Stress and Community Violence**  Lydia Koku, Swarthmore College
• **Building Migrant Belonging in Moscow: Ethnic Space in the Post-Soviet Global City**  Charles Lee Tancredi Aprile, Swarthmore College
• **Heightening Awareness of Resources for Rural Victims of Intimate Partner Violence**  Kaitlynn Brianna Ecker, Washington College
• **Divide and Profit: Mainstreaming Hate to Secure Viewership**  Tyler James Walton, Westchester University
• **The Gendered Presentation of Self in College Students' Instagram Accounts**  Jacqueline Angelica Bange, Hobart & William Smith Colleges
• **Affordable Housing: Gentrification in the Mantua/Powelton Area**  Madeline DelVescovo, Drexel University; Emily Gold, Drexel University
• **Unit Ideas of Sociology: The Building Blocks of an Education**  Stephanie Rodriguez, Rowan University

87. **Mini-Conference: Military Sociology: II: Veterans, Civilians, Training**  --Friday Feb 23 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM

**Presider:**  Steve Carlton-Ford, University of Cincinnati

• **Government Civilians Denied Care for Deployment-Related Illnesses**  Debora J Pfaff, National Intelligence University
• **How Wounded Are You?: Examining Social Boundaries and Stratification in the "Wounded Warrior" Community**  Sidra Jass Montgomery, University of Maryland - College Park
• Priming Change: Integrating Competencies into Canadian Armed Forces Training  Kevin Rounding, Defence Research and Development Canada
• Where Are Those Guys Now?: The Situation of Military Academy Students in Turkey After 15 July Military Coup Attempt  Ceyda Kuloglu, Baskent University, Sociology


• Expanding Reproductive Justice: Abortion Rights Activism and Trans Inclusivity  Elizabeth Borland, The College of New Jersey
• Reproductive (In)Justice: Young Parents, the State, and a Call for System Change  Lauren Silver, Rutgers University
• Breastfeeding as a Human Right: Implications and Contestations  Kristen Eunece Kirksey, University of Connecticut
• Reproductive Politics: Welfare of Indo-Caribbean Women in New York  Tannuja Rozario, University of Massachusetts - Amherst
• "A Hospital for Our Kind of People": Biological Citizenship and Reproductive Experience of Rural-Urban Migrant Women in Shanghai  Jialin Li, University of Illinois at Chicago


• "I Prefer Black Women Because They Do Better Work": Unpacking Race and Gender in Home Care  Celeste Vaughan Curington, North Carolina State University
• A Dull Knife Still Cuts Deeply: Mild Biases and Wage Inequality  Hilary J Holbrow, Cornell University
• The Latino Exclusion: Latinos and Latin Americans in the Software Engineering Hiring Pipeline  Koji Rafael Chavez, Washington University at St Louis
Discussant:  Nicole Hirsch, University of Southern California

90. Author-Meets-Critics: Leslie Wang's Orphanage Care and Adoption in Globalizing China --Friday Feb 23 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM

Organizer:  Nazli Kibria, Boston University
Presider:  Leslie Wang, UMass Boston

Discussants:  Heather Jacobson, University of Texas-Arlington
Jennifer Reich, University of Colorado
Ken Sun, Hong Kong Baptist University

91. Presidential Session: Gender Inequality and Institutional Change --Friday Feb 23 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM

Organizer:  Mary Brinton, Harvard University
Presider:  Mary Brinton, Harvard University

• Do Family Leave Policies Foster Gender Equality? Survey and Experimental Evidence from Germany  Lena Hipp, WZB Berlin
• Mitigating Parenthood Gaps? Policies, Cultural Norms, and Employment  Irene Boeckmann, University of Toronto
• Linked Organizational Fields and Long-Term Shifts in Workplace Gender Inequality  Donald Tomaskovic-Devey, UMass-Amherst
• Gender Inequality, Institutional Change, and Fertility: A Comparative Perspective  Mary Brinton, Harvard University
92. **Paper Session: Social Identity and Morality --Friday Feb 23 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM**

- *Beyond Moral Foundations*  Jessica Dawson, United States Military Academy
- *Gratitude Spiral: A Theoretical Framework of Gratitude in Workplace Relationships*  Florencio Portocarrero, Baruch College/Graduate Center-- CUNY
- *An Experimental Study of Social Categorization and Social Influence: The Role of Status and Social Identity Salience*  Kelly Ann Beavan, University of Maryland
- "I know that there’s not enough science behind it": *Next-Generation Genetic Tests, Geneticization, and the Question of Technological Determinism*  Marzena Woinska, City University of New York (CUNY) Graduate Center; Susan Markens, Lehman College, CUNY
- *Adequate Trials: How The Search for Cancer Cures Shaped Leukemia Diagnosis*  Moran Levy, Columbia University

93. **Paper Session: Identity in Social Movements --Friday Feb 23 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM**

- *Why We Marched: Motivations for participation in the January 2017 Women’s March*  Danielle M Currier, Randolph College
- *Contested Motherhood: Feminists, Catholics and Neo-Fascists in Campania’s Green Alliances*  Valeria Bonatti, The University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
- *Identifying the Collective in Black Lives Matter*  Danielle Melvin Koonce, University of Maryland, College Park
- "Occupying" Digital Space: *Embodied Politics in Activists' Narratives*  Victoria Marie Gonzalez, Rutgers University - New Brunswick

94. **Paper Session: Neighborhoods and Inequality --Friday Feb 23 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM**

- *Explaining Slumlord Behavior: The Role of Perceived Strain, Legal Cynicism, and Spatial Hotbeds for Exploitation*  Meredith Jill Greif, Johns Hopkins
- *Avoiding Danger on the Way to School: Exposure to Violent Crime, Public Transportation, and Absenteeism in Baltimore City*  Julia Burdick-Will, Johns Hopkins University; Marc Stein, Johns Hopkins University; Jeffrey Grigg, Johns Hopkins University
- *Family Landlords: Kin Ties, Real Estate Investment, and Survival in High Poverty Neighborhoods*  Brianna Bueltmann, Johns Hopkins University; Philip Garboden, Johns Hopkins University
- *Sorting the Poor: How Landlord Participation in the Housing Voucher Program Impacts Neighborhood Attainment*  Philip Garboden, Johns Hopkins University; Eva Rosen, Georgetown University

95. **Paper Session: Theorizing Social Movements --Friday Feb 23 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM**

- *Time in Social Movements: A Phenomenology*  Tad Peter Skotnicki, University of North Carolina at Greensboro
- *Field of Political Contention: Inculcative Domination and Counterpublic Formation*  Veda Hyunjin Kim, UMASS Amherst; Jindu Kim, Chung-Ang University
- *The Subversive Performances of Anonymity: Movements, Masks, and their Dynamic Meanings*  Thomas DeGloima, Hunter College and the Graduate Center, CUNY
- *George Herbert Mead, Public Philosopher of the City: Fostering the Transformative Potential for Building Democratic Cities*  David William Woods, NYU Poly
- *The Guards Need to Eat: Oil Extraction and the Cofán Response in Post-Neoliberal Ecuador*  Mollie Anne Cueva-Dabkoski, Johns Hopkins University

96. **Paper Session: Organizational Identites and Cultures --Friday Feb 23 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM**
97. **Paper Session: Religion, Risk-Taking and Protest for Change**  -- *Friday Feb 23 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM*

- *Life, Death and Revolution; The case of the Algerian War*  
  Marnia Lazreg, CUNY at Hunter College
- *Political Spirituality and Death: A Theoretical Exploration*  
  Sofi Thanhauser
- *Postrevolutionary Iran: The Impact of Violence and Trauma on Social Movements*  
  Mohammed Tootkaboni

98. **Paper Session: Family, Health and Gender**  -- *Friday Feb 23 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM*

- *Good Body, Good Mother: Postpartum Moral Capital & Healthism*  
  Jaime DeLuca, Towson University; Jacob Bustad, Towson University
- *The Impact of Threats to Traditional Masculinity on Men’s Mental Health in Older Age*  
  Dena T. Smith, University of Maryland - Baltimore County; Dawne Mouzon, Rutgers University
- *The Influence of Own and Spouse’s Veteran Status on Smoking*  
  Andrew London, Syracuse University; Theresa Yera, Syracuse University, Sociology Department

99. **Mini-Conference: Class and Culture: III. Class, Politics, and Communities**  -- *Friday Feb 23 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM*

**Presider:** Elliott Weininger, SUNY at Brockport

- *"We Don’t Want to be a Mall at the Base of a Mountain": Social Class Struggles and Resistance to Super-gentrification in an Upscale Mountain Town*  
  Jenny Marie Stuber, University of North Florida
- *Activist Class Cultures and Movement Traditions*  
  Betsy Leondar-Wright, Lasell College
- *Narratives of Poverty and Identity within Central Appalachia*  
  Misti Jeffers, Brandeis University; Rachel Steele, Brandeis University
- *Where Everybody Knows Everybody: How Welfare and Addiction Structure Social Support in a Post-Industrial Rural Community*  
  Kristina Paige Brant, Harvard University

100. **Mini-Conference: Class and Culture: IV. Culture, Cues, and Class Advantage**  -- *Friday Feb 23 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM*

**Presider:** Amy Steinbugler, Dickinson College

- *Between the Executive Committee and the Public: Class-based Cultural Practices and Cues Facilitating Organizational Leadership in the Neighborhood Council, at Church, and on the PTA*  
  Andrea Voyer, University of Connecticut at Storrs
  Susan Dumais, CUNY Lehman College
- *The Role of Grandparents in the Maintenance of Intergenerational Social Class Advantage*  
  Kristen Elizabeth Tzoc, Boston University; Heather Beth Johnson, Lehigh University
  Till Hilmar, Yale University
• *Boot Camp for the Mid-Twenty-First Century?: Middle-Class Parents' Response to Neoliberalism's Creation of Precarity*  
  Lisa Swanson, Towson University; David Andrews, University of Maryland - College Park; Jacob Bustad, Towson University

101. *Mini-Conference: Racism on Campus (Sponsored by the Committee on the Status of Ethnicity, Race, and Racism): IV. Student Identities and (Micro)Aggressions (Graduate Session)*  
  --Friday Feb 23 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM
  **Organizers:** Dawn Dow, University of Maryland, College Park; Melinda Mills, Castleton University; Ingrid Castro, Massachusetts College of Liberal Arts
  
  • *The Undergraduate Black Experience and the State of White Supremacy in Higher Education*  
    Frangy Pozo, Lehigh University
  
  • *Three Strikes and I'm 'Out' -- Navigating the Doctorate as a Black Gay Male*  
    Frank Roger Wood JR, Old Dominion University
  
  • "All I've Known is White": Racially Liminal Students' Self-Identification as White  
    Brittany Frederick, Boston University
  
  • *Strategically Managing the 'New' On-Campus Racism: Racial/Ethnic Minority Experiences of Microaggressions at a PWI*  
    Aneesa Baboolal, University of Delaware; D'Janna Hamilton, University of Delaware

  **Discussants:**
  • Jenna O'Connor, Simmons College
  • Kevin Zevallos, University of Connecticut

102. *Mini-Conference: Small Cities: II. Responses to Globalization*  
  --Friday Feb 23 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM

  • *Understanding Growth Dynamics of Small and Mid-Sized Cities: The case of New England (1990 to 2015)*  
    David Cuberes; Richard Ramsawak, Clark University
  
  • The Comparative Remaking of Four Rustbelt Small Downtowns: Commercial Gentrification as a Strategy of Urban Restructuring.  
    Ervin B. Kosta, Hobart and William Smith Colleges
  
  • *How Planetary Urbanization, Venture Capital Circuits, Global Gentrification Processes, and the Pursuit of the Creative Class Coalesced into the World's Smallest Global City*  
    John Joe Schlichtman, DePaul University
  
  • *From the Las Vegas Strip to Main Street: Local Partnership, Local Culture, and the Urban Casino Growth Machine*  
    Thomas Corcoran, University of Massachusetts at Amherst

103. *Mini-Conference: Carework: V. Home Care Workers*  
  --Friday Feb 23 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM

  • *Job Turnover among Home Health Aides: Effects of Organizational Practices*  
    Ellen Griggs Whiteman, North Carolina State University
  
  • "Family members do give hard times": Negotiating boundaries in the home care worker-client-family relationship  
    Emily Franzosa, CUNY Graduate School of Public Health and Health Policy; Emma K Tsui, CUNY Graduate School of Public Health and Health Policy
  
  • *For Love and Money: Homecare Workers' Negotiation of Their Public-Private Labor*  
    Neil Lake, Brown University
  
  • *Home care workers and grief after client death: Intersections of structural and emotional disenfranchisement*  
    Emma K Tsui, CUNY Graduate School of Public Health and Health Policy; Emily Franzosa, CUNY Graduate School of Public Health and Health Policy; Kristen Cribbs, CUNY Graduate School of Public Health & Health Policy; Sherry Baron, CUNY Queens College

  **Discussant:**
  • Amy Armenia, Rollins College

  --Friday Feb 23 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM
Presider: Alvin A. Camba, Johns Hopkins University

- Glorification and Marginalization of Different Migrant Groups in Japan: Global Political Economic Relations and Transmission of U.S. Racial Ideologies Miho Iwata, Towson University
- The Colonial Subaltern as Precariats: Transnational Migrant Workers in Southeast Asia Parthiban Muniandy, Sarah Lawrence College
- Global Socialization Via Global Media: How I See Me, How They See Me Clara Rodriguez, Fordham University

Discussant:
- Vida Bajc, Temple University

12:00 PM-1:30 PM

105. : Undergraduate Posters II --Friday Feb 23 / 12:00 PM-1:30 PM

- Why Women Kill  Lauren Marie Riebel, Bloomsburg University
- The Problem With American Sex Education  Katie Marie Sanford, Bloomsburg University
- Sugar Rush: A Qualitative Analysis of Blogs and Media  Hannah Katherine Young, Bloomsburg University
- Environmental Attitudes of Male and Female Students  Wanda Tarvin, Bloomsburg University of PA; Sarah Johnson, Bloomsburg University of PA; Megan Elizabeth Wissert, Bloomsburg University of PA
- Intergenerational Mobility: How Education Matters  Stewart Sidney Mitchell, Bloomsburg University of PA
- Breaking Gender Norm Conformity Within Women’s Rugby  Amanda Nicole Screnici, Bloomsburg University of Pennsylvania; Jacqueline Sarah Liss, Bloomsburg University of Pennsylvania
- The Effects of Sexual Orientation on Mental Health  Mollie Rose Semler, Bloomsburg University of Pennsylvania
- Affordable Housing in a 21st Century City  Mercy Walelo, CUNY John Jay College
- The Journey of Commuter International Students  Nadja Jessica Staeheli, CUNY John Jay College of Criminal Justice; Lisbeth Pimentel, CUNY John Jay College of Criminal Justice; Zeshan Wazir Raja, John Jay College of Criminal Justice; Nicole Ramirez, CUNY John Jay College of Criminal Justice
- Graduation; The Financial Challenges of Commuter Students  Maurice Anthony Merritt, CUNY John Jay College of Criminal Justice; Rose Millsap, CUNY John Jay College of Criminal Justice; Maria Scalici, CUNY John Jay College of Criminal Justice; Karlyne Santos, CUNY John Jay College of Criminal Justice; Adrian Hoekstra Orozco, CUNY John Jay College of Criminal Justice
- Hold My Metrocard: Difficulties Commuter College Students Face  Shaquille Smith-Harding, CUNY John Jay College of Criminal Justice
- Learning To Work: Juvenile Recidivism  Rosa Angela Calosso, CUNY John Jay College of Criminal Justice
- The Psychological Effects of Coming Out as a Bisexual Women of Color  Mirnelly Fernandez Morel, CUNY John Jay College of Criminal Justice
- Saving Face, Abandoning Baby: the role of stigma in South Korean parents’ choice to relinquish their children  Pearl Yea-eun Lee, Drew University
- Postmodernism on trial: Self-uncertainty and technology use  João Pedro Martins Pinheiro, Drew University
- The White Man’s Mockery: An Examination of the Relationship Between Historical Exclusion, Academic Success, Sense of Belonging, and Mental Health Outcomes among Latinos/as  Lesley Fernandez, John Jay College of Criminal Justice
- Westernization and Reproductive Health Care in Ghana  Alexis Cassie Wright, Lehigh University
- Students’ Perceptions of Sexual Assault on Campus: An Analysis of Gender Differences  Taylor Mitchell, Monmouth University; Marie Mele-Thomas, Monmouth University
- The Division of Household Labor: Fair or Unfair and Who is Doing it?  Jennifer Irene Mac-Lean, Montclair State University
"It Stays With You: Queering Trauma Through Theory to Rewrite Survivor Stories"  Sadie Gloria Ronga-Rubin, Pace University - New York City

Male Participation in the Household Labor Force after Unemployment  Veronica C Joyce, Penn State University

Multiracial Individuals In The Workplace  Natasha Roberts, Pennsylvania State University

Effects of Newsroom Cutbacks as seen through the Analysis of Quality of Coverage for West Nile Virus and Zika Virus  Nicole Chantal Howard, The College of New Jersey

Deal with the Devil: Ukraine, the West, and the World System  Michael Goryelov, The College of New Jersey

Fan’s Perceptions of Exploitation in College Sports  George Quentin Parham, Virginia Commonwealth University

Crime in Virginia: Occupied Housing and Employment as Mediators  Samantha Leigh Mitchell-Dix, Virginia Commonwealth University

Decolonizing our Thinking on Sexual Violence  Jordan Dyett, Westminster College

Swimming Ability and Fear Among Children  Tayler Lynn Szabo, Montclair State University

Applying the Best Model to Executive Order 13769  Fatima M Younis, Frederick Community College

106. Mini-Conference: Digital Sociology: I. Identity, Community, and Networks  --Friday Feb 23 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM

Routine Regrets: Over Disclosure and Self-Violations of Privacy in Social Media Spaces  Matthew Paul Hartwell, West Virginia University

Finding Friends: Understanding the Role of Social Media in the Construction of Offline Social Networks  Alecea Standlee, Gettysburg College

Collective Identity in the Digital Age: Thin and Thick Identity in MoveOn.org and the Tea Party Movement  Deana Rohlinger, Florida State University; Leslie Bunnage, Seaton Hall University

The Colored Metropolis: Racial Integration as a Quotient of Metropolitan Development  Anthony Pratcher, Brown University

107. Mini-Conference: Military Sociology: III: Military Recruitment, Retention and Citizenship  --Friday Feb 23 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM

Presider:  Remi Hajjar, US Military Academy

The Influence of Early-High School Plans to Enlist on Post-High School Enlistment  Amy C. Lutz, Syracuse University; Andrew London, Syracuse University

The Development of White Supremacists Political Coalitions: Citizenship-for-Service Policy, 1940-1965  Alfredo Gonzalez, University of Chicago

Gendered Companies, Gendered Security  Joseph R. Bongiovi, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill; Lisa Leitz, Chapman University

Improving institutional change regarding the perception of uncaring leadership: A mixed method approach to employee retention with military intelligence specialists  David James Kritz, National Intelligence University

108. Mini-Conference: Reproduction: III: Social Contexts of Contraception  --Friday Feb 23 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM

The Medicalization of Contraceptives and Implications for Women's Choice  Ann V. Bell, University of Delaware; Jamie Lee Manzer, University of Delaware

Race, Ethnicity, and the Education Gradient in Contraceptive Sterilization  Mieke Eeckhaut, University of Delaware
• "They Say the Pill Doesn't Affect Your Body, But It Does!": Women's Resistance to Hormones and Use of Less-Effective Contraception  Lindsay Stevens, Rutgers University

109. Panel: Energy and Society: Efforts to Promote Renewable Energy in the U.S. and Beyond —Friday Feb 23 / 12:00 PM-1:30 PM
Organizer: Raymond P. Scattone, University of Delaware
Presider: Raymond P. Scattone, University of Delaware

• Shooting the Breeze: An Analysis of Best Practice Propagation among State Offshore Wind Policymakers  Aaron Russell, University of Delaware; Imelda Foley, University of Delaware
• Public Perception and Social Acceptance of Renewable Energy Generation Systems in India: A Review  Sashwat Roy, University of Delaware
• Raymond P. Scattone, University of Delaware

110. Author-Meets-Critics: Cinzia Solari, On the Shoulders of Grandmothers: Gender, Migration and Post-Soviet State-State Building —Friday Feb 23 / 12:00 PM-1:30 PM
Organizer: Silvia Dominguez, Northeastern University
Presider: Cinzia D Slari, University of Massachusetts - Boston

Discussants:
□ Smitha Radhakrishnan, Wellesley College
□ Leah Schmalzbauer, Amherst College
□ Jennifer Utrata, University of Puget Sound

111. Presidential Session: Justice in America: Continuity & Change —Friday Feb 23 / 12:00 PM-1:30 PM
Organizer: Bruce Western, Harvard University
Presider: Bruce Western, Harvard University
Panelists: Monica Bell, Yale University; Issa Kohler-Haussmann, Yale University; Carla Shedd, CUNY Graduate Center; Jerry Flores, University of Toronto

112. Presidential Session: Technological Innovation, Organizations, and the Changing Nature of Work —Friday Feb 23 / 12:00 PM-1:30 PM
Organizer: Diane Vaughan, Columbia University
Presider: Harvey Molotch, New York University

• Interaction Ritual Threads: Does IRC Theory Apply Online?  Paul DiMaggio, New York University; Clark Bernier, Princeton University; Charles Heckscher, Rutgers University; David Mimno, Cornell University
• Restructuring Categories in Organizations: How Does Uber Curate the Employment Category in the US?  Merve Kirmaci, Bogazici University
• Digital Reconfigurations  Wanda Orlikowski, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
• The Liabilities of Technological Innovation: Airspace, Automation, and Architecture in the Modernization of Air Traffic Control  Diane Vaughan, Columbia University

113. Paper Session: Critical Race Theory and the Impossibility of Integration: Racially Realistic Strategizing for Social Change —Friday Feb 23 / 12:00 PM-1:30 PM
Presider: Chris Chambers, Northeastern University

• There are No White Muslims: The "Good Muslim," The "Radical Islamic Terrorist," and the Construction of Whiteness  Saher Selod, Simmons College
• The New Black Middle Class and the Seductive Fallacy of Integration  Saida Grundy, Boston University
- **Ending the War for Hearts and Minds? Colorblindness, Critical Race Theory, and the Permanence of White Ignorance**  Jennifer Mueller, Skidmore College
- **Race Tests and the Impossibility of Integration**  Glenn Bracey, Villanova University; Dave McIntosh, University of Louisville

114. **Paper Session: Topics in Immigration Studies**  --Friday Feb 23 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM

- "Dreamweavers": Centering the visual in international migration  Diditi Mitra, Brookdale Community College
- Aging process in an ethnic enclave. Barriers and opportunities for older age Polish immigrants in Greenpoint, New York City.  Karolina Lukasiewicz, New York University; Ewa Dzurak, CUNY College of Staten Island; Ewa Maliga, CUNY College of Staten Island; Marta Pawlaczek, New York University; Izabela Barry, CUNY College of Staten Island
- **Undocumented at CUNY: The Case of South Koreans**  Jennifer Catherine Sloan, City University of New York (CUNY) Graduate Center
- Asian immigration and the wage penalty of STEM professions in the United States  Philip Broyles, Shippensburg University
- Internet Dating and Cross-Cultural Family Relationships --- A Case Study of International Marriage in American Small Town---  Min Li, Norwich University

115. **Paper Session: Politics and Social Movements**  --Friday Feb 23 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM

- When Critical Events Are An Opportunity: How Gun Control Groups Responded Strategically To The Sandy Hook Shooting  Eulalie Laschever, University of California at Irvine
- State Coercive Capacity Versus the Application of Coercion: Evidence from China  Yao Li, Harvard University; Manfred Elfstrom, Harvard University
- Enemies Foreign and Domestic: Challenges to Sovereignty in the Early American Republic  James Joseph Hurlbert, Yale University
- Genocide and Social Movements: How Understanding Genocide Helps Us to Broaden Our Understanding of Social Movements  Jillian Paige LaBranche, Brandeis University
- When Brokers Cut Ties: A Study of Coalition Failure  Andrew Byrne O'Keefe, Harvard University

116. **Paper Session: Social Mobility and Inequality**  --Friday Feb 23 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM

- Why are Asian Americans Successful? Explanations of Social Mobility in the Liberal and Conservative Media  Lili Dao, New York University
- A General Technique for Decomposing Temporal Trends in Population-Level Data  Ethan Fosse, Princeton University
- The Impact of a Poverty Simulation on Poverty Attributions  Jennifer Engler, York College of PA; Laura West Steck, York College of PA; Perri Drueen, York College of PA
- From Us to Marriageable Us: How Homeland Politics Polarize Marital Boundaries among Chinese Immigrants  Yuching Julia Cheng, SUNY at Albany
- Equalization or Selection? Reassessing the Meritocratic Potential of a College Degree in Intergenerational Income Mobility  Xiang Zhou, Harvard University

117. **Paper Session: Health and Inequality II**  --Friday Feb 23 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM

- Medicalization and Patient Agency Revisited: Re-Integrating Insights from the "Making Out" Tradition into Medicinalization Theory  Jim Zetka, University at Albany
- Constructing the Health of a City: Using a Political Ecology Framework to Investigate Health Inequalities  Misty Lee Harris, West Virginia University
• Racial-ethnic, gender and occupational differences in health insurance access following employment transitions Terceira Ann Berdahl, Agency for Healthcare Research & Quality
• “The Effects of Race and Gender on Social Inequalities among Black and Coloured Mothers in Cape Town, South Africa” Simone Yukim Lee-Marie Martin, Rutgers University
• Complementary and alternative medicine (CAM) as low cultural health capital: The cultural disconnect between conventional physicians and CAM patients Crystal Adams, University of Miami

118. Paper Session: Sociology of Food --Friday Feb 23 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM

Presider: Justin Schupp, Wheaton College MA

• Alternative paths for success? Exploring farmers' markets in rural and low-income areas. Carlos Coleman, USDA Agricultural Marketing Service; Justin Schupp, Wheaton College MA
• “The Next Portland”: Discourses of Gentrification and Food as Social Problems Alice Julier, Chatham University
• Food Incubators in the New Urban Foodscape Nga Than, CUNY - Graduate Center

119. Paper Session: Population Change, Growth and Inequality in the City --Friday Feb 23 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM

• The Functional Anatomy of Residential Segregation Carl Nordlund, Central European University
• Disentangling the demographic and spatial dynamics of environmental inequality formation Thomas William Marlow, Brown University; Scott Frickel, Brown University; James Elliot, Rice University
• Residential Segregation among Latino Subgroups Alex Trillo, Saint Peter's University; Giovani Burgos, Adelphi University; Patrick Cucurullo, Saint Peter's University; Molly O'halloran, Saint Peter's University
• Trajectories of Neighborhood Racial Transition in New York City: Insights on Increasing Ethnoracial Diversity and New Racial Hierarchies Across Neighborhoods, 1980-2010 Ronald Flores, Connecticut College; Peter Lobo, New York City Department of City Planning
• Regulating Landlords: Unintended Consequences for Poor Tenants Meredith Jill Greif, Johns Hopkins

120. Mini-Conference: Class and Culture: V. Class, Childrearing, and Socialization --Friday Feb 23 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM

Presider: Susan Dumais, CUNY Lehman College,

• Raising Middle-Class Children in China: A Cultural Logic of Flexible Development Lily Liang, University of Wisconsin - Madison
• Destined by Class? A Quantitative Analysis of Social Class Behavior Patterns Andrew Fasullo, Boston University
• Class and Embodiment: Elite Children’s Lessons in Comportment Peter Francis Harvey, University of Pennsylvania
• The Power of Information: Maternal Education and Childrearing EUNSIL OH, Harvard University

121. Mini-Conference: Small Cities: III. Gentrification or Revitalization? --Friday Feb 23 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM

• Urban Lift-off Amid the Rural Amenity Economy: Poughkeepsie and the “Brooklynization” of the Hudson Valley Leonard Nevarez, Vassar College
• “Land Covered in Grass”: Urban Development in Port Jervis, NY Michelle Rufrano, Fordham University
• The Revitalization of Southwest Lancaster City PA Mary Glazier, Millersville University
• Patterns of Change in Smaller Cities: Indexing change in four Atlantic Canadian cities Lisa Kaida, McMaster University; Howard Ramos, Dalhousie University; Diana Singh, McMaster University; Rochelle Wijesingha, McMaster University
122. **Mini-Conference: Carework: VI. Tensions & Contradictions in Care --Friday Feb 23 / 12:00 PM-1:30 PM**

- *Care, context, and non-compliance: Teachers' responses to education policy within an accountability framework*  
  Hester Earle, Teachers College
- *Rivalry among Health Professionals in Nigeria: a Tale of two Giants*  
  Mohammed Abubakar, University of Ilorin;  
  Oluwemiyi Adegbeji, University of Ilorin, Ilorin, Nigeria;  
  Adejoke Joseph, Bowen University
- *Letting Go of Leaning In and Being Leaned On: How Competing Stories of Striving and Care-taking Hurt Women (and Everyone Else) and What We Can do About Them*  
  Donna King, University of North Carolina at Wilmington
- *Gender, Care Work, and Medicine: Conceptualizing Care Work along a Continuum*  
  Monica Cuddy, University of Delaware

**Discussant:**  
Robin G. Isserles, CUNY BMCC

123. **Mini-Conference: Globalization in Uncertain Times: II. Migration, Assimilation and Integration --Friday Feb 23 / 12:00 PM-1:30 PM**

**Presider:**  
Miho Iwata, Towson University

  Kamini Grahame, Penn State University;  
  Peter Grahame, Penn State University - Schuylkill
- *Integration under the Shadow of Assimilation: The Case of Turkish Immigrants in Berlin*  
  Ezgi Deniz Rasit, Northeastern University
- *Moving Back to a "Modernized" Homeland: How Older Taiwanese Returnees Navigate Uncertainty and Social Belonging Across Borders*  
  Ken Chih-Yan Sun, Hong Kong Baptist University

**Discussant:**  
Ernesto Castañeda, American University

**1:45 PM-3:15 PM**

124. **Undergraduate Posters III --Friday Feb 23 / 1:45 PM-3:15 PM**

- *How do childfree young adults understand their own medical needs and how does that understanding influence whether or not they obtain health insurance?*  
  Crystal A Messina, Brooklyn College
- *THE CHALLENGES ABORTION PROVIDERS FACES IN THE U.S AND THEIR REASONS FOR CONTINUED COMMITMENT*  
  Mukta Begum, Brooklyn College - City University of New York
- *The Appropriation of Femininity in Todays Hip Hop*  
  Amanda Gabriela Rozon, Brooklyn College - City University of New York
- *How does living in a historic attraction zone measure or construct your social, mental and economic placement in a society? : An examination of the leading factors that contribute to decline in Coney Island and how this affects different generations*  
  Claudia Evadne Armstrong, Brooklyn College - City University of New York
- *Race, Class and Other Influences on Campus Political Activism at CUNY Brooklyn College*  
  Sarah Cristina Pomar, Brooklyn College - City University of New York
- *Mental Health and Kin Networks Among Aging LGBQ Women*  
  Emily Ann Hallbrin, Brooklyn College CUNY
- *How undergraduate non-black Latinx students in CUNY experience race and blackness*  
  Carla Paola Hernandez, Brooklyn College CUNY
- *Social Factors and Opportunities in Higher Education*  
  Amanda Ruocco, Caldwell College
- *The Limited Success of Women in the Legal Profession: Tokens or Lawyers?*  
  Ayda Basaran, Columbia University
DACA And Dreamers: Our life  Mary Soto, CUNY Bronx CC
Trauma and Academics  Doreen Young, CUNY-Lehman College
Blending in and standing out: The social structure of adolescent victimization  Bernard A. Coles IV, Hofstra University
The Influence of "Feminist" Self-Identification on Attitudes toward Women’s Issues  Zoey Storck, Ramapo College of New Jersey; Julia Chirichella, Ramapo College of New Jersey
The Effectiveness of Incorporating Mindfulness Practice into a First-Year Seminar Course  Kristen Jajko, Ramapo College of New Jersey
Race in Media: Influence on Children  Shayne La-Shonda Garnes, SUNY at New Paltz; Noah Vasquez, SUNY at New Paltz
Socioeconomic Disparities Within the U.S. Health Care System  Eleanor Condelles, SUNY at New Paltz; Devin White McCarthy, SUNY at New Paltz
Rap Music and Commercialization Overtime  Nathan Roy Raskopf, SUNY Farmingdale
Exploring Colorblind Racism Through the Use of Hashtags  Kasey Cover, SUNY New Paltz
The Masked Truth of Arranged Marriage within the Media  Christina Paulson, SUNY New Paltz
Queer Sexuality in Video Games  Steven Bagoly, SUNY New Paltz
Socioeconomic Disparities Within the U.S. Healthcare System  Devin White McCarthy, SUNY New Paltz; Eleanor Condelles, SUNY at New Paltz
Using Intersectionality to Examine Race and Class  John Martin Lowe, US Military Academy
Ethnic Minority Attitudes Toward The Police  Inayah Muhammad, William Paterson University
Sexual Harassment and Discrimination Amongst Female Police Officers  Waleska Herrera, William Paterson University
Black College Students' Attitudes Towards Being Taught by White Teachers: Examining White Teachers' Impact on Black Students’ Academic Performance  Elif Inal, William Paterson University of New Jersey
Finger-Printing and Finger Pointing: How Firm Legitimation Affected Lobbying Outcomes of Transportation Network Companies in Chicago and Austin  Nicholas Joseph Occhiuto, Yale University

125. Mini-Conference: Digital Sociology: II. Surveillance & Censorship  --Friday Feb 23 | 1:45 PM-3:15 PM

Corporate Surveillance and the Labor of Fitness in Workplace Health Promotion Programs  Marianne Neal-Joyce, University of Massachusetts - Amherst
From Maps to Apps: Changing Technologies and the Coming-of-Age Road Trip  Laura Carpenter, Vanderbilt University
Sacrificing Customers in the Name of Data? How Privacy Policies Affect Purchase Decisions  Denise Anthony, Dartmouth College; Kelly Caine, Clemson University; Sameer Patil, Indiana University; Celeste Campos-Castillo, University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee; Charles Luke Alan Stark, Dartmouth College

126. Mini-Conference: Military Sociology: IV: War, Demographics, and the State  --Friday Feb 23 | 1:45 PM-3:15 PM

Presider:  Sidra Jass Montgomery, University of Maryland - College Park

Military Governments & Praetorian Militarization  Steve Carlton-Ford, University of Cincinnati
War, Women and Fertility Patterns in Asia  Barbara Wejnert, University at Buffalo, State University of New York; Xingyu Chen, University at Buffalo, State University of New York

127. Mini-Conference: Reproduction: IV: Reproductive Disparities and Stigma  --Friday Feb 23 | 1:45 PM-3:15 PM
• Milk Metaphors: The Moral Work of Producing Breast Milk  Katherine Johnson, Tulane University
• Stratification in Perceptions and Beliefs about Women’s Labor Pain and Pain Management  Theresa Morris, Texas A & M University; Vani Dawson Mathur, Texas A & M University; Kelly McNamara, Texas A & M University
• The Heterogeneous Treatment Effect of Teenage Childbearing on Educational Attainment: The Importance of Race/Ethnicity  Kiwoong Park, University at Albany, SUNY
• "Parenting like a White Person": Race and Maternal Support Among Marginalized Mothers  Cheryl Crane, Franklin College; Karen Christopher, University of Louisville


• A Radio for Which Public? On NPR’s Foundational Whiteness  Laura Garbes, Brown University
• The Impact of “Raced” Institutions and Organizations on Academic Careers  Roberta Spalter-Roth, ASA/George Mason University; Jason Smith, George Mason University; Amber Kalb, George Mason University; Jean Shin, American Sociological Association
• We Can’t Fight What We Can’t See: Grading Top Sociology Graduate Programs’ Training on Race  Vilna Bashi Treitler, University of California at Santa Barbara
• Sociological Jim Crow: The Origins and Maintenance of Institutional Racism in US Sociology  Michael Schwartz, State University of New York at Stony Brook; Aldon Morris, Northwestern University

Discussant:
- Carolyn Riehl, Teachers College, Columbia University

129. Author-Meets-Critics: Chad Goldberg, Modernity and the Jews in Western Social Thought  --Friday Feb 23 | 1:45 PM-3:15 PM

Organizer: John Torpey, City University of New York (CUNY) Graduate Center

Discussants:
- William I. Brustein, West Virginia University
- Fuyuki Kurasawa, York University
- Angel Adams Parham, Loyola University
- Iddo Tavory, New York University

130. Presidential Session: Personal Networks in the Internet Era  --Friday Feb 23 | 1:45 PM-3:15 PM

Organizer: Mario Small, Harvard University
Presider: Mario Small, Harvard University

Panelists: Elizabeth Bruch, University of Michigan at Ann Arbor; Keith Hampton, Michigan State University; Mario Small, Harvard University; Nancy Baym, Microsoft Research

• The Labor of Online Relating  Nancy Baym, Microsoft Research
• Finding a Romantic Partner Online  Elizabeth Bruch, University of Michigan at Ann Arbor
• When Personal Networks Become Persistent and Pervasive  Keith Hampton, Michigan State University
• Finding Emotional Support  Mario Small, Harvard University

131. Paper Session: Immigration and the Law  --Friday Feb 23 | 1:45 PM-3:15 PM

• Disparities by Nationality in U.S. Immigration Apprehensions, Detentions, and Deportations, 1980-2010  Margot Moinester, Harvard University
• The Get in the Line Game: Can You Stay ’Legal’?  Lina Rincón, Framingham State University; Stephanie Brown, UMass Boston
• Divergent Pathways to Higher Education: Undocumented Student Experiences in North Carolina and Massachusetts  Alessandra Bazo Vienrich, University of Massachusetts Boston
• **Multi-Step Pathways to Highly Skilled Immigrants' Legal Permanent Residency in the United States**  
  Marcela F. González, CUNY Graduate Center

• **Blocked at the top: How legal status constrains labor market entry for skilled migrants**  
  Elizabeth M. Jacobs, University of Pennsylvania

**132. Paper Session: Organizational Aspects of Educational Institutions --Friday Feb 23 | 1:45 PM-3:15 PM**

• **Responding to Perverse Incentives: Inflation in Charter-School Test Scores**  
  Ann Mantil, Harvard Graduate School of Education

• **Examining the Association between Retention Rates and Graduation Rates for Pennsylvania’s Institutions of Higher Education**  
  Jeremiah Coldsmith, University of Pittsburgh at Johnstown

• **Dilemmas of Disclosure: Street-Level Bureaucrats and Mandated Reporting in High Schools’**  
  Max A. Greenberg, Boston University

• **A Routine Activities Theory (RAT) Approach to Predicting Reported On-Campus Rape**  
  Catherine White-Berheide, Skidmore College; Lauren Gorstein, Skidmore College; Abigail Peace Gramaglia, Skidmore College; Isabelle Lynn Alley, Skidmore College

**133. Paper Session: The Battle Against Mandatory Overtime: Homecare, Care Work on University Campus, and the Boycott Against Reynolds-Pactiv --Friday Feb 23 | 1:45 PM-3:15 PM**

• **Mandatory Overtime in the Homecare Industry Today**  
  Mary Lister, Sociology Department, SUNY Binghamton

• **Students Organizing Against Mandatory Overtime and the Boycott Against Reynolds/Pactiv**  
  Kai Wen Yang, Binghamton University

• **The Working Condition of Undergraduate Students and Carework on University Campus**  
  Patricia Acipreste, SUNY Binghamton

• **Connecting Our Fights and the Control of Our Time**  
  Jonathan Taubes, SUNY Binghamton

**134. Paper Session: Education and Inequality I --Friday Feb 23 | 1:45 PM-3:15 PM**

• **College Choices Among Students in a Housing Mobility Program: Social Integration, Cultural Capital, and Intensive Mentoring**  
  Allison Young, Johns Hopkins University

• **Untapped Potential What happens after a student is suspended?**  
  Leah L Gillion, Princeton University

• **American Secondary Education as a Mechanism to Transmit Parental Advantages for Upper Middle Class Chinese Families**  
  Siqi Tu, CUNY Graduate Center

• **Caught in the middle: Higher education access, migration, and transnational Indian American youth**  
  Adrienne Atterberry, Syracuse University

**135. Paper Session: Cultural Dimensions of Gender Inequality --Friday Feb 23 | 1:45 PM-3:15 PM**

• **Plastic Patriarchy: Gender Integration and Patriarchal Resilience in Pakistan and the U.S.**  
  Jaime Hartless, University of Virginia; Fauzia Husain, University of Virginia

• **Ambivalent Masculinity**  
  Christin Munsch, University of Connecticut

• **Gender, Tradition, and Environmental Stewardship in the Sport Hunting Community**  
  Kaitlin Stephanie Meck, University at Albany, SUNY

• **"But what about the White people that are left behind?" The Geopolitical Pursuit of White Masculinity**  
  Carol Ann Jackson, University of Connecticut; Rhys Hall, University of Connecticut

• **Heteronormativity in Country Music**  
  Della Dawley Burke, University of New Hampshire

**136. Paper Session: Building Campus Programs to Advance Sociological Teaching and Learning --Friday Feb 23 | 1:45 PM-3:15 PM**
• Infusing a Sociological Framework into Service-Learning and Campus-Community Partnership Work  Jonathan M White, Bentley University
• A Sociology of Action & Inclusion: Pedagogical Strategies for Countering White Supremacism and Immigrant Exclusion in Our Contemporary Era  Adam Saltsman, Worcester State University
• Interdisciplinary Health Equity: Advancing a Sociological Approach to Teaching and Learning in Public Health  Shelley K White, Simmons College
• Walking Forward Together: Building Community through Sociology, Social Practice Art, and Community Partnerships  Laura O'Toole, Salve Regina University; Susannah Strong, Salve Regina University

137. **Paper Session: Mechanics of Class Inequality --Friday Feb 23 | 1:45 PM-3:15 PM**

• The Killing: A Comparison of the Gender Politics of Forbrydelsen and its American Remake The Killing  Isabel Pinedo, CUNY Hunter College
• Accounting for Insecurity: Assessing the Role of Childhood Income Volatility on Educational Achievement and Attainment  Jeremy Cohen, Princeton University
• How Does Social Class Shape Neighborhood and School Selection Processes? Disentangling the Roles of Cognitive Skills, Non-Cognitive Skills, and Cultural Capital  Jared Nathan Schachner, Harvard University
• Nyeisha's Mother: An Ethnographic Examination of Urban Schooling and Adopting a Resource Orientation Toward Social Capital  Nicole Mittenfelner Carl, University of Pennsylvania

138. **Paper Session: Urban Change and Gentrification I --Friday Feb 23 | 1:45 PM-3:15 PM**

• Visualizing Super-Gentrification  Judith Halasz, SUNY at New Paltz; Elizabeth Levy, SUNY New Paltz
• Early Gentrifiers and the Politics of Neighborhood Development  Taylor Elyse Cain, Boston University
• (Working Title) Rights to the Island: Ethnography of Roosevelt Island's Capitalist Urbanisation Amidst 21st Century Developments  Connie Ong Blukis, CUNY Brooklyn College
• The Effect of Gentrification on Race and Income Polarization in Baltimore  Lee Scrivener, University of Wisconsin-Madison

139. **Workshop: Preparing Applications for Tenure and Promotion (Sponsored by the Committee on the Status of Women) --Friday Feb 23 | 1:45 PM-3:15 PM**

• Joanne Ardovini, Metropolitan College of New York
• Laura West Steck, York College of PA
• Ingrid Castro, Massachusetts College of Liberal Arts

140. **Mini-Conference: Class and Culture: VI. Culture, Wealth, and Elites --Friday Feb 23 | 1:45 PM-3:15 PM**

  **Presider:**  Courtney Boen, University of Pennsylvania

• A Comparison of British and Finnish Young Elites, 1970-2010: Sociodemographic Background, Current Position and Cultural Self-Image  Semi Purhonen, University of Tampere; Taru Lindblom, University of Tampere
• Wealth and Perceptions of Inequality  Liza Steele, SUNY Purchase; Joseph Cohen, Queens College / City University of New York
• High Culture, Black Culture: Strategic Assimilation and Cultural Steering in Museum Philanthropy  Patricia Banks, Mount Holyoke
• Educating the Poor: The Promise and Peril of Trickle-Down Philanthropy  Patrick Inglis, Grinnell College

141. **Mini-Conference: Small Cities: IV. Identity and Place-making --Friday Feb 23 | 1:45 PM-3:15 PM**
- Beyond the Labor Market: Meaning Making, Lifestyle Choice and Middle Class Economic Security  Alexis Mann, Brandeis University
- "It's both and": Ambivalent queer community in a small, Midwestern city  Clare Forstie, Farmingdale State College
- Urban Religious and Civic Incorporation: Contesting/Constructing the Public Meaning of Islam and Muslim Identity  Matthew Luther Lindholm, Concordia College, Moorhead MN
- Aesthetics and Agency: Reviving Distressed Suburban Malls in the New Latino South  John Arroyo, MIT

142. Mini-Conference: Globalization in Uncertain Times: III. Nationalism and Globalization in Comparative Perspective  --Friday Feb 23 | 1:45 PM-3:15 PM

**Presider:** Ho-Fung Hung, Johns Hopkins

- The Paradox of Nationalism and Globalism: China under Xi Jinping  Xiaoshuo Hou, Skidmore College
- The Impacts of Nationalism on Public Support for Globalization in Taiwan  Jiu-Da Lin, University of Maryland - College Park; Fang-Yi Huang, University of Florida
- Selling and Resisting Globalization: The Misleading Conflation of Globalization and Immigration  Amber Shemesh, American University; Ernesto Castañeda, American University

**Discussant:**
- Ho-Fung Hung, Johns Hopkins

3:30 PM-5:00 PM

143. Undergraduate Posters IV  --Friday Feb 23 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM

- Life Course Theory and Non-Traditional College Students  Doreen Thode, Central Connecticut State University
- Breaking Gender Scripts in the Sports Industry  Laurie Alexandra Quinn, Chesapeake College; Shannon Fleishman, Chesapeake College
- The Experiences of Teachers Facilitating Discussions Around Racial Discrimination in White Rural Communities  Emily Tina Palermo, Colgate University
- The Effect of “Beauty-Gurus’” Status Characteristics on Participants’ Perceptions of Their Use of Makeup  Lien Ivonne Caputo, Colgate University
- Centering Minority Survivors’ Experiences on College Campuses  Sarah Un-Hae McDaniel, Colgate University
- Examining the Role of Selective Colleges in Producing Graduates Committed to Altruistic Good  Timothy Arthur Englehart, Colgate University
- What’d You Do This Summer? Impact of Student Capital on Access to and Experience in Elite Internships  Lucia Carina Stan, Colgate University
- Beyond Homogenous Homosociality: An Analysis of Masculinity Across Group Types  Mason Jones, Colgate University
- Homework Practices and Policies Between High- and Low- SES Schools During the Transition to Middle School  Hunter Anne Filer, Colgate University
- Parenting Styles of Fathers Who Drug Misuse and Drug-Deal  Antonio Villegas, Connecticut College
- Drug perceptions of non-delinquent youth across different socio-spatial environments  Paula Isabel Torres, Connecticut College
- Measuring Trends of Sexual Assault in the United States  Julia Linde Packman, Connecticut College
- Non-delinquent Youth and Police Presence across Institutional Settings  Marisol Flores, Connecticut College; Denise Perez, Connecticut College; Zoe Halpert, Connecticut College
- Outsiders on a U.S. Campus: A Qualitative Study of Scandinavian Students and Their Experiences  Liselotte Johnsrud Hammer, Eastern Connecticut State University
• An Exploration of Institutional Policies on Consensual Student Faculty Romantic and Sexual Relationships: Typologies and Student Perceptions  Samantha Castonguay, Ithaca College
• Comparing Aging in the United States and Sub-Saharan Africa  Megan Elizabeth Miller, Roanoke College
• Stigma, Identity, and Refugees: A Symbolic Interactionist Analysis  Catherine Chestnutt, Roanoke College
• Justifications/Rationalizations for Shoplifting from Large and Small Businesses  Briana Jean Camassa, SUNY Oneonta
• More than Clients: Blind Industrial Workers and the Struggle to Organize  JENNITH LUCAS, Syracuse University
• Resisting language shift pressures: A quantitative study among U.S. second-generation immigrant groups  Mary Sims Drummond, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
• Understanding Student Opinions on Race, Meritocracy, and Diversity in a Race-Conscious Age  Kathleen Elizabeth Arney, UNC Chapel Hill
• Cross Sectional Time Series Analysis on the Impacts of Race on Homeownership  Caroline Vincenza Brooks, University of Connecticut at Storrs; Richard Williams, University of Notre Dame
• A Healthy Food Inventory of Waterbury, CT  Savannah-Nicole Villalba, University of Connecticut at Storrs; Andrea Voyer, University of Connecticut at Storrs
• Organic Solidarity in Contemporary Societies  Jennifer Rose Accuosti, University of Hartford

144. Mini-Conference: Digital Sociology: III. The Far-Right & Digital Culture  --Friday Feb 23 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM

• The Digital Apostles of the GOP  Francesca Tripodi, University of Virginia
• Colin Kaepernick’s “silent protest”: poststruth, hyperreality and prosumption  Piergiorgio Degli Esposti, University of Bologna
• Memes as a Source of Racialized Discourse  Tabitha Loker Fairchild, Virginia Commonwealth University
• Deep Roots: Mapping the Networks of the Old, New and Alt Right  Lauren Payton, Virginia Commonwealth University

145. Mini-Conference: Military Sociology: V: The Sociology of Cadets  --Friday Feb 23 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM

Presider: Jacob Absalon, United States Military Academy

• Effects of Socioeconomic Status on Cadet Performance at West Point  Riley Charleston Nolan, United States Military Academy
• Is Bourdieu Still Relevant: How feelings of belonging impact success at the United States Military Academy?  Carolyn Morgan Kehn, United State Military Academy; Netteange Monaus, United States Military Academy
• Teaching War from a Sociological Perspective at West Point  Remi Hajjar, US Military Academy
• Inscribing Identities On Uniformed Bodies  Taylor Winfield, Princeton University

146. Mini-Conference: Race and Organizations: IV: How Do Organizations "Do" Race, Part I  --Friday Feb 23 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM

• Organizational Legacy: Nineteenth Century Fraternal Orders and Racial Inequality  Pamela Popielarz, University of Illinois at Chicago
• Fitting In: An Organizational Approach to Understanding the Minority Student Experience in College  Anthony Stephen Peña, University of Illinois at Chicago
• Race and the Boundaries of State Bureaucracy in Bolivia  Marcelo Bohrt, American University

Discussant: Stephen Ruszczynsky, Montclair State University
147. Author-Meets-Critics: Richard Ocejo’s Masters of Craft: Old Jobs in the New Urban Economy --Friday Feb 23 / 3:30 PM-5:00 PM
   Organizer: Jonathan R Wynn, UMASS-Amherst
   Presiders: Hilary Silver, Brown University; Richard E. Ocejo, John Jay College and the Graduate Center, CUNY
   Discussants:
   ▶ Joseé Johnston, University of Toronto
   ▶ Rachael Woldoff, West Virginia University
   ▶ Van Tran, Columbia University

148. Presidential Session: Institutions and National Development --Friday Feb 23 / 3:30 PM-5:00 PM
   Organizer: Alejandro Portes, Princeton University and University of Miami
   Presider: Alejandro Portes, Princeton University and University of Miami
   Panelists: Nina Bandelj, University of California, Irvine; Salo Coslovsky, Wagner School, NYU; José Luis Velasco, National University of Mexico
   Discussant:
   ▶ Susan Eckstein, Boston University

149. Paper Session: Racialization and the Context of Immigrant Incorporation --Friday Feb 23 / 3:30 PM-5:00 PM
   • Resettled and Unsettled: Syrian Refugee Racialization  Heba Gowayed, Princeton University
   • Revisiting the Bamboo Ceiling: Early Career Milestones of High Skilled Immigrants in the US STEM labor market  Shirley Michelle Lung, The Johns Hopkins University
   • Competing to Survive: Identity and Racial Threat in Puerto Rican Hartford  Bianca Gonzalez-Sobrino, University of Connecticut
   • Unauthorized and Irish in the U.S. today  Amanda Crabb, Curry College

150. Paper Session: Education, Organization and Community --Friday Feb 23 / 3:30 PM-5:00 PM
   • Explaining Graduate Employee Unionization in the United States: A Multi-Institutional Politics Approach  Kathleen A Ragon, University of Connecticut
   • Decoupling Variation and the Case of Family Involvement: An Analysis of Organizational Achievement Indicators and Mission Statement Mismatch in Chicago Public High Schools  Kiara Millay Nerenberg, Johns Hopkins University
   • Innovation and Maintenance in Higher Education: A Theory of Bloat in American Universities  Chris R. Colocousis, James Madison University
   • Examining the role of the school in rural communities: Assessing the perspectives of school leaders  William Presswood, Nova Southeastern University; Sue Hildenbrand, Barry University

151. Paper Session: Terrorism, Repression and Inequality --Friday Feb 23 / 3:30 PM-5:00 PM
   • Dismantling The 20th. century: Political Parties, Political Conflict and Political Change  Eric Lichten, Long Island University
   • Spitting Bullets: Anger’s Long-Ignored Role in Reactions to Terror: An Examination of College Students’ Fear and Anger Responses to Terrorism  Gabriel Rubin, Montclair State University; Christopher Salvatore, Montclair State University
   • Terrorism as A Type of Terrorization: A Review  Abolfazl Sotoudeh-Sherbaf, Boston College
   • Ambivalent Voting Behavior in Iran, 1997-2005  Aghil Daghagheleh, Rutgers University - New Brunswick

152. Paper Session: Gender and the City (Sponsored by the Committee on the Status of Women) --Friday Feb 23 / 3:30 PM-5:00 PM
Organizers: Meghan Rich, University of Scranton; Simone Kolysh, CUNY Graduate Center

Presider: Meghan Rich, University of Scranton

- **Toxiciscity: Exploring Violence Against Transgender People in the Public Sphere**  Simone Kolysh, CUNY Graduate Center
- **Being Scared in the Dark: The Impact of Fear for Urban Girls**  Ingrid Castro, Massachusetts College of Liberal Arts; Ana Campos Manzo, Connecticut College
- **Bartending: Women's Work?**  Mary DeStephano, University of Maryland
- **Run to the Gully: Structural Escape of Jamaican Queer Communities under the Neoliberal Turn**  Mikie Stephens, Sociology Department, SUNY Binghamton

153. **Paper Session: Culture, Globalization and Traveling --Friday Feb 23 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM**

- **How does ecotourism influence the form and philosophy of life of the Kogis? A Case Study among the Kogis of Colombia**  Luisa Bravo, Innsbruck University
- **#Safari, Terroir & Wilderness 2.0**  Cassie M. Hays, Gettysburg College

154. **Workshop: Data Workshop in Firm Diversity and Discrimination --Friday Feb 23 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM**

- Donald Tomaskovic-Devey, University of Massachusetts
- Steven Boutcher, Center for Employment Equity

155. **Mini-Conference: Class and Culture: VIII. Class, Culture, and Higher Education (II) --Friday Feb 23 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM**

Presider: Kim Goyette, Temple University

- **“Cautionary Tales”: Low-Income First Generation College Students, Educational Mobility, and Familial Meaning-Making Processes**  Ashley Rondini, Franklin & Marshall College
- **Taking Place into Account: First-Generation College Students' Experiences at Public Institutions**  Taylor Nicole Laemmli, University of Wisconsin - Madison; Eric Grodsky, University of Wisconsin-Madison; Lyn Macgregor, University of Wisconsin-Madison
- **Hidden Sources of Inequality: Entitlement and Constraint in College Academics**  Mary Larue Scherer, University of Massachusetts, Amherst
- **The Class Warfare Continues: Positioning Practices Beyond Postsecondary Education**  Lois Weis, SUNY at Buffalo; Kristin Cipollone, Ball State University

156. **Mini-Conference: Class and Culture: VII. Culture and Mobility --Friday Feb 23 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM**

Presider: Jenny Marie Stuber, University of North Florida

- **The Effects of Social Mobility**  Fabian T. Pfeffer, University of Michigan
- **When Middle-Class Kids Prefer Working-Class Jobs: The Case of Aspiring Artists**  Laura Claire Kremen Adler, Harvard University
- **Producing Mobility**  Matthew C Lawrence, Middlebury College
- **Ahead of the Pack: Does Possession of Cultural Capital Matter for Economic Mobility?**  Karyn Lacy, University of Michigan

157. **Mini-Conference: Small Cities: V. Civic Engagement, Building Change --Friday Feb 23 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM**
• The Influence of Public Investment on Resident Engagement in Low-Income Neighborhoods  Nathalie Saltikoff, Endicott College; Andrea Rhoades, Endicott College
• Local Identity, Global Context: Symbolic Ethnicity and Barriers to Collective Refugee Action  Alec Philipp Pierce Rhodes, Hobart & William Smith Colleges; Ervin B. Kosta, Hobart and William Smith Colleges
• Tourism as Community Ideology in the Woods of Northern Maine  Meaghan Stiman, Boston University
• Small Cities, Climate Change Planning and Climate Justice in the U.S  Cecelia Catherine Walsh-Russo, University of Copenhagen

158. **Mini-Conference: Globalization in Uncertain Times: I. Trade, Investment, and Institutional Uncertainties** -- Friday Feb 23 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM

Presider: Joseph R. Bongiovi, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

- From Global Justice to Populist Rage: The Evolving Critique of Free Trade  John O’Connor, Central Connecticut State University
- Semi-Globalization and Institutional Uncertainties in Cultural Transfers: Music as a Localized Service  John Clarry, Rutgers University
- Trump’s “America First” Trade Policy and the Transition of Political Power in U.S. Trade Institutions  Jesse Liss, CUNY Graduate Center
- Inter-State Relations, State Capacity, and Types of Capital: The Rise and Fall of Chinese Foreign Direct Investment in the Philippines.  Alvin A. Camba, Johns Hopkins University

Discussant: 

- Akos Rona-Tas, UC San Diego

5:30 PM-7:00 PM

159. **Plenary: Race and Immigration in American Society: Robert Sampson & William Julius Wilson** -- Friday Feb 23 | 5:30 PM-7:00 PM

Presider: Victor Nee, Cornell University

Saturday, 24 February

8:00 AM-9:00 AM

160. **Meeting: Committee on the Status of Ethnicity, Race, and Racism** -- Saturday Feb 24 | 8:00 AM-9:00 AM

8:30 AM-10:00 AM

161. **Undergraduate Posters V** -- Saturday Feb 24 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM

- Building Hip-Hop Solidarity for Black Lives: How Pan-Racial Unity Affects Commercial Success  Daniel Kentaro Oshiro, American University
- Redefining Success: Looking At Achievement Through the Eyes Of Hispanic First And 1.5 Generation Migrants  Anisa Shafiq, American University; Ernesto Castañeda-Tinoco, American University
- President Trump’s Transgender Military Ban, a military strategy or an excuse for discrimination? : An Application of the Best model  María Sol Moreira, Frederick Community College
- Endangered Species Act: Time to Update a Vague, Antiquated Policy?  Robin Jean Fogle, Frederick Community College
- Advocacy, Technology and Drunk Driving: An Application of the Best Model  Shyla Noelle Herndon, Frederick Community College
- **Public Health vs. Personal Freedom: Applying the Best Model to Soda Taxes** Nicole Elizabeth Benner, Frederick Community College
- **The Media’s Coverages of Sexual Assault on North Eastern College Campuses and How It Shapes the Perception, Knowledge, and Understanding of Readers** Andreea Christina Barb, Gettysburg College
- **Sustainability in Tourism in Indonesia** Brianna Marie Costira, Gettysburg College
- **What Makes a Criminal? Comparing case studies of serial killers** Andrea Lyssa Near, Gettysburg College
- **Reparations for Black Bodies Oppressed by War and Slavery: Namibia and Black America** Katrina McDonald, Johns Hopkins University; Jordan Bell-McDonald, University of Baltimore; Sean Thompson, Johns Hopkins University
- **The Importance of Adequate Health Care Advice: A Deliberative Conception on Communication With Postpartum Women About Health** D'Yanna Mayshun Reed, Towson University; Jaime DeLuca, Towson University; Jacob Bustad, Towson University
- **Intergenerational Transfer of Coping Strategies** Amy Merre Durning, UMBC
- **The Impact of Family of Origin on the College Experiences of Traditional Aged Women who are the First in their Family to Attend College** Rachel Caitlyn Crane, UMBC
- **Has the emergence of social media influenced awareness of social movements?** Rachel Futterman, University of Maryland
- **Colorism, Lookism, and Tokenism** Katarina Yang, University of Maryland; Kemi Ajayi, University of Maryland; Karissa Murphy, University of Maryland; Melissa Rosa, University of Maryland; Alessandra Caico, University of Maryland
- **Patriotism, Protest, and the Impact of Race** Brian Sweeney, University of Maryland
- **College Student’s Views on Social Policy** Jessica Perez-Lopez, University of Maryland; James Stradley, University of Maryland; Michael Lu, University of Maryland; Kevin Edgardo Rodriguez, University of Maryland
- **Awareness of Systemic and Individual Racism on Campus** Bryce Ellis, University of Maryland
- **Skin Tone Representation in Rap Music Videos** Miri Miller, University of Maryland; Angela Ward, Utah Valley University

162. **Mini-Conference: Digital Sociology: IV. Critical Theories of the Digital & Temporality --Saturday Feb 24 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM**

- **Queer Theory and the Digital Ephemeral** Benjamin Haber, CUNY Graduate Center
- **Digital Dialectic** David Michael Arditi, University of Texas at Arlington
- **Temporal Symmetry and Digital Connectedness** Mary Chayko, Rutgers University
- **Digital Sociology before Digital Sociology: Studying "Mommy Blogs" from a Minimally Digital Perspective** Angela Ward, Utah Valley University

163. **Mini-Conference: Reproduction: V: Surrogacy --Saturday Feb 24 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM**

- **Gay Men as Surrogacy Clients: Equal Access?** Heather Jacobson, University of Texas-Arlington
- **"Surrogacy is Not for the Faint of Heart": An Examination of the Emotional and Physical Consequences of Third-Party Reproduction** Elizabeth Ziff, New School for Social Research

164. **Panel: Activism, Community Engagement, and Public Sociology I (Sponsored by the Committee on the Status of Women) --Saturday Feb 24 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM**

  **Organizer:** Laura West Steck, York College of PA

- **Joanne Ardogini, Metropolitan College of New York**
- **Sarah Lageson, Rutgers University at Newark; Kyle Green, Utica College**
- **Meghan Kallman, University of Massachusetts Boston**
• Randy Lynn, George Mason University

165. **Mini-Conference: Race and Organizations: V: How Do Organizations "Do" Race, Part II -- Saturday Feb 24 / 8:30 AM-10:00 AM**

- Ascriptive Stigma and the Case of Pakistani Immigrant Organizations  
  Ali R. Chaudhary, Rutgers University, the State University of New Jersey
- Race-Making and the Social Organizational Life of the Black Elite  
  Joseph Guzman, Ohio State University
- Ethnicity and Organizational Fields in Dominican Neighborhoods of New York  
  Stephen Rusczczyk, Montclair State University; Paul Dugas, Montclair State University; Vanessa Fujimoto Centeno, Montclair State University

**Discussant:**
- Roberta Spalter-Roth, ASA/George Mason University

166. **Author-Meets-Critics: Onoso Imoagene's Beyond Expectations: Second-Generation Nigerians in the United States and Britain -- Saturday Feb 24 / 8:30 AM-10:00 AM**

**Organizer:** Derron Wallace, Brandeis University

**Presider:** Onoso Imoagene, University of Pennsylvania

**Discussants:**
- Natasha Warikoo, Harvard University
- Oyeronke Oyewumi, State University of New York at Stony Brook
- Kevin Thomas, Penn State University
- Van Tran, Columbia University

167. **Presidential Session: Civil Sphere Theory: The De-Provincializing Project -- Saturday Feb 24 / 8:30 AM-10:00 AM**

**Organizer:** Jeffrey Alexander, Yale University

**Presider:** Jeffrey Alexander, Yale University

- How Robust is the Civil Sphere? Modern Solidarity in Unsettling Times  
  Giuseppe Sciortino, Università di Trento
- Black Radical Protests and the US Civil Sphere: Racialized Civil Inclusion, Exclusion and the Black Lives Matter Movement  
  Stephen Ostertag, Tulane University
- Thick' breaches for change: Performing civil radical protest in a Colombian public university  
  Carlo Tognato, National University of Colombia, Bogota

**Discussant:**
- Jeffrey Alexander, Yale University

168. **Paper Session: Gender, Sexuality and Inequality -- Saturday Feb 24 / 8:30 AM-10:00 AM**

- Who Counts What as Sexual Coercion? Socioeconomic Variation in Perceptions of Consent  
  Rebecca Johnson, Princeton; Celeste Marin, Princeton
- Gendered norms on cleanliness? Parents' ideas and practices of hygiene in child care  
  Tsai-Yen Han, Rutgers University
- Gender in Children's Stories: Investigating Gender Narratives in Caldecott Award Winners  
  Madison Taylor Howard, Roanoke College; Shannon Anderson, Roanoke College
- From Farmer's Wife to the Fordist Housewife: The Uneven Development of Housewifization  
  Andrew Pragacz, Binghamton University; Ben Marley, Sociology Department, SUNY Binghamton
- Unintended Consequences: Cross-National Comparisons of Parental Leave Policy and Inequality  
  Amy Armenia, Rollins College; Brigid Cotter, Rollins College
169. **Paper Session: Sex workers --Saturday Feb 24 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM**

- "So what if I was a stripper": Stigma management among recreational pole dancers in San Diego  
  Elizabeth Shifrin, City University of New York (CUNY) Graduate Center
- When Vulnerable Populations Transition to Adulthood: The Need To Expand Research for Commercially Sexually Exploited Youth  
  Julianne Siegfriedt, University of Massachusetts at Boston
- Fundamentally Retrogressive? A Sociological Study of the Career Trajectories of Adult Film Performers  
  Antonio Sirianni, Cornell University; Thomas Ralph Davidson, Cornell University
- Selling Sex: Understanding Organizational Relationships Within the Sex Industry  
  Aliyah Imoni Middleton, CUNY John Jay College of Criminal Justice
- The Transgender Sex Worker Experience: Constructing a Theory of Risk among Transgender Individuals in the Sex Industry  
  Victoria Ruth Eaton, University of North Carolina at Wilmington

170. **Paper Session: Developing Sociological Thinking Through Research and Writing --Saturday Feb 24 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM**

  **Organizer:** Melissa Pirkey, Cornell University

- Research Methods and The Red Record: Incorporating Ida B. Wells-Barnett into the Sociology Curriculum  
  Jennifer Padilla Wyse, Widener University
- Teaching Sociology and Processes of Social Change through a Pyramid Approach to Writing  
  Aaron Curtis Porter, Millersville University of Pennsylvania
- Teaching Students to Conduct Research using Content Analysis  
  Myron Strong, Community College of Baltimore County
- Developing Student Understanding of Medical Sociology and the Life Course through Research Intensive, Community Service Learning  
  Susan M. Bodnar-Deren, Virginia Commonwealth University

171. **Paper Session: Inequality and Work --Saturday Feb 24 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM**

- Relational Dynamics of Resistance: Rise of Dualism and Interaction between Regular and Non-regular Workers' Unions at the Hyundai shipyard in Ulsan, South Korea  
  Minhyoung Kang, Johns Hopkins University
- Leaving the Creative Class City: Pull Factors and Remote Workers  
  Rachael Woldoff, West Virginia University; Robert Litchfield, Washington and Jefferson College
- The Corporate War Dead: New Perspectives on the Demographics of American and British Contractors  
  Bryan Robert Feldscher, University of Texas at Austin; Ori Swed, University of Texas at Austin; Jae Kwon, University of Texas at Austin; Thomas Crosbie, Royal Danish Defense College
- The Culture of Camaraderie: Firefighting and Informal Mechanisms of Inequality in the Workplace  
  Carolyn M. Ly, Augustana University

172. **Paper Session: Networks and Organizations --Saturday Feb 24 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM**

- Communal or Exchange Based Risk-Sharing? The Formation of Loan Guarantee Networks in China  
  Lisha Liu, Cornell University; Michael Siemon, Cornell University
- Company Compensation Structures and Employees' Financial Risk-Taking  
  Angelina Grigoryeva, Princeton University
- Reworking Boundaries: Good Ideas from Chinese Medicine  
  Larry Au, Columbia University

173. **Paper Session: Economy and Society II --Saturday Feb 24 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM**

- Crafting Culture: Exploring the Culture of Craft Beer Drinkers  
  Andrew Forrest Danyew, Arcadia University; Favian Guertin-Martin, Arcadia University
• A Multilevel Assessment of Associations Between The Affordable Care Act’S Medicaid Expansion And Low-Income Americans Alternative Financial Sector Credit Use  Jascha Wagner, University of Delaware

• How Good or Bad is Economic Inequality for Entrepreneurship: Does a Society’s Stage of Development Make a Difference?  Daniel Auguste, University of North Carolina at Charlotte

174. Paper Session: Health Workers --Saturday Feb 24 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM

Presider: Joshua Morris Hurwitz, Columbia University

• The Order of Automation, Diagnosed: Rhetorical Arcs about Technical Change in Radiology  Joshua Morris Hurwitz, Columbia University

• The Relationship between Social Class Social Support for General Surgical Residents  K. Brandon Lang, Bloomsburg University

• Expert Knowledge or Emotional Connection?: Examining Clients’ Expectations for Highly Skilled Professional Care  Adilia E. E. James, Endicott College

• Social Factors Related to Receiving a Diagnosis of Depression from a Healthcare Provider  Sara Keeler, Lehigh University

• Factors influencing the emotional impact of client death on home care workers: Implications of aides’ roles in the dying process  Emily Franzosa, CUNY Graduate School of Public Health and Health Policy; Emma K Tsui, CUNY Graduate School of Public Health and Health Policy; Kristen Cribbs, CUNY Graduate School of Public Health & Health Policy; Sherry Baron, CUNY Queens College

175. Paper Session: Race and Adoption --Saturday Feb 24 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM

Organizers: Wendy Laybourn, University of Mar; Devon Goss, University of Connecticut

• Chinese and Korean Adoptees’ Racial Identity Struggle and Their Attitudes toward Birth Parents  Jungyun Gill, Stonehill College

• “I am as Black as I can be”: White Adoptive Parents and Expressions of Racial Liminality  Carla Goar, Kent State University

• Going it Alone: A Black Sociologist Becomes a Single Mother by Choice Through Adoption  Cherise Harris, Connecticut College

• Adoptees’ Reflection of U.S. White Adoptive Parents’ Racial and National Preferences  Elisha Marr, Calvin College

176. Paper Session: Race and Criminal Justice --Saturday Feb 24 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM

• Family Reunification and Formation Among Low-income Men of Color Returning from Incarceration  Megan Reid, U of Wisconsin - Madison

• Police Violence and the Criminalization of Black Women: An Examination of Newspaper Articles  Ashley Hollingshead, Rutgers University

• An Assessment of Racial Disparities in Bail Amounts in Lancaster County, PA  Carrie Lee Smith, Millersville University; Mary Glazier, Millersville University; Abigail Jefferys, Millersville University; Erin Lee, Millersville University of Pennsylvania; Joseph Brandenburg, Millersville University; Brandon Lee, Millersville University; Amy Mitchell, Millersville University

• Ideological Representations of Police Brutality in Newspaper Media Post-Black Lives Matter  Cara A. Carney, George Washington University; Amanda Pierson, George Washington University

• ‘There’s a Willie Horton in Every State’: Public Safety Fears and Prisoner Reentry Policies and Practices  Tanya N. Whittle, University of Delaware; Chrissy Lu, University of Delaware

177. Mini-Conference: Class and Culture: IX. Class, Classrooms, and Schools --Saturday Feb 24 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM
Presider: Karolyn Tyson, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

- "Why Would You Do That Now?" Social Class and Student-Teacher Interactions in the Transition from Elementary to Middle School  Jessica Calarco, Indiana University
- Reproducing Class? Exploring Class-Based Cultural Practices Among Danish and American Teachers  Gitte Sommer Harris, Aarhus University
- Seeking Diversity, Finding Compromise: When Low Income Parent Shape Progressive Schools  Idit Fast, Rutgers University, the State University of New Jersey
- Does A Sense of Entitlement Promote Student Achievement?  Joanne Golann, Vanderbilt University; Jennifer Darling, Vanderbilt University

178. Mini-Conference: Globalization in Uncertain Times: V. Global Development and Collective Actions  --  Saturday Feb 24 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM

Presider: Beverly Silver, Johns Hopkins University

- Waging for Water: Indigenous Farmworker Struggles for Water in an Arid Landscape  Marcos Lopez, Bowdoin College
- Global Protests ? Comparing 5 Social Movements of the 21st Century  Cécile Van de Velde, University of Montreal - UdeM
- Health Organizations for Medical Neutrality: The Institutional Basis of Discursive Collective Action  Bradley W Williams, George Mason University
- Politics of Transnational Humanitarianism: Humanitarian Aid Organizations Assisting Syrian Refugees in Southeastern Turkey  Dolunay Ugur, Yale University

Discussant: Beverly Silver, Johns Hopkins University

10:15 AM-11:45 AM

179. : Undergraduate Posters VI  -- Saturday Feb 24 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM

- Makeup Use as an Affirmation of Authentic Self and Vehicle of Empowerment  Eve Berkovich, Amherst College
- The Importance of Kink: Challenging Assumptions of the Kink Community  Mika Obayashi, Amherst College
- Institutional Logics, Roles and Relationships in an Alzheimer’s Specialty Unit  Britney L. Pond, College of the Holy Cross; Renee Beard, College of the Holy Cross
- Understanding the Paradox of the Suicide Race Gap  Carolyn Nappy, Providence College; Brandon Martinez, Providence College
- Birds of a Feather Succeed Together? Racial Residential Segregation and Educational Attainment  Keara Ning Sternberg, Skidmore College
- Screen Time Versus Face Time  Kristen Elizabeth Donlevie, Skidmore College
- Strike More, Spend Less?: The Correlation between Opinions on Race Specific Government Spending and Feelings towards Police Use of Force  Olivia Irby, Skidmore College
- The Effect of Conservative Politics on Sex Education and Teen Birth: A State-by-State Analysis of Abstinence and Contraception-focused Approaches  Isabelle Lynn Alley, Skidmore College
- Do Baby Boomers Want Another Baby Boom?: A Gendered Generational Analysis of Abortion Attitudes  DyAnna Katherine Washington, Skidmore College
- Got Privilege? Examining Spaces Associated with Dominant Cultural Capital  Ashley Polanco, Skidmore College
- More Education = Less Xenophobia? The Effect of Educational Attainment on Anti-Immigrant Perception  Julian Murphy, Skidmore College
There's No Place Like Home? Understanding the Relationship Between Racial Residential Segregation and Self-Reported Health  Abigail Peace Gramaglia, Skidmore College
Social Media Usage: The Impact on Feelings of Depression or Loneliness  Sarah Jensen, Skidmore College
Women in Politics and Views on Gender  Emma Sturdevant, Skidmore College
Music Performance Attendance and Happiness  Byron Danté Smith, Skidmore College
Non-Profit Organizations in the Neo-liberal World  Hermina Garic, Utica College
Associations between Significant Other's BMI, Social Support, and Family Functioning in Weight Management  Hannah Hulshult, Wake Forest University
Does a divorcee's education level affect remarriage?  Ashley Elizabeth Chumbley, Westfield State College
Content Analysis of Homelessness in Major US Newspapers  Steven Edwards Schlehuber, Westfield State University
Socioeconomic Status and the College Experience  Connor David Presz, Westfield State University
The Effects of Grandparents Raising Grandchildren  Katherine Ann Leahy, Westfield State University
Want to Party? How Drug Culture Persists in Academia  Domenic Mercuri, Westfield State University
Idiots, Libtards, and Snowflakes: #MAGA Twitter's Construction of the Social Justice Warrior  Sophie Madison Pearlman, Tufts University


What's in the Game? Gender, Videogames and the Computer Science Pipeline  Jennifer Ashlock, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill; Miodrag Stojnic, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill; Zeynep Tufekci, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Navigating Justice: Digital Technologies, Counter-Publics, and Survivor Responses to Sexual Assault  Anna Gjika, CUNY Graduate Center
Dreams and Nightmares: Online Violence, Surveillance and the Technological Woman  Firuzeh Shokooh-Valle, Clark University
Gender and Internet Use Inequality in Japan Over Time  Alexandru Panait, Rutgers University - New Brunswick


Lived Experiences as Professional Expertise: How Gender Matters Among Obstetrician-Gynecologists  Carrie Lee Smith, Millersville University
Professional Legitimacy Claims in Maternal Health Care: The Narratives of Midwives  Adelle Dora Monteblanco, University of Texas at El Paso
Determined or Decided? Recommending Cesarean Section Delivery in the United States  Amelia Hawbaker, Indiana University
Obstetric Culture and Births of Convenience  Lauren Diamond-Brown, Boston College
“I'm not worried, I'm just curious”: Maintaining a worry-free environment in routine prenatal care  Lisa Kietzer, UCLA

182. Panel: Activism, Community Engagement, and Public Sociology II (Sponsored by the Committee on the Status of Women)  --Saturday Feb 24 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM
Organizer: Laura West Steck, York College of PA
Tamara Smith, Westfield State University
Christian Vaccaro, Indiana University of Pennsylvania
Laura O'Toole, Salve Regina University
Heather Feldhaus, Bloomsburg University
• Sarah Dora Grunberg, Ithaca College

183. **Meeting:** Sociological Forum Editorial Meeting -- **Saturday Feb 24 / 10:15 AM-11:45 AM**
Organizer: Karen Cerulo, Rutgers University

184. **Mini-Conference: Race and Organizations:** VI: Education as a Race-Making Institution -- **Saturday Feb 24 / 10:15 AM-11:45 AM**
- **Confronting Double-Consciousness: Coming of Age and Coming to Terms with Masculinity and Whiteness in a Trump Era**  Pavithra Nagarajan, Columbia University
- **Organizational Supports and Barriers to Teacher Workforce Diversity**  Johanna Quinn, Montclair State University
- **What Do We Organize Around When We Don't Organize Around Race? How Civic Collaborations Address and Avoid Systemic Racism in Education**  Carolyn Riehl, Teachers College, Columbia University
- **Choosing Whiteness: How the Boston Public Schools' Choice Processes Privilege White Time**  Sarah Faude, Northeastern University

Discussant:
- Ali R. Chaudhary, Rutgers University, the State University of New Jersey

185. **Author-Meets-Critics:** Dalton Conley's The Genome Factor -- **Saturday Feb 24 / 10:15 AM-11:45 AM**
Organizer: Daniel DellaPosta, Penn State University
Presider: Dalton Conley, Princeton University

Discussants:
- Jonathan Daw, Penn State University
- Leslie Hinkson, Georgetown University
- Jason Schnittker, University of Pennsylvania

186. **Presidential Session:** Immigration and the New American Mainstream -- **Saturday Feb 24 / 10:15 AM-11:45 AM**
Organizer: Richard Alba, CUNY Graduate Center
Presider: Richard Alba, CUNY Graduate Center
Panelists: Nancy Foner, CUNY Graduate Center; Van Tran, Columbia University; Daniel Lichter, Cornell University; Zhenchao Qian, Brown University

187. **Paper Session:** Organizations II -- **Saturday Feb 24 / 10:15 AM-11:45 AM**
- **Promoting the Effectiveness of Guidelines for Effective Global Health Volunteering**  Judith Lasker, Lehigh University; Shira Siegel,
- **The Colorblind Organization**  Victor Erik Ray, The University of Tennessee Knoxville; Danielle Purifoy, Duke University
- **Finger-Printing and Finger Pointing: How Firm Legitimacy Affected Lobbying Outcomes of Transportation Network Companies in Chicago and Austin**  Nicholas Joseph Occhiuto, Yale University

188. **Paper Session:** Race and Inequality II -- **Saturday Feb 24 / 10:15 AM-11:45 AM**
Presider: Jeanne Kimpel, Hofstra University
- **Why Some (Racial) Attitudes Are More Susceptible to Social Desirability Than Others**  Maria Abascal, Columbia University
The Impact of Racism on Black Homeownership: A Socio-Historical Analysis, 1900-2015  Hayward Derrick Horton, SUNY Albany; Lori Latrice Martin, Louisiana State University; Cedric Herring, University of Maryland - Baltimore County; Melvin Thomas, North Carolina State University

Running While Black: More than just health: Intersectional experiences of Black Woman running in white spaces  Tiffany Gayle Chenault, Salem State University

Is Protest "a Distraction"?: Evidence from National Anthem Protests in the National Football League  Andrew Lindner, Skidmore College; Brianna Cochran, Skidmore College

The Global Movement Against Racism: Connections and Contrasts.  Jacob Boersema, Rutgers University


Organizer: Melissa Pirkey, Cornell University

Getting Out and Digging Deeper: Understanding Food Systems through Civic Engagement  Julie Ann Raulli, Wilson College

Combined Classrooms: Exploring the Shared Learning Experiences of Students Inside and Outside Prison  Ragnhild Utheim, SUNY Purchase College; Michelle Ronda, CUNY Borough of Manhattan Community College

Twitter and Beyond: Strategies for Creating Engaged Student Learners through Hashtags and Community-based learning  Lisa D. Covington, The University of Iowa

Call Your Representatives: Connecting Classroom Learning to Real-World Policy Issues  Raj Ghoshal, Elon University

190. Paper Session: Immigration and Inequality I  --Saturday Feb 24 / 10:15 AM-11:45 AM

Practical Considerations for Tomato Farmworker Activism Under a Trump Administration  Melissa Gouge, George Mason University

Free and Clear: Race, National Origins, and Progress toward Unencumbered Homeownership among Immigrants in the Post-Civil Rights Era  Amon Emeka, Skidmore College

School attendance and Mexican-American children's integration in Mexico: family, community and state factors and differences by length of residency  Maria de Lourdes Ramirez Flores, Cornell University


191. Paper Session: Organizations I  --Saturday Feb 24 / 10:15 AM-11:45 AM

What's new is old again: Legacy, narrative, and future-work at NASA  Janet Vertesi, Princeton University

"Trading In Human Beings on Behalf of Cost Reduction:" An Introduction to in-House Outsourcing and Why Companies Outsource  Jacqueline Zalewski, West Chester University of PA

Public-Led Innovation? An Institutional Analysis of Energy Transition  Meghan Kallman, University of Massachusetts Boston; Scott Frickel, Brown University

Organizational Dynamics across Spatial and Resource Dimensions  Brian Aronson, Duke University

192. Paper Session: Immigration and Social Capital  --Saturday Feb 24 / 10:15 AM-11:45 AM

Peer Social Capital and Assimilation Patterns of Second-Generation Immigrants  Yue Zhang, Indiana University of Pennsylvania

The "joy of the street" and the benefits of the employment agencies: the experiences of Latino immigrants in the formal and informal economy in New York  Alejandra Cueto, Columbia University Graduate School of Arts and Sciences
• Linking Civic Engagement and Immigrant Professional Success  Amy Best, George Mason University; John Dale, George Mason University; Katie Kerstetter, George Mason University; Abdullah Alnassar, George Mason University
• Race, Immigration and Social Network Diversity: The Immigrant Disadvantage in Bridging Social Capital  Mesay Tegegne, University of South Florida

193. Paper Session: Health and Inequality I – Saturday Feb 24 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM
• Causes and Correlates of Unmet Need for Mental Health Care among African Americans  Sirry Alang, Lehigh University
• Refusal of care and discrimination during the childbirth hospitalization  Laura Bowman Attanasio, UMASS Amherst; Rachel Hardeman, University of Minnesota at Twin Cities
• Using Bourdieu’s Theory of Capital to Develop Profiles of Class: An Application to Race and Depression  Paula K. Miller, Ohio University; Bridget E. Weller, Western Michigan University
• The Development and Practice of Forensic Peer Support  Wallis Adams, Northeastern University

194. Paper Session: Race in France Today – Saturday Feb 24 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM
Presider: Ernesto Castañeda, American University
• Critical Race Theory in Contemporary France: Reflections of Resurrecting Slavery  Crystal Fleming, SUNY Stony Brook
• Citizen Outsider: Children of North African Immigrants in France  Jean Marie Beaman, Purdue University
• Integration by Racialization: Studying Race as Boundaries in the French Civic Integration Program  Elizabeth Onasch, SUNY Plattsburgh
• A Place to Call Home: Immigrant Exclusion and Urban Belonging in Paris  Ernesto Castañeda, American University

195. Paper Session: Thinking Iconically – Saturday Feb 24 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM
• Iconic Objects and the New Middle Class  Jeffrey Alexander, Yale University
• Presuppositions of Iconic Nature  Eric Malczewski, Harvard University
• Iconographic Anchoring: Theorizing the Discrepancies Between Visual and Verbal Representations of Mass Uprisings in Revolutionary Vietnam  Todd Madigan, Yale University

Presider: Elliott Weininger, SUNY at Brockport
• Network Mobilization as a Decision-Making Process  Mario L Small, Harvard University
• Cognitive Limits, Decision Processes, and Social Inequality  Elizabeth Bruch, University of Michigan at Ann Arbor
• Beyond Belief: Toward a Predictive Processing Model of Decision-Making  Omar Lizardo, Notre Dame
• Is Cultural Sociology Compatible with the Judgment and Decision Sciences?  Stephen Vaisey, Duke University

Presider: Jesse Liss, CUNY Graduate Center
• Political Articulation in the Neoliberal Age: Party Politics and the Populist Crisis of Neoliberalism’s Own Making  Colin Patrick Arnold, University of Virginia
• Austria Is Shifting to the Right: the Effects of Global Migration and Sociopolitical Crises on the Political Dynamic of a Small European Nation: Austria, a Case Study.  Elisabeth Lackner, CUNY Graduate Center
• Populism under Hegemony: Competition Fields and Protagonist Populists in Ecuador, India, South Korea, United States, and Venezuela  Debadatta Chakraborty, UMASS Amherst; Veda Hyunjin Kim, UMASS Amherst; Jorge Daniel Vasquez, UMASS Amherst

Discussant:  Cécile Van de Velde, University of Montreal - UdeM

12:00 PM-1:30 PM

198. : Undergraduate Posters VII  --Saturday Feb 24 / 12:00 PM-1:30 PM

• Institutional Response to Hate Crimes  Paulina Renee Adams, Curry College
• Exploring Hate and Bias Related Incidents on College Campuses  Julia Friedman, Curry College
• Moving Forward: Public Transportation and Boston’s PR Paradox  Daria Miller, Emmanuel College
• Shopping our Way to Virtue: Some Observations on Green and Ethical Consumption Strategies  Tarunika Anand, Emory University; Chris Malarcher, Emory University
• Needs Assessment of a Low-Income Neighborhood: Helping Inform Community Initiatives by the North Shore Community Development Coalition  Mary Ann Samson, Endicott College; Kendall Fitzpatrick, Endicott College; Shannon Marshall, Endicott College; Emily McCaffrey, Merrimack College; Nathalie Saltikoff, Endicott College
• What Factors Lead to Increased Community Engagement in a Low-Income Neighborhood?  Kendall Fitzpatrick, Endicott College; Nathalie Saltikoff, Endicott College
• Transnationalism of Contemporary Drag Queen Culture in Beijing, China  Christopher John Boutelle, Middlebury College
• Student Perceptions of University Alcohol Control Policy Changes  Jennifer Dawn Zarycki, Norwich University; Brandon Milburn, Norwich University; Angie Liu, Norwich University; Marissa Perrotti, Norwich University
• Environmental Attitudes and Behaviors among College Students  Morgan Elyse Laner, Rollins College
• Why Aren’t Black Women Running?  Emily Mae Tobin, Salem State University
• Insecure Through the Lens of Black Feminist Thought  Zhanec Rachard Burton, Salem State University
• Anti-Muslim Immigration Rhetoric and Information Behavior of Syrian and Iraqi Refugees in the US  Devendra Potnis, University of Tennessee at Knoxville; Dawit Demissie, The Sage Colleges
• Exploring Culture’s Influence on Parental Educational Expectations for their Children’s Educational Career  Dhruvil Patel, Wayne State University; Kanwar Patel, Wayne State University
• Framing Immigration  Elise Margaret McGovern, Wheaton College
• Cultural Capital Among Zero Waste Consumers  Anna Lisa VanRemoortel, Wheaton College
• Title: Negotiating Roles: Incarcerated Women’s Narratives of Agency and Subjectivity  Rachel Renee Iafolla, Wheaton College
• Changes in Male Homosocial Intimacy and Masculinity  Megan Alyson Barnes, Wheaton College
• Space, Power, and the Fight for Inclusion: Spatial Access and Social Belonging  Hannah Zack, Wheaton College
• An Exploratory Study of the Role Conflict Between Being a Mother and a Soldier  Kayla Adriana-Faye Sifre, Wheaton College (MA)

199. Mini-Conference: Digital Sociology: VI. Digital Sociological Inquiry  --Saturday Feb 24 / 12:00 PM-1:30 PM
• The Digital Practices Approach: A Conceptual Framework for the Inquiry into Digital Phenomena  Roderick Graham, Old Dominion University
• Linking Physical and Digital Worlds Through Qualitative Inquiry  Trevor Jamerson, Virginia Tech
• Features and Form: Digital Affordances for Sociological Knowledge-Making  Diana Graizbord, The University of Georgia; Jamie McPike, American Institutes for Research
• Toward a Praxis of Information Justice  Jeff Johnson, Utah Valley University

200. Mini-Conference: Reproduction: VII: Understanding and Re-framing Pregnancy Intention --Saturday Feb 24 / 12:00 PM-1:30 PM

• Precarious Childhoods and Hopeful Beginnings: An Examination of Adverse Childhood Experiences and Health During Pregnancy  Karina Shreffler, Oklahoma State University; Stacy Tiemeyer, Oklahoma State University; Meagan Parrish Meadows, Oklahoma State University; Tara Wyatt, Oklahoma State University
• Beyond 'Planning' Pregnancy: Developing a Framework to Better Model How People Approach Childbearing  Diana Romero, CUNY Graduate School of Public Health & Health Policy
• Unintended Pregnancies, Unintended Consequences: How Family Planning Intervention Programs May Overlook STI Concerns  Brianna VanArsdale, University of Delaware; Ann V. Bell, University of Delaware
• The Role of the Clinician in Constructing Patients' Pregnancy Intentions  Sarah Cowan, New York University; Katrina Kimport, University of California, San Francisco

201. Author-Meets-Critics: Heather Jacobson's Labor of Love: Gestational Surrogacy and the Work of Making Babies (Part of the Mini-Conference on Reproduction) --Saturday Feb 24 / 12:00 PM-1:30 PM
Organizer: Carrie Lee Smith, Millersville University
Presider: Heather Jacobson, University of Texas-Arlington

Discussants:
[ ] Arthur Greil, Alfred University
[ ] Rosanna Hertz, Wellesley College
[ ] Katherine Johnson, Tulane University

202. Roundtable: Research on Integration and Differentiation --Saturday Feb 24 / 12:00 PM-1:30 PM
Presider: Adam Saltsman, Worcester State University

• Choose Your Own Adventure: An Analysis of Gender Inequality in College Majors  Christine Zozula, University of Rhode Island; Bethany Parslow, University of Rhode Island; Topaz Aurora Leshin Szewczok, University of Rhode Island
• Deafness and Religious Experience: A cross-cultural examination in the United States and Ireland  Chelsea Ann Schafer, Roanoke College
• Ethnoracial Discourse in Sweden: How Swedes Talk About Difference  Jenny Jacqueline Enos, Gettysburg College
• Party, Class, and Mobility: An Empirical Investigation of the Effects of Parents’ Chinese Communist Party Membership on Children's Social Class in Contemporary China  Tongtian Xiao, Skidmore College

203. Presidential Session: Sociogenetics --Saturday Feb 24 / 12:00 PM-1:30 PM
Organizer: Dalton Conley, Princeton University
Presider: Dalton Conley, Princeton University
Panelists: Ben Domingue, Stanford University; Jessica Faul, University of Michigan; Ramina Sotoudeh, Princeton University; Felix Tropf, University of Oxford
204. Presidential Session: Cultural Change --Saturday Feb 24 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM
Organizer: Paul DiMaggio, New York University
Presider: Filiz Garip, Cornell University
Panelists: Christopher Bail, Duke University; Paul DiMaggio, New York University; Hana Shepherd, Rutgers University; Iddo Tavory, New York University

205. Paper Session: Dynamics of Inequality in China --Saturday Feb 24 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM
- The Declining Significance of Hukou in China: 2003-2013  Zai Liang, SUNY University at Albany; Ke Xu, SUNY Albany
- Food Safety and Social Inequality in China  Wei Wei Zhang, Western Washington University
- Responding to Calls for Service: An Exploration of Chinese Police Use of Force  Min Liu, CUNY Bronx Community College
- What Do Migrant Workers Care about Most? --An Examination on City Evaluations and Migrants’ Household Intentions in China  Feinuo Sun, SUNY Albany

206. Paper Session: Organizations and Inequality --Saturday Feb 24 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM
- Neglect and Child Sexual Abuse: How NGOs Describe and Address Child Maltreatment Histories among Sex Trafficking Victims  Kate Price, University of Massachusetts - Boston; Megan Klein Hattori, University of Massachusetts-Boston; Julainne Siegfriedt, University of Massachusetts at Boston
- "Managing Around the Margins": exploring diversity work and culture at an NYC non-profit  Leah Elizabeth Glass, CUNY at Graduate Center; Sandeena Ahmed, Arab American Family Support Center
- Mechanisms of Millennial Moral Economy: the Value of Virtual Reality Humanitarianism  Margaret Anastasia Zeddies, George Mason University
- "Nothing is straightforward around here, excuse the pun": how healthcare staff govern gay addicts by governing each other  Joshua Aleksanyan, Columbia University Graduate School of Arts and Sciences

207. Paper Session: Low Tech and High Tech Approaches to Student Engagement --Saturday Feb 24 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM
Organizer: Melissa Pirkey, Cornell University
- Creating a Text for an Active Learning Centered Introduction to Sociology Course  Kathleen O. Korgen, William Paterson University; Maxine Korgen, North Carolina State University
- Face-to-Face or Blended: A Comparison of the Use of Different Modalities to Teach Research Methods  Kimberly Grace Tauches, Centenary University
- Integrating Cybersecurity into Core Sociology Courses: An Experiential Learning Approach  Carlene Buchanan Turner, Norfolk State University; Claude Turner, Norfolk State University
- Retrieval Practice as an Active Learning Exercise in the Sociology Classroom  Matthew McLeskey, SUNY at Buffalo

208. Paper Session: Immigration and Inequality II --Saturday Feb 24 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM
- Immigration-Induced Domestic Outsourcing and Regional Differences in the Gender Wage Gap  Eiko Hiraoka Strader, George Washington University
- Exclusion Processes 'Here' and 'There': The Case of Chinese International Students  Basak Bilecen, University of Groningen
- Evaluating Health-Promoting Strategies of Mixed-Status Immigrant Families in the Post-Election Era  Tibrine Dafonseca, Northeastern University
- Double Left behind Children: Immigrant, Poverty, and Child Care Arrangements in Low Income Chinese American Community in the New York City  Yen-Ting Liu, Rutgers University - New Brunswick
Identity Crisis: Effect of Immigrant Replenishment on Spanish Language Use Among US-born Mexican Descendants  Ana Sosa, Skidmore College

209. Paper Session: Imprisonment and Inequality I --Saturday Feb 24 / 12:00 PM-1:30 PM

- Financial stressors in prison: Female-male differences  Brian Wyant, La Salle University; Holly Harner, La Salle University; Christopher Berry, La Salle University
- Evaluation of a Court-Based Mentoring Program for Adult Probationers  Caitlin Taylor, La Salle University
- Redemption, Responsibilization and Surveillance: Prisoner Reentry in a State-Run Street-Level Bureaucracy  Francis Bruce Prior, Assumption College
- Addressing the Needs of the Most Vulnerable Victims of Mass Incarceration: Clinical Interventions Utilized with Children Impacted by Parental Incarceration  Sandra Joy, Rowan University
- Debt and Time: Key Barriers to Citizen Reentry Among Formerly Incarcerated Men  Timothy Black, Case Western Reserve University; Lacey Caporale, Case Western Reserve University; Casey Albitz, Case Western Reserve University

210. Paper Session: Immigration and Racial Identities --Saturday Feb 24 / 12:00 PM-1:30 PM

- Immigrant Identity in a Multicultural Society: Asian Indians in Western Australia  Meeta Mehrotra, Roanoke College
- It’s tough to be an African Refugee: The Importance of Context for Second Generation African Immigrant Youth  Bernadette Ludwig, Wagner College
- Being Mexican in the Northeast: Between Assimilation and Racialization?  Jorge Ballinas, Temple University
- Ethnicity and Nativity Disparities in Female Labor Participation in the U.S., 1980-2010  Basak Ozgenc, SUNY at Albany
- Intraracial Boundary-Work and New York City High Schools  Dialika Sall, Columbia University

211. Paper Session: Transgender Identities and Issues (Sponsored by the Committee on the Status of Women) -- Saturday Feb 24 / 12:00 PM-1:30 PM

- Becoming a Transgender Failure: Encounters with Benevolent Transphobia Before and After Speciation  Ethan Czuy Levine, Temple University
- Transgender Women in South Asia: The Fabricated Recognition of a Third Gender  Samrah Shoailb, Brooklyn College
- Transcending Labels -- A review of trans issues in legal and sociological discussions  Davida J. Schiffer, University of Connecticut
- Intervening in #transhealthfail: Reflections on Developing a Transgender Standardized Patient Case for Medical Students  Danielle Giffort, St. Louis College of Pharmacy; Laura Hirshfield, University of Chicago; Kelly Underman, Drexel University
- Self-Expression and Class Position in Trans Employment  Michelle Esther O'Brien, New York University

212. Paper Session: Gender in Comparative Perspective --Saturday Feb 24 / 12:00 PM-1:30 PM

- “To whom does the 'natural' come naturally?: New ideals of motherhood in Turkey”  Canan Tanir, Binghamton University
- Impact of female socioeconomic status on contraception in India  Rebha Sabharwal, State University of New York at Fredonia
- Community-Based Groups and Agency of Men and Women in the Public and Private Spheres in Rural Bangladesh  Esha Sraboni, Brown University
213. **Paper Session: Social Theory** --*Saturday Feb 24 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM*

- *Narrative and the Temporality of Knowledge: Conceptualizing Change*  
  Saskia C. Hooiveld, CUNY Graduate Center
- *It Gets Better?: Embarrassment Across the Life Course*  
  Molly Monahan Lang, Mercyhurst University
- *Reclassification of the Social World: The Processes of Humor Construction*  
  Adrian Good, Rutgers University

214. **Workshop: Teaching Beyond the Classroom: Interactive Teaching Workshops on Active Learning (Sponsored by the Committee on Community Colleges)** --*Saturday Feb 24 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM*

**Presider:** Diditi Mitra, Brookdale Community College

- *Active Learning: Examining the Research and Developing an Activity*  
  Stacy Evans, Berkshire Community College
- *Coiling Student Engagement: Using Global Networks to Help Students Reach Beyond Academic Roadblocks*  
  Vondora Wilson-Corzen, Nassau Community College

215. **Mini-Conference: Class and Culture: XI. Employment, Careers, and Cultural Cues** --*Saturday Feb 24 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM*

**Presider:** Annette Lareau, University of Pennsylvania

- *Culture as Capital: Class Biases in Elite Hiring*  
  Lauren Rivera, Northwestern University
- *Signaling Employability through Cultural Practices: Class and Inequality in Job Readiness Training*  
  Sara Chaganti, Brandeis University
- *Re-Writing Inequality: How Written Job Applications Revise the Link Between Origins and Destinations*  
  Jessi Streib, Duke University; Jane Rochmes, Christopher Newport University; Felicia Arriaga, Duke University; Carlos Tavares, Duke University; Emi Weed, Duke University
- *The Class Ceiling: How Workplace Cultures Produce a Class-Origin Pay Gap in Elite Occupations in the UK*  
  Daniel Laurison, Swarthmore College; Sam Friedman, London School of Economics

216. **Mini-Conference: Globalization in Uncertain Times: VII. Special Panel: A New Global Period of Rising Worldwide Social Protest or a “Flash in the Pan”? The Early 21st Century in World-Historical Perspective** --*Saturday Feb 24 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM*

**Panelists:** Sahan Savas Karatasli, Johns Hopkins University; Sefika Kumral, Johns Hopkins University; Beverly Silver, Johns Hopkins University

**Discussants:**

- Jennifer Blair, University of Virginia
- Immanuel Ness, CUNY Brooklyn College
- Lu Zhang, Temple University

1:45 PM-3:15 PM

217. **Mini-Conference: Digital Sociology: VII. Social Movements, Social Media** --*Saturday Feb 24 | 1:45 PM-3:15 PM*

- *"The Revolution will not be Televised, It will be Tweeted": Digital Technology, Affective Resistance and Turkey’s Gezi Protests*  
  Selen Yanmaz, Boston College
- *Maybe I’ve Seen Too Much: Videos of Police Brutality as a Means of Social Justice Potentially Being Necessary, Harmful & Causing Internal Conflict*  
  Ayanna Mary-Nicole Miller-Smith, CUNY John Jay College of Criminal Justice
• **Measuring the Heath of Democracy**  
  Hardika Dayalani, University of Pennsylvania; Nelson Lim, University of Pennsylvania


• **It's Always the Woman: Media Representations of Gender and Infertility**  
  Evelina Weidman Sterling, Kennesaw State University

• **Stalled Fertility among Nigerian Women: Experiences of Mothers with an only Child**  
  Oluyemi Adesoji Joseph, University of Ilorin, Ilorin, Nigeria; Mohammed Abubakar, University of Ilorin; Adejoke Joseph, Bowen University

• **Concerns about Treatment for Infertility Among a Sample of US Women**  
  Arthur Greil, Alfred University; Kathleen Slauzon-Blevins, Old Dominion University; Michele Lowry; Julia McQuillan, University of Nebraska-Lincoln

• **Heterosexual Representations and Images Projected by Egg Donor Profiles**  
  Rosanna Hertz, Wellesley College; Lily Mohr, Wellesley College

**219. Panel: Teaching Inside the Classroom: Moving Beyond the Traditional to Enhance What and How Students Learn (Sponsored by the Committee on Community Colleges) -- Saturday Feb 24 / 1:45 PM-3:15 PM**

• **Putting It All Together: Strategies for Teaching Theory to Community College Students**  
  Diana Rickard, Borough of Manhattan Community College

• **Students Becoming Sociologists: Using Content Analysis of Popular Culture to Teach Theory and Methods**  
  Myron Strong, Community College of Baltimore County

  Discussant:  
  Elizabeth Bugaighis, Northampton Community College

**220. Panel: Teaching as Women and Trans Folks in an Era of "Alternative Facts" (Sponsored by the Committee on the Status of Women) -- Saturday Feb 24 / 1:45 PM-3:15 PM**

- Organizers: Dana Hysock Witham, Indiana University of PA; Meghan Rich, University of Scranton
- Elizabeth Miller, SUNY Westchester Community College
- Jennifer Joan Skinnon, UMass Boston
- Maria S. Johnson, University of Delaware
- Jessica Dawson, United States Military Academy

**221. Meeting: Finance Committee Meeting -- Saturday Feb 24 / 1:45 PM-3:15 PM**

**222. Mini-Conference: Race and Organizations: VII: Narrating Race By, Within, and in Relation to Organizations -- Saturday Feb 24 / 1:45 PM-3:15 PM**

• **Prisoners' Narratives and (De)Racializing Logics of Transformation**  
  Vanessa Lynn, Stony Brook University

• **Writing Liberation: Global Solidarity and Freedom in the Black Press**  
  Erica Hill-Yates, Delaware County Community College

• **Race and Masculinity: How Work Shapes the Relationships of Asian American Men in Austin, Texas**  
  Kara Leiko Takasaki, University of Texas at Austin

  Discussant:  
  Pamela Popielarz, University of Illinois at Chicago

**223. Author-Meets-Critics: Justin Gest's The New Minority -- Saturday Feb 24 / 1:45 PM-3:15 PM**

- Organizer: John Torpey, City University of New York (CUNY) Graduate Center
Presider: Justin Gest, George Mason University

Discussants:
- Van Tran, Columbia University
- Hilary Silver, Brown University
- John Torpey, City University of New York (CUNY) Graduate Center
- Susan Clampet-Lundquist, St Joseph’s University

224. Author-Meets-Critics: Joan Maya Mazelis’s Surviving Poverty: Creating Sustainable Ties among the Poor -- Saturday Feb 24 | 1:45 PM-3:15 PM
Organizer: Bridget Costello, King’s College
Presider: Joan Maya Mazelis, Rutgers University at Camden
Panelist: Joan Maya Mazelis, Rutgers University at Camden
Discussants:
- Judith Levine, Temple University
- Natalia Sarkisian, Boston College
- Waverly Duck, University of Pittsburgh

225. Regional Spotlight Session: Baltimore Inside Out: Decay, Revival, or Façade? --Saturday Feb 24 | 1:45 PM-3:15 PM
Organizer: Linda Semu, Mc Daniel College
- The Race of a City: The Gentrification and Displacement of East Baltimore's Poor African-Americans Linda Semu, Mc Daniel College
- Because We Care: How Non-Profits and Faith Communities Respond to Public Neglect, Structural Racism, and Hopelessness in Baltimore, MD Richard M. Smith, McDaniel College
- The Role of Pocket Parks in the Revitalization of Baltimore Neighborhoods Chuck Ditzler, Madison College

226. Presidential Session: Changing Economic Lives --Saturday Feb 24 | 1:45 PM-3:15 PM
Organizer: Viviana Zelizer, Princeton University
Presider: Viviana Zelizer, Princeton University
- Financial Citizenship: Banking, Credit Scoring, & Social Belonging Frederick Wherry, Princeton University
- The Unbanking of America: Reframing the Debate on Alternative Financial Services Lisa Servon, University of Pennsylvania
- Raising Kids, Rising Debt: The Changing Economic Lives of Families Nina Bandelj, University of California, Irvine
- The Contradictions of 'Entitlement': Elite Common Sense about Merit and Moral Worth Rachel Sherman, The New School

227. Paper Session: Ethical Issues in Research with Vulnerable Populations --Saturday Feb 24 | 1:45 PM-3:15 PM
- Overcoming Hurdles to Broader Understandings of Sex Work, Prostitution and Trafficking (in the classroom & beyond) Corey Shdaimah, University of Maryland at Baltimore
- Collaborating with Community Partners: Obstacles and Benefits of Egalitarian Research Chrysanthi Leon, University of Delaware
- Holding Their Own: Female Sex Workers’ Perceptions of Safety Strategies Sharon Oselin, University of California at Riverside
- Diversity and Exclusion After the 2016 Presidential Election 1: An Intersectional Analysis of Muslim Student Experiences Aneesa Baboolal, University of Delaware
• Poems as Methodology  Marie Bailey-Kloch, University of Maryland at Baltimore

228. Paper Session: Dynamics in Job Recruitment --Saturday Feb 24 / 1:45 PM-3:15 PM

• Seeking the Suspicious: Successes and Failures in Recruiting from a Population of Firearms Enthusiasts  Zachary William Miner, Fitchburg State University
• The changing nature of small town combination fire departments: the struggle to recruit and retain membership  Ashley Parry, Boston College
• Missing the mark: flawed name signals yield invalid claims of employer non-discrimination  Raj Ghoshal, Elon University

229. Paper Session: Economic Sociology in Asia --Saturday Feb 24 / 1:45 PM-3:15 PM

• Development Theory Revisited: The Case of China’s Economic Development  Rebecca S.K. Li, The College of New Jersey
• Why Smallholders Farmers Do Not Participate in Collective Action: Changing Institutional Resources of Economic Cooperation in Rural China  Shumeng Li, Cornell University
• From Home to Slum: Internal Displacement and Structural Dispossession in Bangladesh  Lipon Kumar Mondal, Virginia Tech
• Accumulation by Expulsion: When Business and Politics Meet and Mesh  Lipon Kumar Mondal, Virginia Tech

230. Paper Session: Gender Inequality in the Family --Saturday Feb 24 / 1:45 PM-3:15 PM

• Gender Border Crossing and the Household Division of Labor and Childcare  Ken Arsenault, Sam Houston State University
• The role of division of household labor and couple interaction on relationship satisfaction among married and cohabiting couples  Deniz Yucel, William Paterson University of New Jersey
• Violence through Generations: A Cross-Cultural Study of Children’s Exposure to Violence and Subsequent Domestic Abuse as Adults  Ryan Guy Ceresola, Hartwick College; Elena Chernyak, Hartwick College; Morgan Herrold, Hartwick College
• It’s a Set Up: Fathering from the Social and Economic Margins  Timothy Black, Case Western Reserve University; Sky Keyes,

231. Paper Session: Gender in Organizations --Saturday Feb 24 / 1:45 PM-3:15 PM

• The Effect of Gender on The Timing of Receiving Social Security Benefits: Do Health And Cohort Matter?  Fang-Yi Huang, University of Florida
• Who is the Public Face of NSF ADVANCE? Leadership Teams and their Career Trajectories  Kathrin Zippel, Northeastern University; Rebekah Getman, Northeastern University
• Gender, Class, And Everyday Activities in A Grocery Chain  Alexandra C Feldberg, Harvard University; Kathleen McGinn, Harvard Business School

232. Paper Session: The American Home --Saturday Feb 24 / 1:45 PM-3:15 PM

• Mapping Out Wage Trajectories of Mothers in the United States  Misun Lim, University of Massachusetts
• A wolf in sheep’s clothes?: The paradox of social media as social support for first-time mothers  Charity Hoffman, University of Michigan
• Building the American Home: Tracing Social and Material Change  Kelcie Lynnae Vercel, University of Notre Dame
• "It's Not Like I'm a Deadbeat: Examining the Collateral Consequences of Child Support System Involvement." **Brittany Battle, Rutgers University - New Brunswick**

233. **Paper Session: Aspects of Retirement and Aging --Saturday Feb 24 | 1:45 PM-3:15 PM**
**Organizer:** Susan Prager, Brooklyn College/CUNY, retired  
**Presider:** Susan Prager, Brooklyn College/CUNY, retired

- **But I Need My Money Now: A Stratified Propensity Score Analysis of the Effects of Retirement Decisions made During the Great Recession on Income Mobility** **Zachary Dillon Kline, University of Connecticut**
- **Faculty Retirement Transition Programs: An Assessment** **Ronald L Taylor, University of Connecticut**
- **Retirement: Exiting Academia** **Mitra Das, University of Massachusetts Lowell**

**Discussant:** Susan Prager, Brooklyn College/CUNY, retired

234. **Paper Session: Sociological Research on Crime --Saturday Feb 24 | 1:45 PM-3:15 PM**

- **Deviance in Digital Space: Cybersheriffs in the Buy Sell Trade (BST) Community** **Casey L. Ryan, Hudson Valley Community College**
- **Elusive Properties of Collective Efficacy: Extrajudicial Violence and Armed Organizations in Medellin, Colombia** **Jonathan Gordon, New York University**
- **Economic Dominance, Enfeebled Non-Economic Institutions, And Marketized Mentality: A Multilevel Application Of Institutional Anomie Theory** **Andreas Hövermann, SUNY Albany; Steven Messner, SUNY Albany**
- **The Challenges of Implementing and Evaluating a University-Based Literacy Service-Learning Program for Youthful Offenders: Administrative, Ethical and Legal Challenges** **Nancy Blank, Widener University; Mimi Staulters, West Chester University; Suniti Sharma, Saint Joseph's University**


**Presider:** Kamini Grahame, Penn State University

- "It's 2017 and Everyone is Using Private Security" **Joseph R. Bongiovi, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill**
- **Theorizing Security of Global Planned Events: An Ethnographic Approach** **Vida Bajc, Temple University**
- **Farewell to Globalization? The Rise and Persistence of National Payment Cards** **Akos Rona-Tas, UC San Diego**

**Discussant:** John Clarry, Rutgers University

3:30 PM-5:00 PM

236. **Gender and Work --Saturday Feb 24 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM**
**Organizer:** Deniz Yucel, William Paterson University of New Jersey  
**Presider:** Deniz Yucel, William Paterson University of New Jersey

- **The Gendered Division of Labor in Collaborative Learning Groups** **Renee A. Monson, Hobart & William Smith Colleges**
- **Discrimination in the Nigerian Sports Industry: A Gender Analysis** **Adebimpe Adenugba, University of Ibadan; Ruth Ebosetale Akhuete, University of Benin**
- **Gender earnings inequality in professional occupations in China** **Yapeng Wang, University of Virginia**

**Discussant:**
237. **Mini-Conference: Digital Sociology: VIII. Sex Work, Race Work & Digital Labor --Saturday Feb 24 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM**

- *The Jezebel Speaks: Black Women and Erotic Labor in the Digital Age*  Melissa Brown, University of Maryland at College Park
- *Sex Cam Modeling: Conditions and Motivations*  PJ Patella-Rey, University of Maryland - College Park
- *#Stream Games Not Boobs*  Marcus William Garcia, University of Connecticut at Storrs
- *Pro-Black Pro-Heaux: Sexual Labor in Digital Black Feminist Theory*  Leslie Jones, University of Pennsylvania

238. **Mini-Conference: Reproduction: IX: Abortion --Saturday Feb 24 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM**

- *Understanding Americans' Abortion Attitudes: The Role of the Local Religious Context*  Amy Adamczyk, John Jay College; Margret Valdimarsdottir, CUNY John Jay College of Criminal Justice
- *Meaning-Making & the Sociology of Abortion Experiences*  Derek P Siegel, UMASS Amherst
- *Contraceptive Preference Post Abortion*  Jamie L. Trevitt, University of Maryland at Baltimore County; Alice Cartright, University of California at San Francisco; Usha Upadyay, University of California at San Francisco
- *Does Having an Abortion Influence Distress and Helpseeking for Infertility?*  Katherine Johnson, Tulane University; Kathleen Slauson-Blevins, Old Dominion University; Arthur Greil, Alfred University; Karina Shreffler, Oklahoma State University

239. **Meeting: Opportunities in Retirement Network Business Meeting --Saturday Feb 24 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM**

240. **Mini-Conference: Race and Organizations: VIII: The Technologies of Race, Difference, and Inequality --Saturday Feb 24 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM**

- *Anti-Racist Advocacy Organizations as Race Makers*  Nicole Hirsch, University of Southern California
- *Race, Entrepreneurship, and Urban Revitalization in Detroit*  Candace Miller, University of Virginia
  **Discussant:**  Celeste Vaughan Curington, North Carolina State University

241. **Author-Meets-Critics: Kathrin Zippel's Women in Global Science: Advancing Careers through International Collaboration --Saturday Feb 24 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM**

  **Organizer:**  Laurel Smith-Doerr, University of Massachusetts at Amherst  
  **Presider:**  Kathrin Zippel, Northeastern University

  **Discussants:**  
  Enobong (Anna) Branch, University of Massachusetts, Amherst  
  Scott Frickel, Brown University  
  Julia Melkers, Georgia Institute of Technology

242. **Presidential Session: Scholars Denied --Saturday Feb 24 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM**

  **Organizer:**  Mitchell Duneier, Princeton University  
  **Presider:**  Mitchell Duneier, Princeton University  
  **Panelists:**  Aldon Morris, Northwestern University; Cheryl Townsend Gilkes, Colby College
243. Paper Session: Power and Inequality --Saturday Feb 24 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM

- Reflecting on Reflection: How Paulo Freire Can Help Community Based Research Retain its Radical Origins  Ann Ward, Brandeis University
- Infrastructure and the Power of Elites: Repair as a Hidden Dimension of Inequality  Christopher R. Henke, Colgate University
- Multi-sites of Power and The State of State Theory  Deric Shannon, Oxford College of Emory University; Davita Silfen Glasberg, University of Connecticut at Storrs; Abbey S Willis, University of Connecticut
- Power, Ceremony, and Emotions in Crisis: An Analysis of Refugee Camp Resettlement  Kamryyn Warren, University of Connecticut
- As Time Goes By Evolution and Predispositional Bias: A Nation in Preparation for War and the Media's Role as a Social Stasis Agent  Stephen Merson, Nova Southeastern University

244. Paper Session: Racial Narratives and Social Movements --Saturday Feb 24 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM

- Collaborative Silences: Avoiding Race and Class in Affordable Housing Hearings  Jennifer Marie Girouard, Marlboro College
- Booker, Patrick, and Harris: the racial implications of the 2020 black presidential prospects  Lawrence Johnson, Brooklyn College - City University of New York
- Nothing To Do With Race: The Use and Disuse of Race as a Frame for Antiracist Organizations in France  Gregory Smithsmon, CUNY Brooklyn College
- From Bullet-Ridden Past to [fake] "Bullet Hole-Ridden Wall": Performing Community in the Context of Gentrification  Maura McGee, CUNY Grad Center

245. Paper Session: The Sociologist as Activist (Sponsored by Sociological Forum) --Saturday Feb 24 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM

Presider: Karen Cerulo, Rutgers University

- How to Foster Recognition to the Largest Number?  Michele Lamont, Harvard University
- Trump, Twitter and the First Amendment  Philip N. Cohen, University of Maryland, College Park
- What Would DuBois Do?: Being a Scholar-Activist in the Era  Jessie Daniels, CUNY at Hunter College
- Promoting Environmental Sociology in Sustainability Science, Policy, and Civil Society  Andrew Jorgenson, Boston College
- What Does it Really Mean to be a Research-Activist?: Fending off "Scientific Colonialism" in "The Streets" of Black America  Yasser Arafat Payne, University of Delaware

246. Paper Session: Urban Change and Gentrification III --Saturday Feb 24 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM

- The Middle Class is Moving Into the Slums: A Study of Gentrification, Disorganization, and Delinquency  Stanley Jamal Collins, Temple University
- Gentrification and the Rebranding of Urban Space in Downtown Las Vegas  Andrea Dassopoulos, University of Nevada at Las Vegas
- Examining Housing Turnover by Race/Ethnicity and Family Structure  Colleen Elizabeth Wynn, University at Albany, SUNY

247. Paper Session: Gender Inequality in Educational Settings --Saturday Feb 24 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM

- Understanding Campus Sexual Misconduct through a Feminist Sociological Lens  Susan Joel, Springfield College
• The Effects of a STEAM Focused Education on High School Students' Academic Performance and Engagement in Risk-Taking Behaviors  Lisa Ida Speropolous, Southern New Hampshire University
• Re-examining the Relationship Between Gender and Field of Study Decisions: A Longitudinal, Interview-Based Approach  Christina Ciocca, Columbia University; Katharine Khanna, Columbia University; Greer Mellon, Columbia University

248. Paper Session: Sexualities --Saturday Feb 24 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM

• The Limits of Freedom: Discursive Practices Regarding Sexual Behavior in the Festival of San Fermin  Ordoitx Galiea, University of Connecticut
• LGBTQ Safe Zones in Engineering: Overcoming Implementation Challenges across Higher Education Institutions  Tom J Waidzunas, Temple University
• Racial Formation and Performance in the Gay Male Sexual Marketplace  Andrew James Shapiro, CUNY Graduate Center
• A Necessary Evil: Sexual Positioning Conversations Among Black Gay Men  Terrell Winder, Syracuse University

249. Paper Session: Health, Culture and Identity --Saturday Feb 24 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM

• Social Asymmetry in Health and Illness: How Chronically Ill People Make Sense of the Social Unmarkedness of Health and the Social Markedness of Illness in Public Memoirs  Hwa-Yen Huang, Rutgers University
• Performance, Community, Accountability: Governing Healthcare Through Numbers  Alaz Kilicaslan, Boston University
• The Spanish Leadership in Organ Donations and Transplants and the Manufacturing and Marketing of a National Identity  Rebeca Herrero Saenz, University at Albany SUNY
• Neuroethics and Identity: Chaos and Interdependence in Stories of Post-Brain-Injury Anger  Jorie Hofstra, Rutgers University
• Better living through beliefs: The effect of cultural values on health  Kevin Robert Kiley, Duke University

250. Mini-Conference: Globalization in Uncertain Times: IX. Global Governance, Private Regulation, and Accountability --Saturday Feb 24 | 3:30 PM-5:00 PM

Presider:  Lu Zhang, Temple University

• The "Open Government Partnership": an Informal Process for Globalized Rules of Power  Quentin DEFORGE, Université Paris-Dauphine
• Polanyian Re-Embedding as Coercion: Responding to Governance Uncertainties in the Chinese Mining, Pork, and Dairy Industries  Tina Lee, University of Notre Dame
• Designing a Better World Worth Buying: Defining and Measuring CSR for Ethical Consumers in the US, UK, and Australia  Ellis Jones, College of the Holy Cross
• East Asian INGOs and the Case for Regionalization in Global Civil Society  Mary-Collier Wilks, University of Virginia; Jennifer Bair, University of Virginia; Derek Scott Richardson, University of Virginia

Discussant:  

Lu Zhang, Temple University

5:30 PM-7:00 PM

251. Plenary: "As Time Goes By: Sociology and Institutional Change" Presidential Address - Victor Nee --Saturday Feb 24 | 5:30 PM-7:00 PM

Sunday, 25 February
7:30 AM-8:30 AM

252. : ESS General Breakfast  --Sunday Feb 25 | 7:30 AM-8:30 AM

8:30 AM-10:00 AM

253. : Immigration: Notes from the Field  --Sunday Feb 25 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM
Organizer:  Anne R. Roschelle, SUNY at New Paltz
  •  Go back to your country: How to make an impact on the lives of undocumented immigrants in the United States  Alexandra Abreu Borria, Columbia University
  •  From Postville to Guatemala: Deported Migrants Rebuild their Lives  Anne R. Roschelle, SUNY at New Paltz; Luz Porras, State University of New York at New Paltz; Tim Allan, State University of New York at New Paltz
  •  Treacherous Journey, Precarious Arrival: Responses to the Influx of Unaccompanied Minors in the Hudson Valley  Elizabeth Greaney, Adelphi University
  •  South Asian and Queer: Exploring Contemporary Immigrant Experiences  Sunita Bose, State University of New York at New Paltz; Karl Bryant, State University of New York at New Paltz

254. : ESS Executive Committee Meeting  --Sunday Feb 25 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM

255.  Panel: Raci(e)ng Time: The Intersection of Temporality, Race, and Inequality (Sponsored by the Committee on the Status of Ethnicity, Race, and Racism)  --Sunday Feb 25 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM
Presider:  Rhys Hall, University of Connecticut
  •  Ruha Benjamin, Princeton University
  •  Crystal Fleming, SUNY Stony Brook
  •  Matthew Hughey, University of Connecticut

256. Author-Meets-Critics: Tressie McMillan Cottom's Lower Ed: The Troubling Rise of For-Profit Colleges in the New Economy  --Sunday Feb 25 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM
Organizer:  Vilna Bashi Treitler, University of California at Santa Barbara
Presider:  Tressie McMillan Cottom,

Discusants:
  ☑  Victor Ray, University of Tennessee at Knoxville
  ☑  Daniel Hirschmann, Brown University
  ☑  Alan Aja, Brooklyn College - City University of New York

257.  Paper Session: Urban Change and Gentrification IV  --Sunday Feb 25 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM
  •  The Purposeful Walk: An Ethnographic Exploration of the Experience of Walking for Commuting to Work or Other Activities  Angela Garcia,
  •  Assessing Intra-Metropolitan Imbrication: The Case of Long Beach and Los Angeles  Emily Yen, University of California at Los Angeles

258.  Paper Session: Producing Oppositional Knowledge: Rebranding and Re-educating Understandings about Marginality  --Sunday Feb 25 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM
- #Digital Dissent and Oppositional Knowledge  Latoya A Lee, SUNY at Oswego
- Rebranding Mass Incarceration: The Lippman Commission and Carceral Devolution in New York City  Zhandarka Kurti, Binghamton University; Jarrod Shanahan, CUNY Grad Center
- Re-educating our we think of our Homeless from the Bottom Up  Odilka Sabrina Santiago, Binghamton University

259. Paper Session: Health and the Family  --Sunday Feb 25 / 8:30 AM-10:00 AM

- A Meta-Analysis of Edutainment Studies: Lessons to be Learned  Rod Carveth, Morgan State University; Heidi Gerber-Salins, Morgan State University; Christin Smith, Morgan State University
- Income Instability, Parent Mental Health, and Parenting  Sara Moore, University of Florida; Robert G. White, University of Florida

260. Paper Session: Gender Attitudes, Bias and Ideologies II  --Sunday Feb 25 / 8:30 AM-10:00 AM

- Motivations for Legitimate Firearm Use  Mariah Lewis-Elliott, University of Northern Colorado
- Victim Narratives of Sexual Violence in Teen Dating Relationships  Jessica M. Fitzpatrick, SUNY College at Buffalo
- Doing Gender in the Joint: Perceptions of Being an Effective Woman Leader in Corrections  Kimberly Collica-Cox, Pace University - New York City; Dorothy Schulz, CUNY John Jay College of Criminal Justice
- CSR As Gendered Neocoloniality in The Global South  Banu Ozkazanc-Pan, University of Massachusetts - Boston

261. Paper Session: Gender Inequality and Labor Markets  --Sunday Feb 25 / 8:30 AM-10:00 AM

- Sex-Segregated Field of Study, Occupation and Gender: Education-Occupation Pathways Over the Work Life  Xiao Yu, Johns Hopkins University
- More Like a Big Brother: Male Nannies and the Masculinization of Childcare Work  Katarzyna Kolodziej, Columbia University Graduate School of Arts and Sciences
- Cost of Being a Girl: Long-Term (Gendered) Effects of Part-time Teenage Jobs  Yasemin Besen-Cassino, Monclair State University
- Bringing the "Workplace" into Workplace Incivilities: Examining the Role of Organizational Factors in the Relationship Between Workplace Incivilities and Gender  Anthony Rainey, University of Massachusetts at Amherst; Silvia Melzer, Bielefeld University
- Response to Reality Needs: Health Status, Decision, and Behavior of Female Medical Students  Wenyue Lu, Temple University

262. Paper Session: Gender, Work and the Family  --Sunday Feb 25 / 8:30 AM-10:00 AM

- The Price of Privilege? Investigating Family Wage Gaps within Married Couples by Professional and Managerial Status  Melissa Hodges, Villanova University
- Concerted Cultivation, Work-Family Conflict, and Parental Self-Evaluations  Matthew Weinshenker, Fordham University; Se-Kang Kim, Fordham University
- Gender, Class, and the Path to Job Loss  Sarah Damaske, Penn State University
- Employment and Eldercare as a Trade-off? Examining Gender Differences among Older U.S. Adults  Natalia Sarkisian, Boston College
- The Wage Penalty for Parental Caregiving  Rebecca Glauber, University of New Hampshire

263. Paper Session: Religion, Culture and Identity  --Sunday Feb 25 / 8:30 AM-10:00 AM
• "Don’t Tell Me You’re One of Those!" A Qualitative Portrait of Black Atheists  Daniel Swann, Goucher College  
• Trained to Respond? Seminary Students and Domestic Violence  Stephen McMullin, Acadia University; Nancy Nason-Clark, University of New Brunswick  
• Exploring the sacred in the world of comic book fandom  Michael Elliott, Towson University  
• For the Bible Tells Me So: Understanding the Impact of Religious Beliefs and State Policy on Attitudes Towards LGBTQ Individuals  Elizabeth Kiester, Albright College  
• The Divine Therapy: Contemplative Prayer as a Form of Emotion Work.  Erin Johnston, Stanford University  

264. Paper Session: Gender and Sexuality  --Sunday Feb 25 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM  

• Extradyadic Sex: Infidelity to Polyamory  Darion Nyles McKinley, Temple University  
• Men sexually harassing men and the performance of hetero-masculinity at work  Cynthia Deitch, George Washington University  
• More than a Cardboard Babe: Promotional Modeling and the Traffic in Women  Sara Jane Snitselaar, Boston University  
• The Survivor Identity for Men who Experience Sexual Victimization: Positive View of Self and Advocacy  Kevin McCarter Ralston, Delaware State University  
• Achievement as Pleasure: Heterosexual Men’s Narratives of Partners’ Sexual Satisfaction  Beth Montemurro, Penn State University Abington  

265. Paper Session: Sociological Narratives and Teaching  --Sunday Feb 25 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM  

• "Community" as an Essential Part of Community College Education: Building a Comprehensive Community-Engaged Learning Program at the Community College of Baltimore County  Amy Lynn Pucino, Community College of Baltimore County; Josephine Lewis, Community College of Baltimore County; Monica Walker, Community College of Baltimore County; Laura Taylor, Community College of Baltimore County; Ingrid Sabio-McLaughlin, Community College of Baltimore County  
• Reducing Stereotype Threat in the Classroom  Todd K. Platts, Piedmont Virginia Community College; Kim Hoosier, Piedmont Virginia Community College  
• Evaluation and Assessment of an Interdisciplinary Health Pre-Professions Training Program in Empathy & Affect Recognition  Barret Michalec, University of Delaware; Fred Hafferty, Mayo Clinic  
• Team-based learning: The role of student behaviors and team processes  Jacqueline Zalewski, West Chester University of PA; SUSAN BRUDVIG, Indiana University East  
• Online Testing, What is it measuring?  Janice Purk, Mansfield University; Jason Reed, Mansfield University of Pennsylvania  

266. Paper Session: Migration, Borders and Globalization  --Sunday Feb 25 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM  

• Students as Transit Migrants: The Case of Iranian Students in Ankara, Turkey  Homa Sadri, hacettepe university  
• Africa to Compete for Its Lost Professionals.  Mohamoud M. Ismail, The College of New Jersey  
• Patterns of Migration Waves  Ilan Riss, CBS  
• Increased border enforcement and deportations: Assessing Effects on Remittance Flows to Mexico from migrants in the United States  Rosa Weber, Stockholm University; Douglas Massey, Princeton University  

267. Paper Session: Culture and Political Sociology  --Sunday Feb 25 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM  

• The roles played by violence and intellectual attacks in the ongoing development of political and scientific movements and paradigms;  David Jed Schwartz, writer at large
• Political Instability and Corruption in the Middle East and North Africa  Ali Madanipour, Cameron University
• Pandemic Panics Of 01: How Anarchist And Jihadi Terrorism Made The US Fear Itself  Abolfazl Sotoudeh-Sherbaf, Boston College; Robert Kippes, Boston College
• Contention and Coalition: Imagining Korean Unification through Queer Diaspora  Haruki Eda, Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey
• Ethnic identity in Syria as markers for opposition and support for the Assad regime  Randall Salm, Ripon College

268. Paper Session: Culture and Political Sociology in Asia --Sunday Feb 25 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM

• Like Shooting Fish in a (Bad) Barrel: Selective Enforcement of Corporate Crime in Corrupt Environments  Joshua Morris Hurwitz, Columbia University
• Polarized Embrace: South Korean Media Coverage of Human Rights, 1990-2016  Jeong-Woo Koo, Sungkyunkwan University; Jaesung Choi, Sungkyunkwan University
• Normative Gender Ideology and Political Participation Among Female College Students in Korea and Japan  Youlhee Seo, SUNY at Buffalo

269. Mini-Conference: Globalization in Uncertain Times: X. Globalization and Labor --Sunday Feb 25 | 8:30 AM-10:00 AM

Presider:  Vida Bajc, Temple University

• Surplus Extraction through Precarious Production and Employment: Evidence from India's Informal Economy  Anamika Das, Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi
• The Ruins of Novo Hamburgo. Skill and Melancholia in a Global Shoe Town.  Claudio Benzecry, Northwestern University
• We Swagger: Understanding the Rural Masculinity Crisis as a Terrain of Globalization in India and the United States  Vivekananda Nemana, Princeton University

Discussant:  Marcos Lopez, Bowdoin College

10:15 AM-11:45 AM

270. Panel: Town Hall: The Discipline is Moribund: Addressing the 2018 ESS Presidential Sessions Controversy (Sponsored by the Committee on the Status of Ethnicity, Race, and Racism and the New England Workshop on Ethnicity and Race) --Sunday Feb 25 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM

Organizer:  Ingrid Castro, Massachusetts College of Liberal Arts
Presider:  Matthew Hughey, University of Connecticut
Panelists:  Chris Chambers, Northeastern University; Thomas DeGloma, Hunter College and the Graduate Center, CUNY; Nazli Kibria, Boston University; Jennifer Mueller, Skidmore College; Saher Selod, Simmons College
Discussant:  Matthew Hughey, University of Connecticut

271. Panel: How to Successfully Obtain Competitive Funding for Your Research --Sunday Feb 25 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM

• Russell Sage Foundation: Program Priorities and the Project Review Process  Aixa Cintron-Velez, Russell Sage Foundation
• Immigration Status and Higher Education: Evidence from a Large Urban University  Amy Hsin, CUNY Queens College,
• William T. Grant Foundation: Research Interests and Opportunities  Vivian Louie, William T. Grant Foundation
• Asian Americans in Suburban America: Academic Competition, Youth Culture and Racial Change  Natasha Warikoo, Harvard University

Organizer: Jennifer Reich, University of Colorado
Discussants:
  - Allison Pugh, University of Virginia
  - Jonathan R Wynn, UMASS-Amherst
  - Kate Cairns, Rutgers University
  - Yasemin Besen-Cassino, Montclair State University

Organizer: Patricia Fernandez-Kelly, Princeton University
Presider: Patricia Fernandez-Kelly, Princeton University
Panelists: Nancy McLean, Duke University; Miguel Centeno, Princeton University; Beverly Silver, Johns Hopkins University
• Technocratic and Populist Discourses in 2016  Jean Nava, Princeton University; Miguel Centeno, Princeton University
• Workers' Movements and Globalization in the New Era  Beverly Silver, Johns Hopkins University
• Democracy Unchained: Alternatives to Authoritarianism Now  Nancy MacLean, Duke University

274. Paper Session: Power, Inequality and the Environment  --Sunday Feb 25 / 10:15 AM-11:45 AM
• Seeking Aid, Then and Now: A Comparative Historical Analysis of Response Efforts After Environmental Disaster  Rachel Fairchild, George Washington University
• Birding as a Conservation Movement  Elizabeth Regan Cherry, Manhattanville College
• Inequality of process in global climate negotiations: Institutional and political factors driving inaction and injustice  Danielle Falzon, Brown University
• Greenwashing 101: Deconstructing The Art Of Social & Environmental Deception  Ellis Jones, College of the Holy Cross

275. Paper Session: Epistemology and Knowledge in Sociology and Beyond  --Sunday Feb 25 / 10:15 AM-11:45 AM
• Negative Freedom in Neoliberalism: Reexamining the Political Economy of Erich Fromm  Joseph van der Naald, CUNY Graduate Center
• Nine Unresolved Problems in Sociology: From the Age-Period-Cohort Conundrum to Statistical Inference in a World of Big Data  Ethan Fosse, Princeton University
• After Aspiring Autocrat Says, "Pad my base's labor income stats!", Highlighting The Tampering With The Inequality Process  John Angle, The Inequality Process Institute
• Writing as Reality Modeling: The Challenge of Written Form for Sociological Expression  Martin Lukk, University of Toronto

276. Paper Session: Cultural Perspectives on Health  --Sunday Feb 25 / 10:15 AM-11:45 AM
• The Association Between Leisure Activity and Cognitive Health in Later Life among the Middle-age and Older Chinese  Min Li, University of Florida
• "No one is as invested in your continued good health as you should be:" An Exploration of the Post-Surgical Relationships between Weight-Loss Surgery Patients and their Bariatric Clinics  
  Zoe Meleo-Erwin, William Paterson University

• Theorizing the Menstrual Body: The Concealment Imperative  
  Jill M. Wood, Penn State University

277. Paper Session: Race and Gender Inequality --Sunday Feb 25 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM

• "Time for Change? Viewing Muslim Women Beyond the Veil"  
  Marwa Tarek Moaz, Syracuse University

• The Jeito of Brazilian Mulata: Internalizing a National Symbol  
  Nicole Barreto Hindert, Northern Virginia Community College

• The Historical and Social Context of Racial Disparities, the American Dream, and the Underclass in the 21st Century  
  C. Sol Espinoza, University of Maryland - College Park

• Occupational Mobility and Good Jobs: Meaningful Work as a Mechanism of Inequality  
  Brittany Noel Dernberger, University of Maryland - College Park

• "At the end of the day, race and gender are very important": An intersectional analysis of White teachers’ race and gender perspectives in an urban high school  
  Julia Camille Ransom, CUNY Hunter College

278. Paper Session: Family and Culture --Sunday Feb 25 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM

• Occupations in middle age affect the retirement timing: do ethnicity and cohort matter?  
  Fang-Yi Huang, University of Florida; Monika Ardelt, University of Florida

• The Ideal of Home: Everyday Categorization and Face-Work in the Making of Happiness in China  
  Becky Hsu, Georgetown University

• The Missing Link in Secularization Theory: The Family as an Autonomous Field  
  Gregory Wurm, Brigham Young University

• Forging Romance: Institutional Changes on Muslim Marriage in Ningxia China  
  Xuemeng Li, City University of New York (CUNY) Graduate Center

• Omnivorous Othering: Examining Status and Consumption in Online Dating Profiles  
  Helge Marahrens, Indiana University; Sam William Regas, Indiana University


• Sports Media and the Election of Donald Trump: Political Implications of Varying Attention to Race in Football and Basketball  
  JL Johnson, Bethel University

• The Insight of the Stranger: Reason and Identity in the Rebuilding of Culture  
  Mary Elliot, Boston College

• The Making of Turkey’s Political Landscape Through Emotions and Affects, Part 1: The Limits of the Symbolic Order of Meanings  
  Gokhan Mulayim, Boston University; Yusuf Kutlu, Bogazici University

• Starting Always from Scratch: The Emergence and Development of Kurdish Publishing Field in Turkey  
  Gokhan Mulayim, Boston University

• Establishing A Hero: Constructing Cultural Trauma In Modern Russia  
  Aleksandra Lozinskaia, Rutgers University

280. Paper Session: Gender, Sexuality and Culture --Sunday Feb 25 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM

• Public Attitudes toward Prostitution in Hong Kong  
  Sijing Lu, George Washington University

• A Movement Divided: SlutWalks, Protest Repertoires and the Privilege of Nudity  
  Theresa Hunt, New Jersey Institute of Technology

• Not in My Backyard: Municipal Responses to the Decriminalization of Sex Work in New Zealand  
  Dana Meredith Hayward, Yale University
• Getting to the Heart of Masculinity Stressors: Masculinity Threats Induce Physiological Stress During a Speech Task  Brandon Lee Kramer, Rutgers University - New Brunswick; Kristen Springer, Rutgers University - New Brunswick; Mary Himmelstein, University of Connecticut


• The City as an Extraction Machine  Louise Seamster, University of Tennessee, Knoxville
• Gentrification in the Post-Industrial City: The Experiences of Long-Term Detroit Residents  Jessica Welburn, University of Iowa
• Creative Extraction: The [Un]making of Black Towns in White Space  Danielle Purifoy, Duke University; Louise Seamster, University of Tennessee, Knoxville
• The Properties of Integration: Mixed Income Housing as Discrimination Management  Audrey McFarlane, University of Baltimore

282. Paper Session: Culture and Consumption – Sunday Feb 25 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM

• Girls need not apply: Gendered occupational aspirations in text and image in infant clothing  Robert Brooks, Worcester State University; Alain Blunt, Bridgewater State College
• Food, Identity, and Social Mobility: The Politics of Dietary Preferences in India  Aseem Hasnain, Bridgewater State University
• Cultural Capital and Moral Boundaries in Chilean Middle Class Home Decoration  Joel Phillip Stillerman, Grand Valley State University
• Legitimization, Popularization and the Transformation of Cultural Hierarchies in European Newspaper Culture Sections, 1960--2010  Semi Purhonen, University of Tampere; Riie Heikkilä, University of Tampere; Irmak Karademir Hazir, Oxford Brookes University; Tina Lauronen, University of Tampere; Carlos J. Fernández Rodríguez, Universidad Autónoma de Madrid; Jukka Gronow, University of Helsinki


Presider:  Maria Perez y Gonzalez, Brooklyn College - City University of New York

• From Hijab to Burkini: French Muslim Women’s Identity Politics vs. the French Republicanism  Mohammad A. Chaichian, Mount Mercy University; Homa Sadri, hacettepe university
• Beyond the Prayer: A Case Study on Second-Generation Indian American Christians in New York  Sara Shameem, Columbia University
• Aleluyas: The Impact of Puerto Rican Pentecostals in NYC  Maria Perez y Gonzalez, Brooklyn College - City University of New York
• The Beautiful Life*: The Worship Practices of Taiwanese Evangelical Christians in the US  Shirley Michelle Lung, The Johns Hopkins University; Alvin A. Camba, Johns Hopkins University


• Outsourcing repression to the market: the industry of online dissent management in authoritarian China  Rui Hou, Queens University
• Limitations to the Chinese Growth Model  Larry Liu, Princeton University
• Customer Service of the State: Chinese Mayor's Hotline and outsourced dissent management.  Rui Hou, Queens University
285. **Workshop: Living to Tell: Strategies for Successfully Navigating the Perils of Graduate School** *(Sponsored by the Committee on the Status of Women)* --**Sunday Feb 25 | 10:15 AM-11:45 AM**

- Simone Kolysh, CUNY Graduate Center
- Michelle Esther O’Brien, New York University

**Discussants:**
- Sara Martucci,
- Clare Forstie, Farmingdale State College
- Victoria Ruth Eaton, University of North Carolina at Wilmington


**Presider:** Elisabeth Lackner, CUNY Graduate Center

- *Cultivating Global Citizens: What Upper Middle Class Chinese Parents Want from American Private Secondary Education?*  Siqi Tu, CUNY Graduate Center
- *Sociological Ambivalence among South Korean College Students in the United States*  Seon Yup Lee, University at Buffalo, State University of New York

**Discussant:**
- Clara Rodriguez, Fordham University

**12:00 PM-1:30 PM**

287. **Panel: Surviving and Thriving on the Academic Job Market** *(Sponsored by the Committee on the Status of Women)* --**Sunday Feb 25 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM**

- Jessie Finch, Stockton University
- Laura West Steck, York College of PA
- Elizabeth Kiester, Albright College
- Kim Price-Glynn, University of Connecticut
- Beth Montemurro, Penn State University Abington
- Amy Armenia, Rollins College

288. **Author-Meets-Critics: Rachel Sherman’s Uneasy Street: The Anxieties of Affluence** --**Sunday Feb 25 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM**

**Organizer:** Ashley Mears, Boston University
**Presider:** Rachel Sherman, The New School

**Discussants:**
- Pawan Dhingra, Tufts University
- Jessi Streib, Duke University
- Allison Pugh, University of Virginia

289. **Roundtable: Research on Culture IV** --**Sunday Feb 25 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM**

**Presider:** Shelley K White, Simmons College
• **Thru-Hiking the Appalachian Trail: Intersections of Gender, Subcultures, and Geographies** Hayden, Kae Fulton, Shippensburg University

• **"Mommy, What is Rape?:" Sexual Assault and the American Family** Irissa Sara Cisternino, The George Washington University

• **"I Don't Love How I Look": Postpartum Women's Body Image and (Dis)satisfaction** Jaime DeLuca, Towson University; Jacob Bustad, Towson University; Hailey DeBoer, Towson University

• **QTPoC and The LGBTQ+ Narrative** Cristian Recinos, Salem State University

• **The Class Meanings of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Queer Cultural Practices** Emily Ruppel, Smith College

---

290. **Presidential Session: Outsider Scholarship, Outsider Sociology --Sunday Feb 25 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM**

**Organizer:** Saida Grundy, Boston University

**Presider:** Vilna Bashi Treitler, University of California at Santa Barbara

- Outsider research? Or more globally relevant research? Bandana Purkayastha, University of Connecticut
- Congrats, you have an all Ivy-League panel Victor Ray, University of Tennessee at Knoxville
- "Methodologies from the Underview: Studying "Up" in Ethnography" Saida Grundy, Boston University
- Dispatches from a White Scholar Behind the (Color)Lines: What's REALLY said about people of color and racism scholarship Matthew Hughey, University of Connecticut

**Discussant:** Vilna Bashi Treitler, University of California at Santa Barbara

---

291. **Presidential Session: The Rise of Extractive Logics --Sunday Feb 25 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM**

**Organizer:** Saskia Sassen, Columbia University

- **The Rise of Extractive Logics** Saskia Sassen, Columbia University
- **Extractivist logics of American Plantations** Michaeline Crichlow, Duke University
- **The Hero's Fight: African Americans in West Baltimore** Patricia Fernandez-Kelly, Princeton University
- **Extraction logics and the platform economy** Juliet Schor, Boston College

---

292. **Paper Session: Environment and Society --Sunday Feb 25 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM**

- **If it's Good for Business...: Effects of Pro-Commercial International Business Climate on the Environment** Annika Rieger, Boston College
- **Urbanization and Manufacturing: A Cross-National Investigation of CO2 Emissions, 2000-2013** Ryan Patrick Thombs, Boston College; Andrew Jorgenson, Boston College
- **Water Privatization and Access to Clean Water in the Low and Middle Income Countries: A Cross-National Analysis 1990 - 2012** Carolyn Coburn, SUNY Stonybrook
- **The Periphery in the Core: Cider Production, Migration and Agrarian Citizenship in the Pacific Northwest** Anelyse Weiler, University of Toronto
- **Follow-Up at Moosewatch: Decision Making and Expected Outcomes** Irene Fiala, Edinboro University of PA

---

293. **Paper Session: Inequality, Health and Social Support --Sunday Feb 25 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM**

- **Negotiating technological engagement: Narratives of ICT use and non-use in older adults** Jennifer Snyder, University of Delaware
- **Maintaining Connection and Autonomy in Later Years: Communication Technology Use among the Elderly** Karen McCormack, Wheaton College; Anna Lisa VanRemoortel, Wheaton College; Rachel Renae Iafolla, Wheaton College
- **Homeless Veterans’ Service Preferences: Do Needs Explain Wants?** Russell K. Schutt, University of Massachusetts - Boston; Marsha Ellison, University of Massachusetts Medical School
- Social support and medication management in patients with chronic kidney disease  
  Makenna M. Karn, Albany College of Pharmacy and Health Sciences; Katie Cardone, Albany College of Pharmacy and Health Sciences; Wendy Parker, Albany College of Pharmacy and Health Sciences
- How urbanization and religious/spiritual traditions affect well-being: A study of Catholics in a modernizing Brazil  
  G. Rainville, Independent Researcher

294. Paper Session: Gender and Health  
  Sunday Feb 25 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM
- Acknowledging difference among women in Alcoholics Anonymous  
  Jolene Sanders, Hood College
- 'I have to think about food all day long': Morality, mothering, and expertise and the duty to 'eat right’  
  Trisha J. Tiamzon, Trinity College
- Is the Gender Gap in CES-D divergent at old age in Taiwan during 1989-2011  
  Robert G. White, University of Florida; Fang-Yi Huang, University of Florida
- Can Success Bring Distress?: Upward Intergenerational Mobility and Psychological Distress in the United States  
  Siobhan Greatorex-Voith, Harvard University

295. Paper Session: Race and Gender in Digital Worlds  
  Sunday Feb 25 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM
- "You're not the boss of me!": Perceptions of Empowerment in Women’s Participation in Infidelity  
  Alicia Michelle Walker, Missouri State University
- Islamophobia, Homonationalism, and Media Discourse of the Pulse Nightclub Shooting  
  Doug Meyer, University of Virginia
- Racism, Performativity, and the Socialization of Artificial Intelligence  
  Brian James Newby, Shippensburg University
- Lights, Camera, (In) Action: The Media’s Social Construction of Innocence  
  Wanda Parham-Payne, Prince George’s Community College
- Meme, Myself, and I: Workers’ Presentation of Self on Social Media when Performing for an Imagined Audience Including Supervisors  
  Emily Louise Mason, University of New Hampshire

296. Paper Session: Gender and Economic Sociology  
  Sunday Feb 25 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM
- Where are the Men?Here are the Women  
  Nada Matta, Drexel University
- The Successes and Shortcomings of Fair Trade in Combatting Gender Inequality: Coffee in Central America  
  Isabel Araceli Geisler, Northeastern University
- Gender, Class, and Economic Change: Insights from Russian Postsocialism and One Small Firm  
  Jeffrey Hass, University of Richmond
- Barbie As Cultural Compass: Embodiment, Representation, and Resistance Surrounding the World’s Most Iconized Doll  
  Hannah Tulinski, University of California, Irvine

297. Paper Session: Education and Inequality II  
  Sunday Feb 25 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM
- "A Whole Different Type of People": The Cultural Significance of College and the Enrollment of Adults  
  David B. Monaghan, Shippensburg University of Pennsylvania
- Intergroup Dialogue at Ithaca College: Cultivating Inclusive Learning Environments on College Campuses  
  Sarah Dora Grunberg, Ithaca College; Derek Adams, Ithaca College
- Increasing financialization in higher education  
  Peter Carver Jameson, Virginia Commonwealth University

298. Paper Session: Food for Thought: Using Consumption to Teach Inequality and Diversity  
  Sunday Feb 25 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM
"Um, so like Want to Go to the Mall?" : Teaching sociological approaches to intersections of language, race, gender & class through every day acts of consumption. Lindsay Bell, SUNY at Oswego

From Mills to M&Ms: Teaching global inequality with the sociological imagination  Rachel A. Schwartz, St Joseph’s College/AKD

Teaching diversity and inclusion in sociology through saris, samosas and consumption  Farha Ternikar, LeMoyne College

299. Paper Session: Sexuality and Identity --Sunday Feb 25 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM

"More Than Just Sex"?: Sexual Norms and Values in the BDSM Scene  Julie Fennell, Gallaudet University

Passing: A Study of Gay Men in Chicago Chinatown  Xiaogao Zhou, University of Chicago

Xenophobia and Homophobia in Russia and Eastern Europe: Is Russia Exceptional?  Nicole Michelle Butkovich Kraus, Rutgers University at Newark

Prison policy, queer visibility, and violence against LGBTQ prisoners  Braxton Jones, Boston University

300. Paper Session: Sociological Approaches to Poverty --Sunday Feb 25 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM

A Situational Homelessness: Conceptualizing Homelessness in Context  Brandon M. Fairchild, Temple University

Disciples and Dreamers: Job Readiness and the Making of the U.S. Working Class  Gretchen Purser, Syracuse University; Brian Hennigan, Syracuse University

The Economic Impact of Recession on America's Families: An Examination of the Change in Poverty between 2007 and 2016  Kayla Fontenot, U.S. Census Bureau

Maximum Feasible Participation and Paternalism: Approaches to Poverty Reduction in a Local Community Organization  Emily Kane, Bates College

301. Paper Session: Immigration and Integration --Sunday Feb 25 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM

Welcome Home? Differences in the Socioeconomic Outcomes Between Deportees and Voluntary Return Migrants in Mexico  Rodrigo Dominguez, University of Massachusetts at Amherst

Life beyond the company in temporary agricultural labor  David Trouille, James Madison University

Cuban Doctors in the Brazilian Medical Program Mais Médicos: an analysis of unexpected processes of social integration  Carlos Siqueira, Boston College; Márcio De Oliveira, Universidade Federal do Paraná


302. Paper Session: Incorrigible Bodies, Incorrigible Methods: Performing Sociology --Sunday Feb 25 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM

The Power of Promise: A Theoretical, Affective Journey Through Central Appalachia  Jordan Dorsey, Syracuse University

"A Friend of Color" is a Friend of Mine: Un/Situating Asian Americanness in the US Academy  Dorothy Kou, Syracuse University, Sociology Department

Joven, Extranjera, y Deprimida en América: Autoethnographic Ruminations of an Immigrant to Prozac Nation  Angie Mejia, Syracuse University, Sociology Department

Subreal Methods: Underground Matters & The End of Time  Jackie Orr, Syracuse University, Sociology Department

303. Paper Session: Gender Inequality and Labor Market in Asia --Sunday Feb 25 | 12:00 PM-1:30 PM
• *Capital Control and Individual Autonomy: Chinese Domestic Female Flight Attendants' Emotional Labor*  
  Xiaojing Li, Peking University

• *Unpacking Views of Maternal Employment Among the Highly Educated: Evidence from Korea*  
  Eunsil Oh, Harvard University

• *Motherhood wage penalty in Japan*  
  Yuko Hara, University of Maryland - College Park

• *Family Background and Career Mobility in Contemporary Urban China, 1978-2008*  
  Han Liu, University at Albany-SUNY
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